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Overview and Scrutiny Management Board – Agenda

Agenda
1.

Welcome, Introductions and Safety Information

Please note: if the alarm sounds during the meeting, everyone should please exit
the building via the way they came in, via the main entrance lobby area, and then
the front ramp. Please then assemble on the paved area in front of the building
on College Green by the flag poles. If the front entrance cannot be used,
alternative exits are available via staircases 2 and 3 to the left and right of the
Conference Hall. These exit to the rear of the building. The lifts are not to be
used. Then please make your way to the assembly point at the front of the
building. Please do not return to the building until instructed to do so by the fire
warden(s).

(Pages 5 - 6)

Due to Covid Safety requirements we have put the following measures in place:
 All attendees are asked to have a Covid lateral flow test 24 hrs prior to the day
of the meeting and show the results of a negative test. It’s important that you
report the results of your test and that you get confirmation sent to your phone.
Reception staff may ask to see this on the day of the meeting. If you have a
positive test or if you develop any Covid 19 symptoms – high temperature, a new
continuous cough, or a loss or change to your sense of smell or taste, you should
book a test on .GOV.UK and self-isolate while you wait for the results.
 You are required to wear a face mask at all times unless you are exempt or
presenting your public forum. Social distancing rules remain in place.
 Members of the press and public who wish to attend City Hall may be asked to
watch the meeting on a screen in another room due to the maximum occupancy
of the venue.

2.

Apologies for absence

3.

Declarations of Interest

To note any declarations of interest from the Councillors. They are asked to
indicate the relevant agenda item, the nature of the interest and in particular
whether it is a disclosable pecuniary interest.
Any declarations of interest made at the meeting which is not on the register of
interests should be notified to the Monitoring Officer for inclusion.

4.

Minutes of the previous meeting
(Pages 7 - 15)
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5.

Chair's Business

To note any announcements from the Chair

6.

Annual Business Report
(Pages 16 - 33)

7.

Public Forum

Up to 30 minutes is allowed for this item
Any member of the public or Councillor may participate in Public Forum. The
detailed arrangements for so doing are set out in the Public Information Sheet at
the back of this agenda. Public Forum items should be emailed to
democratic.services@bristol.gov.uk and please note that the following deadlines
will apply in relation to this meeting:Questions - Written questions must be received 3 clear working days prior to the
meeting. For this meeting, this means that your question(s) must be received in
this office at the latest by 5 pm on Tuesday 6 July 2021.
Petitions and Statements - Petitions and statements must be received on the
working day prior to the meeting. For this meeting this means that your
submission must be received in this office at the latest by 12.00 noon on Friday 9
July 2021.
Attending the Meeting – Members of the public who wish to attend the meeting
are asked to register their intent to attend by giving at least two clear working
days notice prior to the meeting, which for this meeting is 5pm, Wednesday 7
July 2021. This is to help ensure appropriate social distancing measures in the
Council Chamber can be maintained.

8.

Clean Air Zone
(Pages 34 - 39)

9.

Consultation and Engagement Strategy
(Pages 40 - 98)

10. Exclusion of Press and Public
That under s.100A(4) of the Local Government Act 1972, the public be excluded
from the meeting for the following item(s) of business on the grounds that it
(they) involve(s) the likely disclosure of exempt information as defined in
paragraph 3 of Part 1 of schedule 12A of the Act.
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11. City Leap (Exempt)
To follow

12. Return to Open Session
13. Performance Report Q4 2020-21
(Pages 99 - 121)
14. Work Programme
(Pages 122 - 156)
15. Mayor's Forward Plan (Standing Item)
(Pages 157 - 168)
16. Minutes from the WECA Overview and Scrutiny Committee for information (Standing Item)
(Pages 169 - 176)
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Public Information Sheet
Inspection of Papers - Local Government (Access to Information) Act 1985
You can find papers for all our meetings on our website at www.bristol.gov.uk.
Other formats and languages and assistance for those with hearing impairment
Other o check with and
You can get committee papers in other formats (e.g. large print, audio tape, braille etc) or in
community languages by contacting the Democratic Services Officer. Please give as much notice as
possible. We cannot guarantee re-formatting or translation of papers before the date of a particular
meeting.
Committee rooms are fitted with induction loops to assist people with hearing impairment. If you
require any assistance with this please speak to the Democratic Services Officer.
Public Forum
Members of the public may make a written statement ask a question or present a petition to most
meetings. Your statement or question will be sent to the Committee and be available in the meeting
room one hour before the meeting. Please submit it to democratic.services@bristol.gov.uk or hand in
to Democratic Services Section, City Hall, College Green. The following requirements apply:



The statement is received no later than 12.00 noon on the working day before the meeting and is
about a matter which is the responsibility of the committee concerned.
The question is received no later than 5pm three clear working days before the meeting.

Any statement submitted should be no longer than one side of A4 paper. If the statement is longer
than this, then for reasons of cost, it may be that only the first sheet will be copied and made available
at the meeting. For copyright reasons, we are unable to reproduce or publish newspaper or magazine
articles that may be attached to statements.
By participating in public forum business, we will assume that you have consented to your name and
the details of your submission being recorded and circulated to the Committee and published within
the minutes. Your statement or question will also be made available to the public at the meeting to
which it relates and may be provided upon request in response to Freedom of Information Act
requests in the future.
We will try to remove personal and identifiable information. However, because of time constraints we
cannot guarantee this, and you may therefore wish to consider if your statement contains information
that you would prefer not to be in the public domain. Public Forum statements will not be posted on
the council’s website. Other committee papers may be placed on the council’s website and
information within them may be searchable on the internet.
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During the meeting:










Public Forum is normally one of the first items on the agenda, although statements and petitions
that relate to specific items on the agenda may be taken just before the item concerned.
There will be no debate on statements or petitions.
The Chair will call each submission in turn. When you are invited to speak, please make sure that
your presentation focuses on the key issues that you would like Members to consider. This will
have the greatest impact.
Your time allocation may have to be strictly limited if there are a lot of submissions. This may be as
short as one minute.
If there are a large number of submissions on one matter a representative may be requested to
speak on the groups behalf.
If you do not attend or speak at the meeting at which your public forum submission is being taken
your statement will be noted by Members.
If you are called on to use the microphone, please place it approx 5 cm in front of your mouth and
move the microphone as you move your head.
Under our security arrangements, please note that members of the public (and bags) may be
searched. This may apply in the interests of helping to ensure a safe meeting environment for all
attending.
As part of the drive to reduce single-use plastics in council-owned buildings, please bring your own
water bottle in order to fill up from the water dispenser.

For further information about procedure rules please refer to our Constitution
https://www.bristol.gov.uk/how-council-decisions-are-made/constitution
Webcasting/ Recording of meetings
Members of the public attending meetings or taking part in Public forum are advised that all Full
Council and Cabinet meetings and some other committee meetings are now filmed for live or
subsequent broadcast via the council's webcasting pages. The whole of the meeting is filmed (except
where there are confidential or exempt items). If you ask a question or make a representation, then
you are likely to be filmed and will be deemed to have given your consent to this. If you do not wish to
be filmed you need to make yourself known to the webcasting staff. However, the Openness of Local
Government Bodies Regulations 2014 now means that persons attending meetings may take
photographs, film and audio record the proceedings and report on the meeting (Oral commentary is
not permitted during the meeting as it would be disruptive). Members of the public should therefore
be aware that they may be filmed by others attending and that is not within the council’s control.
The privacy notice for Democratic Services can be viewed at www.bristol.gov.uk/about-ourwebsite/privacy-and-processing-notices-for-resource-services
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Bristol City Council
Minutes of the Overview and Scrutiny
Management Board
5 March 2021 at 10.00 am

Members Present:Councillors: Geoff Gollop (Chair), Celia Phipps (Vice-Chair), Mark Brain, Stephen Clarke,
Eleanor Combley, Claire Hiscott, Anthony Negus, Jo Sergeant and Lucy Whittle

1. Welcome, Introductions and Safety Information
The Chair welcomed the attendees. The meeting was conducted via video conference.
2. Apologies for absence.
Apologies were received from Councillors Massey and O’Rourke.
3. Declarations of Interest
No declarations were made.
4. Chair's Business
It was noted that two items on the agenda had the potential to involve discussion of confidential issues
and an exempt session was agreed to be held where deemed necessary.
The meeting was the last scheduled Overview and Scrutiny Management Board meeting of the 2020-2021
year. Scrutiny Officers were thanked for their work and support. Non returning Councillors were also
thanked for their contributions to Scrutiny.
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5. Public Forum
Public Forum questions and statements were published prior to the meeting and can be viewed here.
A representative of Bristol Animal Rebellion submitted two Public Forum questions regarding the Draft
Advertising and Sponsorship Policy and received written responses. As supplementary questions he
asked:


Does Bristol City Council recognise the contribution of Animal Agriculture to the climate crisis?



Would the Council agree that neglecting to implement changes at this stage would contradict
the emergency declaration?

As a response to the supplementary questions could not be provided in the meeting it was agreed to
submit these to relevant officers. It was confirmed that Bristol Animal Rebellion had also submitted
additional questions to Cabinet regarding the Advertising and Sponsorship Policy and it was agreed to
provide the Public Forum to the Mayor’s Office in advance of this meeting.
David Redgewell presented a Public Forum statement. This was noted.
RESOLVED; That the Public Forum be noted; and
That the Public Forum questions raised by Bristol Animal Rebellion regarding the Draft Advertising and
Sponsorship Policy be submitted to Cabinet for reference and Officers for a response.
6. Goram Homes Land Disposal
The Executive Director of Growth and Regeneration presented the Goram Homes Land Disposal item.
Members asked what the approach would be to existing tenants, particularly the Lifeskills and Create
Centre. It was confirmed that outreach and engagement with tenants was fundamental to the strategy
and would begin following consideration by Cabinet.
Members were not clear on the interaction between the new consultation around the Western Harbour
and the land disposal item. The Executive Director of Growth and Regeneration clarified that the proposal
was to earmark Goram Homes for delivery of subsequent plans, but this did not constitute a legal
commitment. It was confirmed there were no ‘closed door’ conversations regarding the Western Harbour
beyond the existing scrutiny meetings.
The ability to earmark sites for development was welcomed.
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7. Bristol Holding Group Business Plans
The discussion of the Goram Homes Business Plans and strategies followed from the previous item.
Members asked if there was confidence that Goram Homes and Bristol City Council had the expertise to
compete with the private sector. The Managing Director of Goram Homes confirmed this to be the case,
and part of the objective in the creation of the company.
A Member stated their understanding that land would be essentially loaned to the housing company who
would then involve the chosen developer, with the value paid back to Bristol City Council. The Member
was concerned that this was excessively front-end loaded to achieve the objectives and requested
assurance on the returns for this. The Head of Housing Delivery suggested that a separate discussion of
the objectives and how these would be achieved could be arranged and would be welcomed. The use of
the Joint Venture model in which Goram Homes would be an equal partner with the private sector was
intended to ensure returns.
The ability of the model to develop sites more quickly was supported, but a concern was raised over the
achievability of the suggested timing and changes to the Business Plan. It was noted that some details
around the delivery of the proposals could fall under exempt information. Caveats were provided on page
17 of the business plan, but it was acknowledged that Goram Homes was currently at the start of the
pipeline process.
It was agreed that the Overview and Scrutiny Management Board would submit a statement to Cabinet to
include that Members felt unable to fully scrutinise the Land Disposal and revised Business Plan items due
to insufficient time, and that while new housing would be welcomed and the model of bringing older sites
into development was supported there remained concerns over the deliverability of the pipelines and
business plans.
RESOLVED; That Members consider the arrangement of a briefing session on the Joint Venture model
and the objectives of Goram Homes; and
That OSMB submit a statement to Cabinet reflecting the views held on the Goram Homes Business Plan
and Land Disposal.
8. Bristol Beacon
The Cabinet report regarding the Bristol Beacon was published after having previously been deferred. This
was available to Members, and the Executive Director for Growth and Regeneration was present to
answer questions.
It was noted that Bristol City Council was negotiating the revisions to the agreement with the main
contract Willmott Dixon, which will take the form of a Deed of Variation. This would involve the transfer
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of risk for much of the remaining programme. However that as the ultimate owner of the building and
client BCC would retain some risk and liability for overruns.
Members queried why an initial structural survey did not inform the preparation of tenders. When work
began in 2018 the analysis was based only on what was possible to assess within a live venue and further
information was not available until demolition began. The situation exceeded the envisaged worst case
scenario.
Members emphasised the need to understand how and when decisions were made. As Officers were
focused on progressing the project this information was not ready to hand. The Executive Director for
Growth and Regeneration agreed to provide the dates that the pre-contract and main contract ended.
Members noted that the cost increase was significant, although the exact figures had been misreported
by the press in places. It was confirmed that the total outturn was £106 million.
The Executive Director for Growth and Regeneration stated that significant progress had been made in
establishing known costs and risk since December 2020, moving from 60% to 90% ‘green’ (ie. agreement
reached on a specific deliverable). 92% of the risk had been passed to the contractor, with the remaining
8% in the process of being established. It was felt that risk was sufficiently covered to enter into a
contract after Cabinet agreement, albeit as client BCC would remain liable for any further external risks,
hence the necessity for thorough consideration and assessment.
Members reiterated surprise at the cost overrun and agreed to recommend an inquiry into how the
current position was reached in order to learn lessons, acknowledging that this had not been an area of
focus for Officers in progressing the project. It was agreed that a statement would be submitted to
Cabinet to contain the following:


Concern regarding the 100% increase in spend



Concern regarding how the project evolved



Recognition of the importance of the Bristol Beacon



Recommendation for an Inquiry into the issue.

Members expressed support for the Executive Director for Growth and Regeneration for the hard work he
had done in improving and clarifying the project.
RESOLVED; That the dates that the Bristol Beacon pre-contract and main contract ended would be
provided to OSMB Members; and
That OSMB submit a statement to Cabinet reflecting the views expressed on the Bristol Beacon and
recommendation to establish an Inquiry.
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9. Review of Cabinet 9 March 2021 Agenda
The Cabinet Agenda for the meeting scheduled 9th March 2021 was reviewed.
The Flood Strategy was noted as a potential item for Scrutiny within the work programme following the
2020-2021 year and as the project developed. An Inquiry Day with the involvement of experts at the
appropriate time was suggested.
Temple Quarter was also noted as a Work Programme item for over a period of years. This item covered a
number of areas, and Officers supported Scrutiny to use the working group to inform engagement.
The Chair of the Resources Scrutiny Commission agreed to submit a statement to Cabinet regarding the
work of the Scrutiny Task and Finish Group with the Social Value Review item.
RESOLVED; That the Chair of the Resources Scrutiny Commission submit a statement to Cabinet
regarding the work of the Social Value Review Task and Finish Group.
10.Mayor's Forward Plan
This item was noted
11.Work Programme
It was noted that the civic plan had ended and no further Scrutiny meetings were planned.
12.Draft Advertising and Sponsorship Policy
Members welcomed and endorsed the Policy but noted the queries raised by the Public Forum questions
regarding the impact of deferring contract agreements to provide more time to make amendments.
Members expressed a desire to see the list of inappropriate advertisers expanded. It was agreed to
submit a statement to Cabinet to reflect this.
RESOLVED; That a statement be submitted to Cabinet expressing support for the Advertising and
Sponsorship Policy with an ambition to see it strengthened in the future.
13.Corporate Business Plan and Performance Framework
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A Scrutiny workshop was held in February 2021 to consider the Business Plan. The engagement with
Scrutiny was welcomed and supported, and Officers were thanked for their work.
14.Q3 Corporate Risk Report
This item was noted.
15.Q3 Performance Report
This item was noted.
16.Covid-19 Update - Information item
This item was noted.
17.City Leap
It was understood that the City Leap item prepared for Members contained both information appropriate
for the public domain as well as exempt information. It was agreed that the item would begin as part of
the public meeting and be brought in to exempt session where necessary. Members requested a
discussion around governance and accountability as a key concern.
The Cabinet Member with responsibility for Transport, Energy & New Green Deal was welcomed.
The City Leap project had been in the process of procurement for a strategic partner since August 2020.
Aspects of the tender were in the process of being discussed.
Officers stated that the role of Scrutiny within City Leap would be in line with other Cabinet key decisions,
i.e. there would be an opportunity to scrutinise Cabinet papers around City Leap and related projects.
A Member noted that City Leap was anticipated to be a major intervention around how the council
worked, and queried whether this would require a bespoke type of Scrutiny. Members queried how
direction of travel decisions would be set between Bristol City Council and the strategic partner, and how
management information would be received and assessed. It was emphasised that Scrutiny would hope
to be involved in a constructive role.
The Executive Director for Growth and Regeneration stated that Officers would welcome Scrutiny input,
particularly around procurement. The procurement process involved the seeking of feedback from
potential partners as industry experts, supporting the development of the Bristol City Council
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understanding of an appropriate model for governance and balance between the need for accountability
and agile decision making. Those discussions continued to be navigated. A model for accountability
(including scrutiny) would follow those discussions.
The Cabinet Member with responsibility for Transport, Energy & New Green Deal supported ongoing
Scrutiny involvement particularly due to the long term nature of the project. Other regulatory functions
was also expected to have a role (i.e. Planning, property, etc).
The Chair ended the public section of the Overview and Scrutiny Management Board at 12.10pm.
18.Exclusion of Press and Public
That under s.100A(4) of the Local Government Act 1972, the public be excluded from the meeting for the
following item(s) of business on the grounds that it (they) involve(s) the likely disclosure of exempt
information as defined in paragraph 3 of Part 1 of schedule 12A of the Act.
19.City Leap - Exempt item
This item was exempt from publication.
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Agenda Item 6
People Scrutiny Commission – Report

Overview and Scrutiny
Management Board
12th July 2021
Report of:

Director, Legal and Democratic Services

Title:

Annual Business Report

Ward:

N/A

Officer Presenting Report: Lucy Fleming, Head of Democratic Engagement
Contact Telephone Number: 0117 9222483
Recommendations:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

To note Membership of the Board for 2021/2022
To note that the dates and times for meetings in 2021/2022 are to be confirmed at a later
meeting
To note the Scrutiny Terms of Reference
To note the Mayoral Question Time arrangements
To establish the Call In Sub-Committee and agree the Chairing arrangements

The Significant Issues in the Report
As set out in the report.
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1. Policy
N/A
2. Consultation
N/A
3. Context
At the annual meeting on 25 May 2021, Full Council established the following;
•
•
•
•
•

Overview and Scrutiny Management Board
People Scrutiny Commission (Health Sub-Committee of the People Scrutiny Commission)
Growth and Regeneration Scrutiny Commission
Communities Scrutiny Commission
Resources Scrutiny Commission

Full Council made the following appointments;
Chair of OSMB: Councillor Carla Denyer
Vice Chair of OSMB: Councillor Mark Bradshaw
4. Proposal
OSMB is asked to;
a.

Note the Membership for 2021/2022
The Board will comprise 9 Members (Labour 3; Green 3; Conservative 2; Liberal Democrat 1);
details as follows;
Councillor Carla Denyer (Chair)
Councillor Mark Bradshaw (Vice Chair)
Councillor Martin Fodor
Councillor Geoff Gollop
Councillor Tim Kent
Councillor Brenda Massey
Councillor Graham Morris
Councillor Steve Pearce
Councillor David Wilcox

b. Agree the proposed dates and times of meetings in 2021/2022
There will be six meetings of the Board during 21/22 – dates and times to be confirmed at the
next meeting, which is likely to be in September 21.
c.

To note the Scrutiny Terms of Reference
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See appendix A.
There is an opportunity to amend these Terms of Refence arising from the Work Programme
setting that will take place in September 21.
d. To note Mayoral Question Time arrangements preceding OSMB meetings
OSMB is asked to note the Mayoral Question Time arrangements as set out in Appendix B to this
report. The times and dates of meetings is to be revisited in September 21.
e.

To establish the Call In Sub-Committee and to note the arrangements
Where non-executive Councillors have evidence which suggests that the Executive did not take a
decision in accordance with the principles set out in Article 14 (Decision Making) of part 2 of the
Constitution, they may ask the Proper Officer to ‘call in’ the decision for scrutiny.
If the requirements are met the Proper Officer will call-in the item and within five working days of
the request give notice as to the date on which the call-in will be considered by a Call-in Sub
Committee.
The membership will be 6 (non-executive) Members, the proportionality being 2 Labour, 2 Green,
1 Conservative and 1 Liberal Democrat. The names of Members to serve on each Call In SubCommittee will be determined by the Whips.
Following a report to OSMB in October 2020, it is proposed that the Chair of each Call In Sub
Committee rotates, and for 21/22 the following order is proposed; Labour, Conservative, Green,
Lib Dem, Labour, Green.

6. Other Options Considered
N/A
7. Risk Assessment
N/A
8. Public Sector Equality Duties
N/A
9. Legal and Resource Implications
N/A
Appendices:
Appendix A

Scrutiny Terms of Reference
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Appendix B
Appendix C

Mayoral Question Time Procedure Rules (OSR 21)
Call In Sub-Committee Procedure Rules (OSR 17)

LOCAL GOVERNMENT (ACCESS TO INFORMATION) ACT 1985
Background Papers: None
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APPENDIX A
TERMS OF REFERENCE OF COMMITTEES
Each committee has delegated authority to undertake all responsibilities and
actions falling within its terms of reference.
COMMITTEE TERMS OF REFERENCE:
A.

OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEES

OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY MANAGEMENT BOARD
Terms of Reference
Functions
In accordance with legislation (Local Government Act 2000, Health and Social Care
Act 2001, NHS Act 2006, Police and Justice Act 2006, Flood and Water
Management Act 2010, Localism Act 2011, Health and Social Care Act 2012) the
Board will meet six times a year to discharge the Council's overview and scrutiny
function, including but not limited to the following:
General
1.

Overview and scrutiny of strategic priorities and policy, including the
Council’s policy framework and review of their impact on service delivery and
outcomes for people in Bristol.

2.

Work with, inform and hold the Mayor/Executive to account in relation to the
development, implementation and review of strategic priorities and policy.

3.

Review and scrutinise decisions made, or other action taken in connection
with the discharge of any functions which are the responsibility of the
Mayor/Executive, functions which are not the responsibility of the Executive,
and functions which are the responsibility of any other bodies the Council is
authorised to scrutinise.

4.

Make reports and recommendations to Full Council, the Mayor/Executive
and/or any ’Other Body’ on matters within their remit and on matters which
affect the authority’s area or the inhabitants of that area.

5.

Develop the external focus of overview and scrutiny on ‘city-wide issues’ (and
where appropriate sub regional, regional and national issues), in particular
through collaborative work with local partner authorities, providers,
stakeholders and members of the public.

21/05/20
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6.

Working with Joint Scrutiny Committees, namely West of England Combined
Authority Overview and Scrutiny Committee, Joint Health Committee and
Joint Health Overview Scrutiny Committee, to scrutinise the work and
effectiveness of partners, where the powers of scrutiny allow, and other local
strategic partnerships such as the Local Enterprise Partnership.

7.

Scrutinise governance arrangements at strategic and local level (e.g. Area
Committees) to ensure these are fit for purpose and deliver good decision
making, accountability, transparency and involvement.

8.

To consider organisational performance (ICT, legal, financial and HR
services) and commission performance reviews through the relevant Scrutiny
Commissions.

9.

To develop a budget review process and ensure that budget proposals are
subject to rigorous challenge (likely to be allocated to the MTFP/Budget
Scrutiny Task Group).

Management Function
10.

To manage, develop and champion the overview and scrutiny function of the
Council:
(a)

As a vehicle to provide constructive challenge, public accountability
and improved outcomes for people in Bristol.

(b)

As a forum to consider evidence and different views and opinions and
respond to public priorities.

(c)

To promote confidence and greater involvement in local democracy.

(d)

To set the overall scrutiny work programme, oversee the work
programme of each of the Commissions and ensure the effective coordination of those programmes within the resource envelope available
(to include commission meetings, select committees, sub-committees,
working groups and any other forms of scrutiny that may be
established by virtue of the Overview and Scrutiny Procedure Rules).

(e)

To consider requests for scrutiny reviews under the Councillor Call for
Action process.

(f)

To review and evaluate the effectiveness of the overview and scrutiny
function and make recommendations to Full Council and propose any
changes to the Constitution as necessary.
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B

RESOURCES SCRUTINY COMMISSION

Terms of reference - Overview
The role of the Commission is the overview and scrutiny in respect of the
implementation of policies, decisions, performance and actions relating to the
Resources Directorate with functions that include Legal, Finance, HR, ICT, Policy &
Strategy, Procurement, Revenue and Benefits and Commercialisation.
1. To ensure that overview and scrutiny directly responds to corporate and public
priorities, is used to drive service improvement, provides a focus for policy
development and engages members of the public, key stakeholders and partner
agencies.
2. To action the annual work programme set by the Overview and Scrutiny
Management Board using the following framework:
3. Scrutiny of corporate plans and other major plan priorities within its remit with
particular reference to those areas where targets are not being met or progress
is slow;
4. Input to significant policy developments or service reviews;
5. Review and scrutiny of decisions made, or other action taken in connection with
the discharge of any functions which are the responsibility of the
Mayor/Executive, functions which are not the responsibility of the
Mayor/Executive, and functions which are the responsibility of any other bodies
the Council is authorised to scrutinise.
6. To make reports and recommendations to Full Council, the Mayor/Executive
and/or any other body on matters within their remit and on matters which affect
the authority’s area or the inhabitants of that area and to monitor the response,
implementation and impact of recommendations.
7. To work in collaboration with the Mayor/relevant Executive Member and receive
updates from that member on key policy developments, decisions taken or to be
taken and progress against corporate priorities.
8. To report to the Overview and Scrutiny Management Board on progress against
the work programme and on any recommendations it makes.
9. To develop a budget review process and ensure that budget proposals are
subject to rigorous challenge.
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C

PEOPLE SCRUTINY COMMISSION

Terms of reference - Overview
The role of the commission is the overview and scrutiny of matters relating to the
Adults, Children and Education Directorate, including:
Adults: Front Door/ Hospital Social Care teams, Maximising Independence,
Safeguarding/ Deprivation of Liberty, Approved Mental Health Act Service,
Strategic Commissioning/ Contracts & Quality, Early Intervention/ Targeted
support, and Intermediate Care, Reablement and Regulated Services.
Childrens: Early Help, Targeted Support, Safeguarding including Child Protection
Social Work Services and Permanency and Specialist Services for children in care,
care leavers and disabled children and their families.
Education: HOPE Virtual School, Early Years, School Partnerships, Specialist
Education and Access, and Employment, Learning & Skills.
Public Health and the Statutory Health Overview and Scrutiny Function
Functions
1.

To ensure that overview and scrutiny directly responds to corporate and
public priorities, is used to drive service improvement, provides a focus for
policy development and engages members of the public, key stakeholders
and partner agencies.

2. To action the Annual Work Programme set by the Overview and Scrutiny
Management Board using the following framework:

(a)

Scrutiny of corporate plans and other major plan priorities within its
remit, with particular reference to those areas where targets are not
being met or progress is slow;

(b)

Input to significant policy developments or service reviews;

(c)

Review and scrutiny of decisions made, or other action taken in
connection with the discharge of any functions which are the
responsibility of the Mayor/Executive, functions which are not the
responsibility of the Executive, and functions which are the
responsibility of any other bodies the Council is authorised to
scrutinise.

3. To make reports and recommendations to Full Council, the Mayor/Executive
and/or any other body on matters within their remit and on matters which
21/05/20
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affect the authority’s area or the inhabitants of that area and to monitor the
response, implementation and impact of recommendations.
4. To work in collaboration with the Mayor/relevant Executive Member and receive
updates from that member on key policy developments, decisions taken or to
be taken and progress against corporate priorities.
5. To report to the Overview and Scrutiny Management Board on progress against
the work programme and on any recommendations it makes.
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D

GROWTH AND REGENERATION SCRUTINY COMMISSION

Terms of Reference - Overview
The role of the commission is the overview and scrutiny of matters relating to the
Growth and Regeneration Directorate including;
Planning; Strategic City Planning, Development Management, City Design, City
Innovation and Sustainability;
City Growth, Investment and Infrastructure; Housing Delivery, Economic
development, Programme and Project Management (including Temple Quarter, the
Arena, Colston Hall, Education Capital, Capital Infrastructure, Regeneration,
Housing and Transport Programmes / Projects, including the Avonmouth and
Severnside Enterprise Area, Housing Deal and Housing Infrastructure Fund),
Culture, Property Asset Strategy, Property Management and Property Development
and Energy.
Transport; Strategic City Transport, Local and Sustainable Transport and Traffic
and Highway Maintenance including the statutory flood risk management scrutiny
function.
Functions
1. To ensure that overview and scrutiny directly responds to corporate and public
priorities, is used to drive service improvement, provides a focus for policy
development and engages members of the public, key stakeholders and
partner agencies.
2.

To action the Annual Work Programme set by the Overview and Scrutiny
Management Board using the following framework:
(a)

Scrutiny of corporate plans and other major plan priorities within its
remit, with particular reference to those areas where targets are not
being met or progress is slow;

(b)

Input to significant policy developments or service reviews;

(c)

Review and scrutiny of decisions made, or other action taken in
connection with the discharge of any functions which are the
responsibility of the Mayor/Executive, functions which are not the
responsibility of the Executive, and functions which are the
responsibility of any other bodies the Council is authorised to
scrutinise.

3. To make reports and recommendations to Full Council, the Mayor/Executive
and/or any other body on matters within their remit and on matters which
affect the authority’s area or the inhabitants of that area and to monitor the
21/05/20
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response, implementation and impact of recommendations.
4. To work in collaboration with the Mayor/relevant Executive Member and receive
updates from that member on key policy developments, decisions taken or to
be taken and progress against corporate priorities.
5. To report to the Overview and Scrutiny Board on progress against the work
programme and on any recommendations it makes.
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E

COMMUNITIES SCRUTINY COMMISSION

Terms of reference - Overview
The role of the Commission is the overview and scrutiny of matters relating to the
Communities Directorate including; Customer Services, Housing & Landlord
Services (including housing options, private sector housing, and estate
management) Crime and Disorder (including the Statutory Scrutiny Function),
recycling, waste and environmental issues, neighbourhoods, sport, leisure and
physical activity and Area Committees.
Functions
1. To ensure that overview and scrutiny directly responds to corporate and public
priorities, is used to drive service improvement, provides a focus for policy
development and engages members of the public, key stakeholders and
partner agencies.
2. To action the Annual Work Programme set by the Overview and Scrutiny
Management Board using the following framework:
(a) Scrutiny of corporate plans and other major plan priorities within its remit,
with particular reference to those areas where targets are not being met or
progress is slow;
(b) Input to significant policy developments or service reviews;
(c)

Review and scrutinise decisions made or other action taken in connection
with the discharge of any functions which are the responsibility of the
Mayor/Executive, functions which are not the responsibility of the
Executive, and functions which are the responsibility of any other bodies
the Council is authorised to scrutinise.

3. To make reports and recommendations to Full Council, the Mayor/Executive
and/or any other body on matters within their remit and on matters which
affect the authority’s area or the inhabitants of that area and to monitor the
response, implementation and impact of recommendations.
4. To work in collaboration with the Mayor/relevant Executive Member and receive
updates from that Member on key policy developments, decisions taken or to
be taken and progress against corporate priorities.
5. To report to the Overview and Scrutiny Management Board on progress against
the work programme and on any recommendations it makes.
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F JOINT HEALTH SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
Terms of Reference
Functions
1. Where more than one local authority is consulted by a local NHS body in respect
of any proposal, which it has under consideration for the substantial
development of the health service or the substantial variation of such service,
to review and scrutinise such proposal jointly with any other local authority so
consulted.
2. Where a matter is referred to it by Healthwatch to consider whether to exercise
any powers in relation to the matter, taking into account information supplied
by Healthwatch.
3. Where more than one local authority has an interest in the planning, provision
and operation of health services which cross geographical boundaries, to
review and scrutinise any such matters jointly with any such other local
authority.
4. To require the local NHS body to provide information about the proposal under
consideration and where appropriate to require the attendance of a
representative of the NHS body to answer such questions as appear to it to
be necessary for the discharge of its function in connection with the
consultation.
5. To prepare a report to the health body and the participating local authorities,
setting out any comments and recommendations on any matter reviewed or
scrutinised.
6. To report to the Secretary of State in writing where it is not satisfied that
consultation on any proposal referred to in paragraph (1) has been adequate
in relation to the content or time allowed.
7. To report to the Secretary of State in writing in any case where it considers that
the proposal referred to in paragraph 1 above would not be in the interests of
the health service in the area of the Joint Committees participating local
authorities.
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G
TERMS OF REFERENCE OF THE WEST OF ENGLAND COMBINED
AUTHORITY OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE (“THE WECA
OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE”)
The functions of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee primarily relate to
scrutinising the work of the WECA and making appropriate recommendations as to
the discharge of its function
The WECA Overview and Scrutiny Committee shall have the power to:(i) Review or scrutinise decisions made or other actions taken, in connection with
the discharge of any functions which are the responsibility of the WECA;
(ii) Make reports or recommendations to the WECA on matters that affect the
WECA area or the inhabitants of the area;
(iii) Make reports or recommendations to the WECA with respect to the discharge of
any functions which are the responsibility of the WECA.
(iv) In so far as the business of the Local Enterprise Partnership Business Board
(LEP) relates to the discharge of functions of the WECA, the WECA Overview and
Scrutiny Committee shall have the power to scrutinise the LEP as set out in (i) – (iii)
above.
Save for the provision in Section A – Standing Orders (Descriptions and Rules of
Procedure), that can only apply to a meeting of the West of England Combined
Authority, the rules of procedure will apply to meetings of the Overview and
Scrutiny.
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H

JOINT OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY ARRANGEMENT

Terms of Reference of the Joint Overview and Scrutiny Arrangement comprising of
the Constituent Councils of the West of England Combined Authority, the Mayor
and North Somerset Council (“The Joint Overview and Scrutiny Arrangement”)
Joint Overview and Scrutiny shall have the power to:(i) Review or scrutinise decisions made or other actions taken, in connection with
the discharge of any functions which are the responsibility of the Joint Committee;

(ii) Make reports or recommendations to the Joint Committee on matters that affect
the Joint Committee area or the inhabitants of the area;
(iii) Make reports or recommendations to the Joint Committee with respect to the
discharge of any functions which are the responsibility of the Joint Committee.
Save for the provision in Section A – Standing Orders (Descriptions and Rules of
Procedure), that can only apply to a meeting of the West of England Combined
Authority; the rules of procedure will apply to meetings of the Voluntary Joint
Scrutiny Arrangement.
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APPENDIX B
OSR 21
Mayoral Question Time
i)

Immediately before four of the meetings of the Board, the Council will hold a Member
Mayoral and Executive Question Time for members of Council only.

ii)

The Question Time will be chaired by the Chair of the Board or in his absence the
Deputy Chair or by a member elected by the members to preside if neither is present.

iii)

The Question Time will last for no more than one hour.

iv)

A question may only be asked if notice has been given by delivering it in writing or by
electronic mail to the proper officer by no later than 12 noon on the working day
before the day of the meeting. Each question must give the name of the questioner.
Copies of all questions will be circulated to all members and made available to the
public attending the meeting by no later than one hour before the meeting.

v)

Questions will be asked in the order notice of them was received, except that the
Chair of the Board may group together similar questions.

vi)

Members of Council shall be entitled to ask two questions and two supplementary
questions. Questions must concern matters on the agenda of Board meeting. A
supplementary question must arise directly out of the original question or the reply.

vii)

Replies to questions will be given verbally. If a reply cannot be given at the meeting
(including due to lack of time) or if written confirmation of the verbal reply is
requested by the questioner, a written reply will be provided within 10 working days
of the meeting.

viii) The person presiding may rule out questions which in his opinion are defamatory,
offensive or frivolous, or which require the disclosure of confidential or exempt
information.
ix)

The person presiding shall rule out questions that are not about a matter for which
the local authority has a responsibility or which directly affect the city.
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OSR17
What is Call in and How Does it Operate?
Where non-executive Councillors have evidence which suggests that the Executive did not
take the decision in accordance with the principles set out in Article 14 (Decision Making) of
part 2 of the Constitution, they may ask the Proper Officer to “call in” the decision for
scrutiny.
(a)

When a decision is made by the executive or a key decision is made by an officer with
delegated authority from the executive, or under joint arrangements, the decision
shall be published, including where possible by electronic means, and shall be
available at City Hall normally within two clear working days of the decision being
made. Chairs and Members of the relevant Overview and Scrutiny Committee will be
sent copies of the records of all such decisions within two clear working days, by the
Proper Officer responsible for publishing the decision.

(b)

That notice will bear the date on which it was published and will specify that the
decision will come into force, and may then be implemented, on the expiry of five
clear working days from the date the decision was taken, unless the decision is ‘called
in’.

(c)

During that period, at least five non-executive Members may ask the Proper Officer to
call in a decision for scrutiny using the appropriate pro forma. The Proper Officer will
first satisfy themselves that the following requirements have been met:
(i)

the call in notice has been received within the prescribed time scales;

(ii)

the decision taker’s decision has been properly identified and described;

(iii)

the Members seeking the call in have identified those principles of Article 14 of
the Constitution which they believe have been breached.

(d)

If the requirements are met the Proper Officer will call in the item and within five
working days of the request, give notice as to the date on which the call in will be
considered by the Call in Sub Committee, which will be held within 10 days of the
request for call in being approved by the Proper Officer. If a debate at Full Council is
decided by the Call in Sub Committee then this will be held within ten days at an
extraordinary meeting of Full Council or at the Lord Mayor’s discretion

(e)

The Call in Sub Committee will decide either:
(i)

to take no further action in relation to the call in; or

(ii)

to refer the decision back to the decision taker, setting out in writing the
nature of its concerns; or
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(iii)
(f)

to refer the matter for debate at Full Council.

If the Call In Sub Committee:
(i)

meets on the date specified in the notice in (d) above but does not either refer
the matter back to the decision maker or refer the matter to the Full Council,
then the decision will take effect on the date of the Call in Sub Committee's
meeting; or

(ii)

does not meet on the date specified in the notice in (d) above, then the
decision will take effect on the first working day after that specified date.

If it is agreed that the matter be referred back to the decision maker they shall then
reconsider at their next scheduled meeting (or sooner in the event of urgency),
amending the decision or not, before adopting a final decision.
(g)

If the matter is referred to the Full Council and the Full Council does not object to the
decision which has been made, then no further action is necessary and the decision
will be effective in accordance with the provision below. However, if the Full Council
does object, it has no locus to make decisions in respect of an executive decision
unless it is contrary to the Policy and Budget Framework, or contrary to or not wholly
consistent with the budget. Unless that is the case, the Full Council will refer any
decision to which it objects back to the decision maker, together with the Full
Council’s views on the decision. The decision maker shall choose whether to amend
the decision or not before reaching a final decision and implementing it. Where the
decision was taken by the Mayor / Cabinet / Executive or under joint arrangements,
then within seven clear working days of the Full Council request, notice must be given
of the date of the meeting to reconsider the decision.

(h)

If the Full Council does not meet, or if it does but does not refer the decision back to
the decision making body or person, the decision will become effective on the date of
the Full Council meeting or expiry of the period in which the Full Council meeting
should have been held, whichever is the earlier.

(i)

Decisions taken by an Area Committee shall not be subject to call in.
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Agenda Item 8
Clean Air Zone updates

Overview and Scrutiny
Management Board
12 July 2021
Report of: Mike Jackson, Chief Executive
Title: Clean Air Zone update

Recommendation
•

•

This report provides a written update for Overview and Scrutiny Management Board during the
intervening period that the full business case (FBC) is undergoing review by the Joint Air Quality
Unit. It also sets out background information regarding the development of Bristol’s clean air
zone (CAZ).
A short presentation will also be given at the scrutiny meeting.
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1. Background
A Clean Air Zone (CAZ) will help improve air quality by reducing harmful levels of air pollution caused
by traffic. It will also ensure that residents benefit from a healthy and natural environment. We have
sought to deliver clean air in a way that protects the most deprived households in the city.
The council’s Full Business Case (FBC) has recommended a small CAZ D Option. A small CAZ D Option
involves a charging element; the scheme would charge non-compliant buses, coaches, taxis, HGVs,
LGVs and private cars across the small zone. The small CAZ D Option includes the following measures:
 Small Area Class D (charging non-compliant private cars, buses, coaches, taxis, HGVs and LGVs)
– map attached at Appendix A.
 Fast Track Measures: Closure of Cumberland Road inbound to general traffic; implementing a
detailed VMS strategy (Variable Message Signs) which includes the use of existing transport
infrastructure such as traffic signals and modelling.
Since submitting the Full Business Case (FBC) on 26 February 2021 officers have worked closely with
government to:
 gain valuable insight from the introduction of Bath and Birmingham’s clean air zones
 adjust the FBC to include more support for businesses and residents
 finalise a launch date that gives people enough time to prepare and ensures we comply with
legal limits for NO2 pollution in the shortest possible time
Officers are working with the Joint Air Quality Unit (JAQU) to finalise plans to introduce the zone in
summer 2022, with a date to be confirmed following final review. The review will incorporate plans to
integrate Government systems with new and existing BCC systems. The programme as a whole is
complex, as is the IT processes that integrate with the governments back office systems and as such
(and as experienced with other authorities implementing CAZ zones) has the potential to influence and
affect the delivery programme. This does not affect the availability of support for those most impacted
by the introduction of a CAZ in Bristol. Plans to offer support will continue as they were before,
ensuring they are made available well in advance of the go live date.
Since the submission of the FBC, work has continued with JAQU which has resulted in a greater
package of support for residents and business being proposed, for consideration by the government.
Financial support for low income households has been increased so that more people will be eligible.
After talks with the NHS, who were concerned that inflationary salary increases of trainee nurses
might place them slightly above the low-income threshold, the threshold has been raised from
£24,000 to £26,000. Our threshold is 20% higher than the Office of National Statistics (ONS) calculation
which defines the low income threshold in Bristol. We felt the ONS threshold was too low, especially
given current economic uncertainties, and set an 80% threshold of the median annual income per
individual in Bristol, capped at £26k. To ensure we help as many people as possible, a second round of
funding is proposed to be held in early 2022 for people earning up to £27k, again this will be prior to
the scheme going live.
All residents living inside the CAZ area with a non-compliant vehicle will be offered a one-year
exemption. This is to give people enough time to apply for loans and grants to upgrade to a cleaner
vehicle. Commercial vehicle owners in the zone with existing finance agreements will also be able to
apply for a one-year exemption. Patients and long term visitors to the BRI complex of hospital sites will
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also be exempt from the CAZ charge. Officers have had discussions with local bus and coach operators
and £2.1m will be made available to help them to buy cleaner vehicles or convert existing vehicles to
meet the Clean Air Zone’s emission standards. There will be an announcement on this shortly.
2. Timeline:
 Officers are continuing to work with the Joint Air Quality Unit (JAQU) and will formally
announce the go live date after this review has completed.
 Officers expect to receive final approval in the autumn
 The full loan and grant schemes are expected to launch in autumn 2021.
3. Further information
The scheme is still on track to reach legal compliance in 2023.
It is estimated that the zone will reduce traffic travelling into the city centre by approximately 2,000
vehicles per day and reduce traffic on roads in the zone. The zone is also expected to improve air
quality on most roads surrounding it due to the knock-on benefits of people switching to cleaner
vehicles across the whole network. Approximately 71% of vehicles travelling in the zone are already
compliant and will not be charged; this number is expected to increase as more people take advantage
of financial support to switch to a cleaner vehicle.
The impact traffic has on pollution levels on roads surrounding the zone has been assessed. No roads
had pollution levels higher than the safe legal limit and most surrounding roads were some way below
safe limits, due to the number of motorists switching to cleaner vehicles across the whole network.
This will continue to be reviewed post implementation to ensure that no unforeseen impacts occur.
Charges will be collected by central government. The costs of running the central system are deducted
and the excess is returned to council to cover the cost of running the zone. Surplus revenue will be
reinvested back into the local community ring fenced to traffic projects, supporting individuals and
businesses to switch to cleaner vehicles, ongoing work to encourage walking and cycling, and the
introduction of more sustainable public transport options. Our modelling indicates that the charging
zone, plus support measures such as loans and grants, will be enough to ensure we comply with our
legal requirements for clean air by 2023.
In relation to the Portway and the Cumberland Basin (A4-A370): these are main routes into the city.
The size of the zone and its boundary has been designed so that air quality targets can be met in the
central area – where air quality is worst – in the shortest possible time, in line with the Governments
legal direction. Removing the Portway and the Cumberland Basin from the zone would mean the
council would not be complying with the ministerial direction to reduce air pollution to legal limits in
the shortest possible time. The traffic volumes and air quality levels will continue to be addressed once
the scheme is live, with any issues being identified and addressed as appropriate. The modelling does
not show any urgent issues we need to address as part of the implementation therefore we must wait
and see how traffic behaviour responds to the zone.
Other recent improvements in the central area include the pedestrianisation of the Old City area, the
closure of Bristol Bridge to general traffic, new bike lanes and widened pavements. Further planned
improvements include encouraging walking and cycling for short journeys and the use of public
transport for longer journeys. Officers are working with communities on further improvements across
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the city and improving air quality outside schools, by piloting more Bristol School Streets and
encouraging parents to leave their car at home during the school run. The council are fully committed to
making the city more accessible for all as part of our liveable neighbourhoods aspirations. Liveable
neighbourhoods aim to improve the local environment by addressing levels of through traffic in residential
areas.

Engagement has continued to take place with organisations across the city and will continue to do so
in order to prepare for the CAZ. We have worked closely with colleagues from the University Bristol
NHS Trust to review and develop proposals, mitigations and exemptions for hospital visitors and staff,
and this will continue.
Defra has awarded us £125,000 to run a project to investigate the problem of particulate matter
pollution caused by solid fuel burning. High quality PM2.5 monitoring will be installed, and we will
work with communities to monitor and raise awareness of the air quality implications of using wood
burners.
4. A brief history (for the benefit of new Members)
Following submission of the council’s Outline Business Case (OBC) in November 2019, the situation
changed dramatically due to the global pandemic caused by Covid-19. The council reviewed the
impact of the pandemic and the inevitable change to the project. Consideration needed to be given as
to how we could move forward in a way that improved air quality and improved health benefits to
Bristol, recognising the unprecedented times we were in while also seeking to support economic
recovery.
In a short space of time and with the help of enabling legislation from Government, we made some
radical changes to some of the most polluting areas in Bristol. These ‘Street Space’ schemes and Fast
Track measures have been / are being implemented to open up road space usually reserved for
parking and movement of general traffic to cyclists and pedestrians to:




Enable better social distancing, especially in local shopping areas
Encourage people to travel by bike or walk
Reduce air pollution.

These measures are expected to be permanent, as the Mayor is committed to the Street Space
schemes, some of which have been part of the council’s Transport Strategy for a number of years and
would likely have been implemented in the fullness of time without the pandemic having happened.
In August 2020, the council received a new ministerial Direction, setting out the following:





That we continue work on a small CAZ D and outer medium CAZ C until evidence shows that
there is no requirement for one or both
That we provide evidence of our new proposed measures by 4 December 2020
That we provide a Full Business Case by 26 February 2021
That we prepare to implement the scheme as soon as possible and to deliver compliance by
2023 at the latest. We are required to start implementing a CAZ C with a small CAZ D by 29
October 2021, unless our further evidence demonstrates that this is not necessary in order to
deliver compliance by 2023.
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A further consultation took place from 8 October 2020 which consulted on two options:
 a dual zone consisting of a Medium CAZ C (charging all commercial non-compliant vehicles)
with a small CAZ D (charging all non-compliant vehicles including private cars)
 a standalone option of a small CAZ D
We developed modelling to show the impact of the Street Space and Fast Track Measures on the CAZ
plans. Evidence was provided to JAQU, showing that a Medium CAZ C was no longer needed to reach
compliance in the shortest possible time and that, therefore; only a small CAZ D was needed.
The CAZ options that the council has explored to date are:





A CAZ C, over a medium area, which charges polluting (non-compliant) commercial vehicles
such as buses, coaches, taxis, private hires, heavy and light goods vehicles, but not private cars
A ‘hybrid’ CAZ scheme featuring the medium area CAZ C, as above, and a smaller zone where
private diesel vehicles are banned from entering between 7am and 3pm daily. The government
no longer requires the council to proceed with the option of a diesel ban
A CAZ over a small area (CAZ D) for all older, more polluting (non-compliant) vehicles

Updates about the Clean Air Zone have been presented and discussed at Scrutiny on the following
occasions:












Growth and Regeneration Scrutiny Commission – 26th July 2018
Growth and Regeneration Scrutiny Commission - 21st February 2019
OSMB – 17th July 2019
OSMB - 30th October 2019
OSMB – 30th January 2020
OSMB – 24th April 2020
OSMB – 26th August 2020
OSMB – 5th October 2020
OSMB – 30th November 2020
OSMB – 2nd February 2021
OSMB – 24th February 2021

Previous Cabinet reports can be found here:
Full Business Case – 25 February 2021: https://democracy.bristol.gov.uk/mgChooseDocPack.aspx?ID=8404
Clean Air Zone Project Update – 1 September 2020:
https://democracy.bristol.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=135&MId=8399&Ver=4
Clean Air Zone Project Update – 28 April 2020:
https://democracy.bristol.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=135&MId=3694&Ver=4
Outline Business Case – 5 November 2019: https://democracy.bristol.gov.uk/mgAi.aspx?ID=17389
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Agenda Item 9
People Scrutiny Commission – Report

Overview & Scrutiny
Management Board
12 July 2021
Report of:

Sophie Shirt

Title:

Consultation and Engagement Strategy

Ward: All
Officer Presenting Report: Jon Toy
Contact Telephone Number: 07552 289589
Recommendations:
Scrutiny is requested to:
• Provide feedback on the draft Consultation and Engagement Strategy to inform development
of the strategy aims, objectives, action plan and performance indicators and targets.
• Provide views on the role of deliberative democracy processes, which could form part of the
council’s engagement approach.
The significant issues in the report are:
The appended draft Consultation and Engagement Strategy sets out the council’s proposed
approach to engaging with and formally consulting citizens and other stakeholders over the
three-year period 2021/22 to 2023/24.
The draft aims, objectives and actions address known challenges in seeking citizens’ and
stakeholders’ views and enabling them to help shape policy and services. The strategy is being
updated to include more specific information about future deliberative democracy processes.
The level of resourcing and investment needed to deliver the strategy, including future
deliberative democracy processes, are being investigated. Feedback from Scrutiny at this
formative stage will be helpful to inform this process.
Depending on the level and type of investment needed, the strategy may become a Key Decision.
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1. Summary
Scrutiny is requested to:
• provide feedback on the draft Consultation and Engagement Strategy to inform development
of the strategy aims, objectives, action plan and performance indicators and targets.
• To provide views on the role of deliberative democracy processes, which could form part of the
council’s engagement approach.
2. Context
Appendix 1 is the draft Consultation and Engagement Strategy. This draft is at a formative stage and
is being updated to include more specific information about future deliberative democracy processes.
(The methodology and recommendations of Bristol’s first citizens’ assembly (a pilot deliberative
democracy project) are described in the June 2021 Cabinet report).
Other internal and external stakeholders will be asked for their feedback on the draft strategy.
The level of resourcing and investment needed to deliver the strategy, including future deliberative
democracy processes, are being investigated. Feedback from Scrutiny at this formative stage will be
helpful to inform this process.
Appendix 2 is the summary presentation for the scrutiny meeting on 12 July
3. Policy
A Consultation and Engagement Strategy is a commitment in the Communications Strategy 2019-2023
Consultation and engagement align with the following principles in the Corporate Strategy 2018-2023:
• Maximise opportunities to work with partners and other stakeholders locally, nationally and
globally.
• Plan inclusively with everyone in mind, but with a particular focus on our children and their
future
4. Consultation
a) Internal (in progress)
• ELM
• Mayor’s Office
• City Office
• Legal
• Democratic Services
• Community Development
• Equalities and Inclusion
• Internal Comms
• Strategic Intelligence
• Tenant Participation team
• Commissioning team
• Sensory Support Service
• Transport Engagement team
• OSMB
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b)External
• Details TBC

5. Public Sector Equality Duties
5a)

Before making a decision, section 149 Equality Act 2010 requires that each decision-maker
considers the need to promote equality for persons with the following “protected
characteristics”: age, disability, gender reassignment, pregnancy and maternity, race, religion
or belief, sex, sexual orientation. Each decision-maker must, therefore, have due regard to the
need to:
i) Eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduct prohibited under
the Equality Act 2010.
ii) Advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic and those who do not share it. This involves having due regard, in particular,
to the need to --

remove or minimise disadvantage suffered by persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic;

-

take steps to meet the needs of persons who share a relevant protected characteristic
that are different from the needs of people who do not share it (in relation to disabled
people, this includes, in particular, steps to take account of disabled persons'
disabilities);

-

encourage persons who share a protected characteristic to participate in public life or in
any other activity in which participation by such persons is disproportionately low.

iii) Foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected characteristic and
those who do not share it. This involves having due regard, in particular, to the need to –
- tackle prejudice; and
- promote understanding.
5b)

The strategy sets out how we will collaborate with and hear from people living and working in
all our city’s communities, so we can take into account the needs and diverse perspectives of
people in different social, economic and cultural circumstances when deciding the best way to
develop the city and council services.
Objective 2 of the strategy sets out how we will work to increase the overall numbers of people
who engage, and specifically people in communities from which we tend to hear less.
The strategy is relevant to the Public sector equalities duties of eliminating unlawful
discrimination; advancing equality of opportunity between people; and fostering good
relations between people who share a protected characteristic and those who do not.
An equality impact assessment will be undertaken.
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Executive Summary
At Bristol City Council, we want everyone to share in the city’s success and we are
committed to involving Bristol’s citizens and other stakeholders to help shape our work.
We want to collaborate with and hear from people living and working in all our city’s
communities, so we can take into account the needs and diverse perspectives of people in
different social, economic and cultural circumstances when deciding the best way to
develop the city and council services. We know this can help us plan and deliver better
services and help build trust between the council and the people we serve.
The council has made great strides in recent years to listen to people’s views earlier as we
design services; to engage more with people in communities we have historically heard
from least; and to engage with more citizens overall. There has been good progress; the
average number of people who respond to our city-wide surveys has doubled since 2017
and we hear much more from people living in the most deprived parts of Bristol. In early
2021 we ran the city’s first citizens’ assembly and we are exploring how we can further
embrace the principles of deliberative democracy within our work.
But we want to achieve more. We want to encourage conversations with young people, to
hear more from Black, Asian and minority ethnic communities and people of faith, and we
want to continue to increase participation by people in areas of deprivation. All these groups
tend to be under-represented in responses to consultations and engagements.
In addition, we want to hear from the communities and stakeholders that are likely to be
affected most by proposals - because of where they live or work or how they use an area, or
because they are users or providers of a specific service affected by the proposals.
This strategy provides a framework for how we will engage and consult citizens and other
stakeholders to achieve these ambitions over the three years to 2024. We had planned to
launch the strategy in spring 2020, but this was delayed as we responded to the COVID-19
pandemic. The strategy now builds on new ways we have worked with communities during
lockdown and the rich learnings from the citizens’ assembly.
The strategy has four aims:
 make sure citizens/stakeholders
can influence council actions
 improving understanding of how
decisions are made and can be
influenced
 building trust
 meeting legal responsibilities
We have set four objectives that
will help to achieve those aims,
focussing on:
 early, effective engagement
 number and diversity of people
engaged
 Sharing information about
outcomes
 Building skills and capacity
Each objective is underpinned by
an action plan and performance
indicators which will be reviewed
annually over the strategy period
Produced by Consultation and Engagement
Email consultation@bristol.gov.uk
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1

Introduction
It is important that we engage with citizens and other stakeholders1 particularly at a time
when public services are undergoing fundamental change and resources continue to be
under pressure. There are many risks if we transform everyday services that people rely on
without giving them a genuine opportunity to be part of that process.
Alongside this, Bristol is on a journey to build a fair, healthy and sustainable city, one of
hope and aspiration, in which people are empowered to improve their communities
themselves. To achieve this, the way the city is run and how services are delivered will have
to change.
We want everyone to share in the city’s success and we are committed to involving Bristol’s
citizens and other stakeholders to help shape the council’s work. We want to collaborate
with and hear from people living and working in all communities so we can take into account
the needs and diverse perspectives of people in different social, economic and cultural
circumstances in deciding the best way to develop the city and council services.
As a council, we currently provide essential services for a diverse and growing population of
more than 463,000 citizens. These wide-ranging services include adult social care,
children’s services, public housing, education services, waste and recycling, public health,
the city’s parks and public spaces, libraries and museums. Our planning, transport and
regeneration work helps to create an environment in which Bristol’s communities and more
than 22,000 businesses can thrive and which will continue to attract new investment.
We continually review how the council delivers services in the light of new legislation, the
changing needs of Bristol’s citizens and businesses and the varying budget available. Each
year, we engage or consult on 60 to 70 proposed changes to council policies, services and
new construction projects through the central Consultation and Engagement Team. In
addition, teams across the council regularly hold conversations, engagement events and
activities with communities and user groups to inform changes, build knowledge and
increase active participation in decision making at a local and citywide level.
This Consultation and Engagement Strategy sets out the aims and objectives of the
council’s public consultation and engagement for the next three years to 2024. Detailed
activities which will deliver the objectives are described in the action plan; these will be
reviewed annually. The Consultation and Engagement Strategy contributes to the council’s
overarching Communications Strategy and encompasses initiatives to further develop
community involvement methods, such as Deliberative Democracy and ‘Growing the Power
of Communities’.
The strategy is supported by a Consultation and Engagement Toolkit; a ‘How To’ best
practice guide available to colleagues across the council to plan and deliver consultations
and engagement. The existing toolkit will be updated during 2021.

1

In this strategy, we use stakeholders to refer to ward councillors, businesses, community organisations and
other groups or individuals who have an interest in, or may be affected by, the work of Bristol City Council.
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2

What do we mean by consultation and engagement?
Throughout this strategy we use consultation, engagement and information to refer to three
separate processes which are used at different stages in a typical project:


Consultation is a formal process, over a defined period (typically six to 12 weeks), to
seek and take into consideration people’s views on specific proposals, in advance of a
formal decision by the Mayor and Cabinet or Full Council. Citizens and stakeholders
can inform decisions, but do not have the final say. In some situations, there is a legal
requirement to consult.



Engagement is an optional and more participatory approach to help citizens and other
stakeholders shape the council’s activities. Engagement may be initiated and organised
by communities themselves or by the council. It lends itself to small local service
changes (such as park improvements) as well as to large projects (such as large-scale
regeneration projects). It can take place at different stages of the design process.
o At project inception, engagement can provide insight about citizens’ concerns, ideas
and priorities.
o Ongoing engagement can help to define and shortlist opportunities and options
through feedback, co-production or co-design, leading to one or more specific
proposals which may then be subject to a formal consultation.
o After a project or service change has been implemented, engagement can be
valuable to review user satisfaction and identify if any further changes are needed.
By involving citizens in shaping council services, engagement can help to build
community ownership, engender public understanding and support for changes.
Involving stakeholders early enables their views to influence a design from the outset.



Information: in cases where there is no scope for citizens to influence a decision (for
example once a Cabinet decision has been made or where there is a legal requirement
to make changes) information campaigns can be valuable to enable people to
understand and adapt to a new or changed service.

Table 1 summarises the nature of the relationship and example activities for consultation,
engagement and information.
Information
Nature of
Council
relationship

Example
activities

Information

Consultation

Engagement

Information

Citizen

Council

Dialogue

Citizen

Council

Citizen

Feedback

We let you know about
decisions and service
changes but are not
asking for feedback

We tell you about specific
proposals for policies,
services or other projects
and ask for your feedback
before the council makes
a formal decision

www.bristol.gov.uk,
press releases, social
media, direct mailing,
leaflets, posters, and
notifications via partner
organisations



You can play an active
role in the design of
services and projects
through two-way dialogue
and negotiation

Surveys (online/paper)  Events, focus groups,
workshops, walkabouts,
 May include public
events, focus groups or community mapping,
internet forums, surveys,
workshops which seek
citizens’ assemblies
feedback on the
specific proposals.
 Enables exchange of
information and ideas
 Communications to
publicise consultation
 Communications to
to target audience(s)
publicise to audience(s)
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Figure 1 illustrates how consultation, engagement and information are appropriate at
different stages in a typical project.
Figure 1: Stages of consultation, engagement and information in a typical project

3



Define issues: Citizens, organisations and/or the council identify things they want to
change, who might be affected, and if there is agreement on how important it is to do
something. This may be initiated through meetings, letters, emails, social media, online
web forms, surveys, issues raised by elected members, or by a citizens’ assembly.
Achieving consensus usually involves face-to-face conversations (online or in person).



Identify/shortlist options/opportunities: The community and the council come up
with ways to solve problems and start to test which options are possible, affordable and
have public support. This process can reduce a long list of suggested solutions to one
or more specific proposals which can be further developed and then taken to formal
consultation, or it may lead to a conclusion that no further action is needed or possible.



Consult on proposals: The formal consultation process which seeks feedback from
citizens/stakeholders on specific proposals. Proposals may include one or more options.



Decision: The Mayor and Cabinet or Full Council or a director formally decides what
action the council will take. The decision maker must take into consideration the
outcome of consultation. The decision could be to implement or amend or abandon the
changes. If substantial amendments are proposed, further consultation on the
amended proposals may be needed before a final decision is made.



Implement: This is where the changes are made; it could include making changes to
how a service is delivered, closure of a facility, or building a new transport facility.



Review: The council, citizens and organisations can share their experiences of how the
new service or facility is working, whether further changes are needed or if there are
lessons for the future. There are both formal and informal ways to do this which could
include user satisfaction surveys, focus/discussion groups or walkabouts.

Consultation and engagement aims
The Consultation and Engagement Strategy has the following aims:


Aim 1: To ensure Bristol citizens and stakeholders are listened to and can help shape
policy and services that affect them and their city



Aim 2: To help all citizens understand how and why decisions are made and how they
can influence those decisions



Aim 3: To build trust between the council and the people we serve



Aim 4: To ensure the council meets its legal responsibilities to consult
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4

Objectives

4.1

Overview
Four objectives will deliver the strategy aims:


Objective 1: Engage early and effectively with citizens, ward members and other
stakeholders to help shape council policies and services



Objective 2: Increase the number and diversity of participants/respondents



Objective 3: Provide information about consultation and engagement outcomes



Objective 4: Build skills and capacity in consultation and engagement throughout the
council

The objectives and how we will measure progress for each objective are described on the
following pages. Figure 4 summarises how each objective supports the strategy aims.
Figure 2: Summary of strategy aims and objectives
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4.2

Objective 1: Engage early and effectively with citizens and other stakeholders to help
shape council policies and services
The council’s Communications Strategy 2019-2023 recognises that our ability to deliver
better outcomes for the city and its citizens relies, in part, on making sure that citizens and
partners are listened to, kept informed, and are engaged in the decision-making process.
In its ‘New Conversations guide to engagement’2, the Local Government Association (LGA)
highlights the benefits of engagement, namely that it enables stakeholders to see the
productive impact they’ve had and builds the community’s confidence in the council, as well
as offering insight for the council into the community.
The council conducts 60 to 70 consultations and engagements each year through the
central Consultation and Engagement Team. Other teams across the council also carry out
a range of engagement and consultation activities. Some 60% of these activities are formal
consultations, seeking feedback on specific proposals before a decision is made by the
Mayor and Cabinet or Full Council. Citizens and other stakeholders tell us that they want
more opportunities to influence the council’s proposals earlier – through engagement before
proposals come to formal consultation.
The council also wants more early engagement and community participation to shape
services. A more participatory approach has significant long-term benefits for the council,
citizens and stakeholders; it means communities will have more say in what happens and
feel genuinely part of decision making, and our services will better meet peoples’ needs. It
can help to reduce delays and other risks to delivering successful outcomes. Early
engagement is already happening in many service areas. To realise these benefits more
widely, other services across the council will need to take up this approach; it will require
more time, resources and advance planning in the early stages of a project and, in some
cases, it will require increased resources overall. But early investment can reap many
longer-term benefits.
We will:
Engage earlier, more often and in more depth, to enable citizens and stakeholders to shape
council activities at an early stage before specific proposals progress to formal consultation.
As part of this we will liaise with ward councillors in the planning stage of consultations and
engagements, where appropriate.
The engagement approach will vary depending on the specific situation and may involve
one or more of the following:


Encouraging citizen-led initiatives to develop local projects and services using early
engagement methods and community development approaches. We are piloting new
ways that communities can be better involved in shaping the areas where they live and
work, taking an Asset Based Community Development (ABCD) approach. Building on
work in Lockleaze, St Annes and St Judes, the Community Development Team is
working with communities in Hartcliffe and St Pauls, Lower Easton, and Bedminster to
learn and test new approaches to engagement, empowerment and enablement through
the ‘Growing the Power of Communities’ Project.



Deliberative Democracy approaches to help find consensus on issues which are
complex or divisive. This involves a representative selection of citizens who are
presented with expert evidence and then engage in facilitated discussions with other
participants to understand each other’s viewpoints and ultimately to agree a set of
recommendations. The council ran its first citizens’ assembly in early 2021 and is
evaluating how citizens’ assemblies could form part of its future engagement approach.

2

Local Government Association, New Conversations 2.0, LGA guide to engagement. LGA; 2019.
Available from: https://www.local.gov.uk/new-conversations-20-lga-guide-engagement.
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Online reporting tools such as the ‘Street Improvements’ web form for citizens to report
issues and/or potential solutions;



Ongoing dialogue with service users, providers, partner organisations, neighbourhood
citizens’ groups, businesses and campaign groups to understand their needs and
aspirations and any issues with current services;



Pre-consultation engagement on a project to help explore aims, concerns, constraints
and potential solutions with stakeholders. This could include early engagement at the
inception of a project, co-production or co-creation. Pre-consultation engagement can
also be used to explain and informally ‘test’ pre-defined proposals with stakeholders,
allowing refinements to be made before a consultation starts;



User experience surveys after a project has been implemented, to check that it is
working well and to identify if further changes may be beneficial;



A range of regular online and face-to-face opportunities for people to speak directly with
the Mayor, and other officials about any aspect of city life.
We recognise that responding to consultations and engagements requires time and effort by
partner organisations and citizens. With many consultations and engagement activities
taking place each year, there is a need for services to coordinate their engagement
methods and timing and narratives to ensure communities and stakeholders have a wider
picture and context of what is happening in their area and across the city, and to avoid
overloading or confusing people. The External Communications and Consultation service
will maintain a register and overview of proposed consultation and engagement activities
using information provided by the services.
How will Objective 1 help achieve the strategy aims?
Early and effective engagement will:


help to ensure changes the council makes to our city and the services we provide meet
the needs and aspirations of people who live or work in Bristol. Getting things right by
incorporating citizen and stakeholder views and ideas from the outset will reduce the risk
of delays and costs that could result from having to change direction later on (Aim 1);



inform citizens and other stakeholders about why changes are proposed, when and how
decisions will be made and how their involvement/feedback can and does influence
decisions (Aim 2);



help to build trust with our citizens that we are working with and for them; not imposing
changes on them. Understanding stakeholders’ views and ideas from the outset will
reduce reputational risks (Aim 3).

How we will measure success in delivering Objective 1
We will measure the success of enhanced engagement using two performance indicators
(KPIs) from the annual Quality of Life (QoL) survey3:


KPI 1: % [of citizens] who agree they can influence decisions that affect their local area;



KPI 2: % [of citizens] who agree they can influence decisions that affect the public
services they use.

3

Quality of Life (QoL) survey is the council's main tool for providing neighbourhood level statistics and
public perception information about local public services and the experience of living in Bristol. It has been
used since 2005 and reveals changes in respondents’ experiences of Bristol over time and differences
across the city. The statistics are analysed to ward level and are used by the council, health service and
other public sector partners to help plan local services, track change and improve the quality of life in Bristol.
The QoL survey differs from other engagement approaches in its breadth (in 2020 there were 167 indicators)
and continuity over time.
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Consultation and engagement can be important in influencing the extent to which citizens
feel involved and able to influence the council’s decisions. Both the above KPIs showed
only small variation in QoL surveys between 2014 and 2017 and the average value of each
KPI over this period provides a useful baseline against which to measure progress.
We recognise that these indicators could also be influenced by a range of other factors including grant funding and legislation which are outside the control of the council. The
value of both indicators fell sharply in 2018 (as did similar measures in other English
authorities) and remained low in 2019 before starting to improve in 2020. The targets we
have set for these measures (see Appendix A) will be challenging.
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4.3

Objective 2: Increase the number and diversity of respondents

4.3.1 Increase response rates to consultation and engagement surveys
There are more than 463,000 citizens in Bristol (378,000 aged 16 years and over4) and
many other people use services provided by the council when they travel into Bristol to work
or for leisure. We want to hear from as many people as possible who may be affected by
changes we make. Currently, in consultations/engagements with the highest numbers of
responses, we hear from approximately 1% to 1.5% of Bristol’s citizens.
In line with our Equality and Inclusion Policy and Strategy 2018-2023, we set out below how
we will seek the views of all citizens5 about the council’s services.
We will:




Work with partner organisations, colleagues and councillors to expand the reach
of the council’s publicity around consultations and engagement. We will:
o

Work with equalities communities and partner organisations to reach more citizens
and stakeholders through their networks;

o

Develop resources to help councillors promote consultations and engagements in
their wards and seek councillors’ views on solutions to address low response rates
from communities they represent;

o

Encourage colleagues in other services to help publicise relevant consultations and
engagements through their contacts;

o

Maintain and publicise a consultation and engagement forward plan to help partner
organisations, councillors and colleagues plan their resource to respond to and
promote council consultations and engagements;

o

Maintain details of stakeholder organisations and provide advice on stakeholder
mapping in the council’s Consultation and Engagement Toolkit.

Innovate and target consultation and engagement resources where this will have
most impact. We will:
o

Target resources at publicity methods which are most effective at increasing
response rates from relevant audiences. This will draw on innovations in recent
consultation/engagement surveys and QoL survey methods;

o

Evolve new ways of encouraging people to participate in consultations and
engagements, using a test and learn method, and drawing on best practice in other
local authorities and our experiences of using new and different ways to engage
remotely during the COVID-19 pandemic;

o

Increase subscribers to Ask Bristol e-newsletter6 by cross-promoting with Citizens’
Panel7, Quality of Life, Our City / #WeAreBristol newsletter and in all consultation
and engagement surveys.

4

Mid-2019 population estimates for Bristol Unitary Authority area (Source: Population Estimates Unit, ONS)

5

Some consultations/engagements have a smaller target audience - for example, users of specific services or
people in a particular part of Bristol – and will have lower numbers of responses. Our approach will
encourage participation by as many people as possible who may be affected by or have an interest in the
changes we propose.

6

Ask Bristol fortnightly e-newsletter reaches all subscribers who have asked to be kept informed about BCC
consultations, including equalities and community groups which subscribe and all ward members.

7

Bristol Citizens’ Panel is made up of over 1,000 people from across Bristol who have said they are willing
to share their views and ideas on a wide range of issues to inform service development and make the city a
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4.3.2 Reach diverse communities
People who respond to consultations and engagements are not evenly distributed across
demographic groups or the city’s geography. From our equalities monitoring, we know that
we tend to hear more from people who are White, aged 35 or older and from more affluent
wards. We tend to hear from fewer people living in deprived neighbourhoods, people aged
24 or younger, people of faith and citizens from Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic (BAME)
backgrounds.
As a signatory of the Bristol Equality Charter, the council commits to: “listen to and
understand the diverse needs of all people to make our information, services and products
more accessible and inclusive.”
When we consult and engage, we want to hear from people from all backgrounds, with
diverse perspectives and different experiences of living in Bristol to gain their insights about
what is important so that everyone can share in the city’s success and to make sure our
proposals do not inadvertently disadvantage some people.
We will:


Design publicity and consultation/engagement methods to reach citizens in wards
and from demographic groups which are under-represented in responses. We will:
o

Regularly review recent consultations/engagements to identify which publicity and
engagement methods are most effective for each of Bristol’s geographies and
demographics;

o

Monitor live consultations and use specific targeted methods during the remainder
of the consultation/engagement to increase participation in wards or demographic
groups with low response rates;

o

‘Test and learn’ new methods of publicity and engagement, including how we can
make surveys – which often need to include specific and detailed information –
more digestible and engaging;

o

Work with the council’s Community Development team, equalities communities and
other partners to build on their established relationships with citizens in underrepresented communities;

o

Attend events to strengthen trusted relationships with neighbourhood groups;

o

Go to where people are (such as attending existing events and activities) rather
than expecting people to come to us.



Monitor deprivation and the protected characteristics of respondents to city-wide
consultations compared to the proportions of each group living in Bristol, so we can
target efforts to increase participation by under-represented groups.



Continually review our approach to equalities monitoring used in surveys to reflect
best practice and feedback from local equalities groups. (Equalities monitoring questions
were last updated April 2019).



Review the role of the council’s Citizen’s Panel in the light of recent advances in
reaching more citizens via online methods, direct mailing and face-to-face engagement.
We will look what is required to keep Citizens’ Panel more representative of Bristol’s
population, and how Citizens’ Panel can be used to attract more responses from
under-represented groups or as a ‘control’ sample to compare to other responses.

better place to live. We aim to keep the Panel representative of the city’s population in age, gender, ethnicity
and location. Members of the Citizens Panel are asked to complete online surveys each year. Panel
members are also asked to come to group discussions or workshops on issues they're interested in.
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4.3.3 Ensure those who are most impacted by proposals are fully engaged
As well as working to increase response rates overall, we will focus efforts on communities
and stakeholders that are likely to be affected most by proposals. This may be because of
where they live or work or how they use an area, or because they are users or providers of
a specific service affected by the proposals
We will:


Adapt our approach to local needs. Where a consultation/engagement is relevant to a
particular city area, we will adapt methods of engagement and promotion to ensure they
are relevant to people living and working in that area and to ensure local voices are
heard.



Ensure there are early conversations with those most impacted by proposals.

4.3.4 Provide clear and accessible information
We want to make it as easy as possible for people to take part in consultations and
engagements. As part of this, we need to ensure that our information and surveys are clear
and easy to understand.
Increasingly respondents are completing surveys online, and we will make online materials
accessible through use of alt text and captions for videos. Paper copies and accessible
alternative formats (including easy read, large print, braille, audio format, British Sign
Language interpretations and language translations) also have a vital role for some citizens.
We are contributing learnings from our surveys to the council’s Accessible Communications
Policy (in preparation), which will formalise the council’s approach when it is published.
We will:


Ensure all consultations are accessible:
o

o
o

o

8

Consultation/engagement surveys and supporting information will be provided in
plain English with a clear structure and, where possible, will be tailored to the needs
of the target audience, in terms of complexity and length; language and tone;
design look and feel communication channels;
Undertake user testing of surveys and supporting information before the start of a
consultation/engagement. This may include review by relevant equalities groups;
Information and surveys will be made available, on request, in alternative formats
by the service leading the consultation/engagement. Consultation and engagement
materials will include details of how to request alternative formats. We will identify at
the planning stage if proposals are likely to affect people with specific access needs
and if alternative formats or other approaches are needed from the outset;
Officers planning consultation and engagement events will identify what reasonable
adjustments are required to enable citizens with access needs to participate. This
may include adjustments for hidden disability8.

Examples of a hidden disability include neurological differences such as Dyspraxia, Dyslexia, ADHD,
Dyscalculia, Autism, or Tourette Syndrome. These may require adjustments such as making sure
communication is clear, concise and unambiguous; setting out timescales to give sufficient advance notice;
or managing any known issues around anxiety or sensory sensitivities for face-to-face meetings.
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Monitor user feedback on how clear and accessible respondents find our surveys.
We will include a user satisfaction question in all consultation and engagement surveys
which will ask respondents to rate the following aspects of the survey:
o There is enough information about the proposals for me to answer the questions;
o The questions make it easy for me to give my views;
o The survey meets my accessibility needs.

How will objective 2 help achieve the strategy aims?
Engaging people in ways which increase the number and diversity of respondents will:


Help to ensure people of all backgrounds who live or work in Bristol are listened to and
have the opportunity to shape policy and services that affect them and the city. (Aim 1);



Enable citizens from all parts of the city to get involved in and understand how and why
decisions are made and how they can influence those decisions (Aim 2);



Contribute to improving public trust of the council and its work (Aim 3)



Help the council comply with the Public Sector Equality Duty (PSED) which requires
public bodies, including Bristol City Council, to have due regard to the need to eliminate
discrimination, advance equality of opportunity and foster good relations between
different people when carrying out their activities (Aim 4).

How we will measure success in delivering Objective 2
To measure progress in increasing response rates and reaching diverse communities, we
will monitor the following details of responses to consultations and engagements. KPIs and
targets based on these parameters are described in Appendix A.


Number of responses for city-wide consultations (see KPI 3).



Proportion of respondents to city-wide consultations/engagements from the most
deprived and least deprived parts of the city9 (KPI 4).



Proportion of respondents to city-wide consultations/engagements with each protected
equalities characteristic10; for example the proportions of respondents of different ages
(KPIs 5, 6, 7, 8, 9).



Proportion of respondents to the user satisfaction question who state that the survey
does not meet their accessibility needs (KPI 10).

9

People living in deprived parts of the city tend to be under-represented in responses to consultations. This
measure will show if we are closing the gap between response rates from the least and most deprived areas.

10

Protected equalities characteristics are age, sex, ethnicity, religion, disability, gender reassignment, sexual
orientation, and pregnancy and maternity. For age, sex, ethnicity religion, and disability, for which there are
known proportions of people with each protected characteristic living in Bristol, this measure will help us to
monitor if response rates to consultations are representative of the city’s population. For sexual orientation,
gender reassignment, and pregnancy and maternity, for which there are currently no Census data for the
Bristol population, we can monitor trends in response rates over time.
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4.4

Objective 3: Provide information about consultation and engagement outcomes
We recognise that citizens and other stakeholders devote considerable effort to responding
to consultations and engagements and want to know how their feedback and ideas influence
decisions. Publication of consultation/engagement feedback and subsequent outcomes is
one of the Consultation Institute’s key aspects of good consultation/engagement11.
Where a formal decision is made by Cabinet (with any associated scrutiny), Full Council or a
director, a report summarising the consultation feedback is included in the information
considered by the decision makers. This information is published at democracy.bristol.gov.uk
in advance of the decision, and the outcomes of the decision are also published at
democracy.bristol.gov.uk.
Where engagement is used to help develop the next stage of a design, there may not be a
formal decision in public. Nevertheless, it is important that citizens, ward councillors and
stakeholders are kept informed about how their feedback is being used and what the next
steps are.
We will:


Include a “What happens next” section in consultation/engagement surveys so
that citizens know how their responses can influence the outcomes, and at what other
stages they will be able to review and comment;



Publish a summary of consultation feedback in Cabinet agenda papers at
democracy.bristol.gov.uk at least five working days in advance of the Cabinet meeting
at which a decision will be made on the proposals. (If the decision is to be taken by Full
Council, the papers will be published at least six working days before the meeting);



Publish Cabinet decision records within two working days of the Cabinet meeting at
democracy.bristol.gov.uk. (Decisions records for Full Council will be published as soon
as available);



Publish ‘We Asked, You Said, We Did’ updates for all consultations/engagements on
the Consultation and Engagement Hub (bristol.gov.uk/consultationhub). This will include
a record of the consultation/engagement (We Asked), a summary of the feedback
received (You Said) and details of the decision made to implement, amend or abandon
the proposals (We Did);



Provide regular updates to ward councillors and citizens via the Ask Bristol,
One City and Community Development newsletters about consultation and
engagement feedback and decisions. Ward councillors can have a valuable role in
helping to make citizens aware of consultations and engagements, how they can
influence decisions, and updates on decisions that are made;



Share case studies with the media of where communities have helped shape
services and proposals through consultation and engagement;



Entering award competitions to share good practice and innovation happening in
Bristol;



Work with services to ensure there is feedback to service users about engagement
and consultations that affect them, and how this is being used to take changes forward;



Build feedback processes into large scale projects (e.g. regeneration and
master-planning projects) to regularly update people who are involved so that they can
see what impact they are having on the ongoing development of plans.

11

Local Government Association, New Conversations 2.0, LGA guide to engagement. LGA; 2019.
Available from: https://www.local.gov.uk/new-conversations-20-lga-guide-engagement
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How will objective 3 help achieve the strategy aims?
Providing updates about the outcomes of consultation and engagement is key to keeping
citizens and stakeholders informed about progress and ultimately how decisions are made,
and why (Aim 2).
Demonstrating how responses to consultations/engagement have helped to shape the
council’s activities can help to build trust between the council and citizens (Aim 3).
How we will measure success in delivering Objective 3
We will measure how well we provide information about consultation and engagement
outcomes by monitoring the following. KPIs and targets based on these measures are
described in Appendix A.


Proportion of consultations and engagements for which We Asked, You Said, We Did’
updates are published on the Consultation and Engagement Hub following a decision
on next steps. This may be a formal Cabinet/Full Council/director decision (following a
consultation) or an informal conclusion on how to progress a design (after engagement).
(KPI 11).



Number of consultation/engagement case studies featured each year in local online
and/or offline or broadcast media (KPI 12).
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4.5

Objective 4: Build skills in consultation and engagement throughout the council
Council staff who plan and deliver frontline services have an important role in helping to
plan, publicise, deliver and interpret consultations and engagements and to ensure the
feedback helps to shape the council’s activities. We can deliver consultation and
engagement most effectively if relevant skills and capacity are available in teams
throughout the council.
Existing skills already exist in many teams, and some have specialisms in community
engagement. Some colleagues regularly support engagement and consultations on projects
in their service area. However, skills and practice are consistent across the council.
The field of consultation and engagement is evolving rapidly, and we need to ensure that all
engagement and consultations are consistent with best practice, legal duties and the
council’s policy priorities.
The Consultation and Engagement Team will offer an expert service to support
colleagues deliver consultations and engagements by:


Updating the BCC Consultation and Engagement Toolkit to include:
o

guidance on when to consult/engage and for how long;

o

templates for surveys, data analysis, reporting and feedback to the public;

o

advice on stakeholder mapping and how to reach diverse audiences;

o

advice on publicising consultations;

o

advice on accessible alternative formats;

o

links to best practice guidance.



Providing training for colleagues on consultation and engagement techniques to
build skills and capacity in consultation/engagement across council services;



Continuing to provide bespoke advice and support in planning, delivering,
analysing, reporting and reviewing consultations and engagements;



Support to produce and deliver communications plans, including targeted
campaigns to specific audiences/demographics, wider narrative, risks and sensitivities,
engaging with media channels;



Designing and facilitating focus groups, workshops and community events;



Reviewing new consultation and engagement software and techniques to maintain
up-to-date and efficient processes;



Providing coordination and oversight of the council’s activities to limit consultation/
engagement fatigue, to ensure clarity where projects and/or stakeholders overlap and
manage consistency in approach;



Benchmarking against the work of other authorities;



Measuring progress using the KPIs/targets;



Delivering hands-on support to deliver high priority consultations or provide additional
resource e.g. to analyse survey results and prepare consultation reports.



Identifying a preferred list of consultants and partner organisations who can
provide additional consultation, engagement and/or communications capacity where
this cannot be resourced in-house.
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How will objective 4 help achieve the strategy aims?
Equipping teams throughout the council with information, resources and training on effective
consultation and engagement, supported by expert advice and coordination, will help to
ensure that:


The council has a coordinated and consistent approach to engagement and
consultation, which shares innovation and learning by different services;



The council listens effectively to citizens and stakeholders and enables them to help
shape improvements to the city and to the services the council provides (Aim 1);



We build an effective dialogue with communities which informs them about how and
why decisions are made (Aim 2) and helps to improve public trust and acceptance of
the council’s work (Aim 3);



The council complies with its legal duties (Aim 4).

How we will measure success in delivering Objective 4
We will monitor whether the council’s consultations and engagements meet best practice in
the following ways. Related KPIs and targets are described in Appendix A.


Formal complaints and judicial reviews. We will monitor progress towards targets of
no formal complaints (KPI 13) and no judicial reviews (KPI 14) upheld on the basis of
deficient consultation or engagement during the strategy period 2021-2024.



User feedback about surveys. We will review responses to the user satisfaction
questions described in Objective 2 to monitor if respondents agree that surveys provide
clear information (KPI 15) and are easy to complete (KPI 16).



Provision of information and skills training. We will review progress in updating the
Consultation and Engagement Toolkit and providing training to colleagues.
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5

Action Plan

5.1

Objective 1: Engage early and effectively with citizens and other stakeholders to help
shape council policies and services
What?

When?

By whom?

Why?

Communicate the expectation
that services will need to plan
for more community
participation, co-design and
early feedback where this can
improve project outcomes

Q3
2021/22

To embed awareness of the
benefits of engaging early
with citizens and to enable
services to build in time for
early engagement activities

Review processes to ensure all
projects routinely identify:
 if early engagement (before
formal consultation) and/or
post-implementation surveys
could improve outcomes
(more effective/ acceptable
proposals, improved user
experience);
 methodology, resource and
enough time in project plans
to accommodate a more
participatory approach to
engagement for the project;
 Related projects with which
engagement should be
coordinated

Q2
2021/22

Cabinet and
Mayor’s Office
Strategic and
Service Directors
Consultation and
Engagement
Internal Comms
Project leads in
all services
Consultation and
Engagement

To provide time for genuine
community participation
which enables citizens and
stakeholders to help shape
policies and services which
affect them.

Use early engagement and
community development
approaches to increase
involvement in local projects
and citizen-led initiatives

Ongoing

Develop a business case and
proposal for Cabinet decision
for deliberative democracy
approaches in Bristol, building
on learning from Bristol’s pilot
Citizens’ Assembly in 2020/21

Q2
2021/22

Maintain a programme of direct
Mayoral engagement with
communities and businesses
to provide a range of regular
online and face-to-face
opportunities for people to
speak directly with the Mayor
and other officials about any
aspect of city life.

Ongoing

External Comms
and Consultation

To embed engagement
within project delivery

To develop effective and
acceptable solutions from
the outset, which could
reduce the risk of delays
and costs.
To bring coherence to the
range of engagement taking
place
Community
development
Consultation and
Engagement
Transport
Engagement
Consultation and
Engagement

Greater ownership of
decisions and direction by
citizens

External
Communications
Mayor’s Office

To enable people to share
issues/ideas directly with
decision makers in the
council. To learn from
people’s views and
experiences on issues
citizens choose and not
limited to the council’s
current proposals

To involve citizens directly
in understanding issues
and agreeing resolutions to
complex, contentious issues,
thereby adding legitimacy to
democratic decisions
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5.2

Objective 2: Increase the number and diversity of participants/respondents
Increase response rates
What?

When?

By whom?

Why?

Target resources at publicity
methods that are the most
effective at increasing
response rates from relevant
audiences, using learning from
recent consultations,
engagements and QoL survey

Ongoing

Consultation and
Engagement

To enable the council to
reach target audiences
effectively with finite
resources

Evolve new ways to encourage
participation in consultations
and engagements, using a test
and learn method. This will
draw on lessons learned during
the COVID-19 pandemic.

Ongoing

Consultation and
Engagement

To enable the council to
maximise response rates
with finite resources

Review new engagement
software, including geospatial
engagement tools.

Q1
2021/22

Consultation and
Engagement

To encourage the quantity
and quality of participation.
Geospatial tools enable
citizens to provide locationbased issues and ideas, as
part of online surveys. This
can help with place-based
engagement and reduces
free text analysis.

Work with equalities
communities and other partner
organisations to promote
consultations/engagements
through their networks.

Ongoing

Consultation and
Engagement

To expand the reach of the
council’s publicity around
consultations and
engagement

Develop resources to help
councillors promote
consultations and
engagements in their wards.

Q3
2021/22

Encourage colleagues in other
services to help publicise
relevant consultations and
engagements through their
contacts.

Q3, Q4
2021/22

Consultation and
Engagement
Community
Development
External
Communications
Other colleagues

To expand the reach of the
council’s publicity around
consultations/engagements
as part of officers’ daily
contacts with citizens

Maintain and publicise a
consultation and engagement
forward plan to help partner
organisations, councillors and
colleagues plan their resource
to respond to and promote
council consultations

Ongoing

Consultation and
Engagement

To help plan resources
within the council and in
partner organisations

Partner
organisations
Consultation and
Engagement
External
Communications

Service leads

Bristol’s 70 ward councillors
have established contacts
and communication
channels in their wards.
This is a significant resource
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Include advice on stakeholder
mapping and how to reach
diverse audiences in the
Consultation and Engagement
Toolkit.

Q3, Q4
2021/22

Consultation and
Engagement

To help colleagues to reach
stakeholders who are likely
to be most interested and/or
affected by proposals

Increase subscribers to
Ask Bristol e-newsletter by
cross-promoting with
Citizens’ Panel, Quality of Life,
Our City / #WeAreBristol
newsletter and through all
surveys

Ongoing

Consultation and
Engagement

To increase the number of
people the council reaches
through existing channels

By whom?

Why?

Reach diverse communities
What?

When?

Regularly review consultations
and engagements to identify
which engagement and
publicity methods are most
effective for each of Bristol’s
geographies and demographics

Q3, Q4
2021/22

Consultation and To enable the council to
Engagement
reach target audiences
effectively with finite
resources

Monitor live consultations and
use specific targeted methods
to increase participation in
wards or demographic groups
with areas of low response

Ongoing

Consultation and To make responses more
Engagement
representative by increasing
response rates from citizens
Community
who do not self-complete
Development
using existing methods

Test and learn new methods
of publicity and engagement

Ongoing

Consultation and
Engagement
Community
Development
External
Communications

Work with the Community
Development team, equalities
communities and other
partners to publicise
consultations and engagement
to under-represented
communities

Ongoing

Consultation and To build on these
Engagement
organisations’ established
relationships with citizens in
under-represented
communities

Attend meetings (in person or
online) of community groups to
publicise consultations/
engagements and seek
feedback on what we need to
do differently

Q3, Q4
2021/22

Consultation and To build relationships with
Engagement
citizens in diverse
communities and
understand how best to
engage with them

To make responses more
representative by targeting
areas/demographics with
low response rates
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What?

When?

By whom?

Why?

Go to where people are rather
than expecting people to come
to us, such as attending
existing events and activities.

Q3, Q4
2021/22

Consultation and To maximise opportunities
Engagement
for citizens to participate by
making it easier to do so
Officers in the

Review the role of the
council’s Citizen’s Panel,
including its value in attracting
representative responses that
are reflective of Bristol’s
diverse population

Q3
2021/22

Consultation and Membership of the Citizens’
Engagement
Panel needs to be refreshed
regularly to keep it
representative of Bristol’s
population. Use of the
Citizens’ Panel has reduced
recently and there may be
better ways to reach
less-heard communities

Monitor deprivation and
equalities characteristics of
respondents to city-wide
consultations / engagements
compared to the proportions of
each group living in Bristol.

Ongoing

Consultation and To measure progress in
Engagement
delivering objective 2
(KPIs / targets 4 to 9)

services seeking
ideas/feedback

Provide clear and accessible information
What?

When?

Consultation/engagement
Ongoing.
surveys and information will be Review in
provided in plain English with
Q3, Q4
a clear structure and will be
2021/22
tailored to the needs of the
target audience, in terms of:
 complexity and length
 language and tone;
 design look and feel
 communication channels
Consultation and engagement
Ongoing
information and surveys will be
made available, on request, in
alternative formats

By whom?

Why?

The BCC service
leading the
consultation or
engagement

To enable citizens to give
the proposals informed
consideration and to
respond

Consultation and To encourage more
Engagement
responses from target
audiences

The BCC service
leading the
consultation or
engagement

Surveys will state how to
request alternative formats
We will assess at the planning
stage if proposals would affect
people with specific access
needs and if alternative
formats or other approaches
are needed from the outset

Paper copies and accessible
alternative formats (including
easy read, large print, audio,
braille, British Sign
Language and language
translations) can have an
important role for some
citizens
The cost of providing
alternative formats should
be proportionate to the
need.
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5.3

Officers planning consultation
and engagement events will
review what reasonable
adjustments may be required
to enable citizens with access
needs to participate. This will
include consideration of
hidden disabilities.

Ongoing

The BCC service To enable equality of
leading the
access to consultation and
consultation or
engagement events
engagement

Guidance on providing
accessible formats will be
included in the Consultation
and Engagement Toolkit.

Q3/Q4
2021/22

Consultation and To ensure a consistent
Engagement
approach in line with best
practice

User testing of surveys and
supporting information will be
done before the start of a
consultation/engagement,
where possible. This may
include review by relevant
equalities organisations

Q3
2021/22

Consultation and To ensure materials are as
Engagement
clear and accessible as
possible.

User satisfaction questions will
be included in all surveys to
ask respondents if the survey
information and questions are
sufficient, clear and accessible

Ongoing

Consultation and To identify how to make
Engagement
consultation/engagement
surveys clearer and more
accessible

Objective 3: Provide information about consultation and engagement outcomes
What?
‘We asked, You Said, We Did’
updates for all surveys on the
Consultation and Engagement
Hub.
‘We asked, You Said, We Did’
template in the Consultation
and Engagement Toolkit.

Updates about consultation
and engagement feedback
and decisions provided to
ward councillors and citizens
via Ask Bristol, One City and
Community Development
newsletters
Share case studies with the
media of where communities
have helped shape services
and proposals through
consultation and engagement

When?

By whom?

Ongoing.

Content to be
Review in provided by the
services.
Q3
2021/22 Consultation and
Engagement to
coordinate.

Why?
To provide a single online
resource where citizens and
stakeholders can view a
summary of consultation
and engagement feedback
which has been considered
by decision makers,
together with information on
the formal decisions made
on the proposals.

Q2
2021/22

Consultation and
Engagement

To encourage participation
in future consultations and
engagements by providing
evidence of how citizens’
feedback has influenced
decisions

Q2/Q3
2021/22

External Comms
and Consultation

To demonstrate that the
council wants feedback
from citizens and this can
influence council policies
and services
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What?

5.4

When?

By whom?

Why?

Monitor media coverage of
consultation and engagement

Q2/Q3
2021/22

External Comms
and Consultation

To include in performance
monitoring

Enter award competitions to
share good practice and
innovation happening in
Bristol;

Q2
2021/22

Consultation and
Engagement

To demonstrate that Bristol
is at the forefront of
innovation in engaging with
its citizens and
stakeholders

Work with services to ensure
there is feedback to service
users about engagement and
consultations that affect them,
and how this is being used to
take changes forward

Q2/Q3
2021/22

Consultation and
Engagement

To demonstrate that we are
incorporating users’ views
in changes to services that
directly affect them. This
should help build trust and
encourage participation

Build feedback processes into
large scale projects (e.g.
regeneration projects) to
regularly update people who
are participating

Q2/Q3
2021/22

Consultation and
Engagement

To show clearly where
citizens’ and stakeholders’
involvement is having an
impact through the project
journey

Project leads

Objective 4: Build skills/capacity in consultation/engagement throughout the council
Better equip colleagues: information, resources and training
What?

When?

Update BCC Consultation and
Q2/Q3
Engagement Toolkit to include: 2021/22
 guidance on when to consult Further
or engage and for how long
updates
 consultation/engagement
as best
approaches and timescales
practice
 templates for surveys, data
develops
analysis, reporting and
feedback to the public
 advice on stakeholder
mapping and how to reach
diverse audiences
 advice on publicising
consultations/engagements
 advice on accessible
alternative formats
 best practice guidance
Ongoing updates to the online
Toolkit will embed good
practice from test-and-learn
innovations

By whom?

Why?

Consultation and To provide self-help advice
Engagement
to assist colleagues across
the council to plan and
undertake engagement and
consultations which are
consistent with best
practice, legal duties and
the council’s policy priorities
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Training on consultation and
engagement techniques

Q4
2021/22

Consultation and To build skills and capacity
Engagement
in consultation/engagement
Other colleagues across council departments
with engagement
expertise
and/or
External supplier

Offer an expert service
What?

When?

By whom?

Consultation and Engagement Ongoing Consultation and
team to continue to provide
Publicise Engagement
bespoke advice and support in offer in Q3
planning, delivering,
20921/22
analysing, reporting and
reviewing consultations and
engagement
Support to produce and
deliver communications plans

Designing and facilitating
focus groups, workshops and
community events

Why?
To provide expertise and
capacity to colleagues
across the council.
To maintain a consistent
approach

Ongoing

Consultation and To maximise response
rates from target audiences
Publicise Engagement
using messages which are
offer in Q3
consistent with council
20921/22
priorities.
Ongoing

Consultation and To provide expert help to
facilitate conversations with
Publicise Engagement
communities
offer in Q3
20921/22

Continue to review new
consultation and engagement
software and techniques

Ongoing

Consultation and To maintain up-to-date and
Engagement
efficient processes, which
enhance user experience
Mayor’s Office
and free up officer time to
Community
expand the consultation and
Development
engagement offer

Provide coordination and
oversight of the council’s
consultation and engagement
activities

Ongoing

Consultation and To limit consultation and
Engagement
engagement fatigue, ensure
clarity where projects and/or
stakeholders overlap and
manage consistency in
approach.

Benchmark against the work
of other authorities and
measure progress against
performance indicators

Ongoing

Consultation and To introduce improvements
Engagement
and monitor progress

Provide hands-on expert
support to deliver high priority
consultations or provide
additional resource

Ongoing

Consultation and To provide expertise and
Engagement
capacity to colleagues
across the council
Transport
Engagement
team
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Identify a preferred list of
consultants and partner
organisations who can provide
additional consultation,
engagement and/or
communications capacity
where this cannot be
resourced in-house

6

Q3/Q4
2021/22

Consultation and To help coordinate unmet
Engagement
demand with trusted
suppliers.
External
Communications

Reviewing the strategy and action plan
We will keep this strategy live by building in the following reviews:


KPIs will be monitored quarterly;



Targets will be reviewed annually;



The action plan will be reviewed annually, taking into account feedback from partners
and other stakeholders.
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Appendix A Performance indicators and targets
A.1 KPIs and targets for Objective 1
We will measure the success of enhanced engagement using two performance indicators
(KPIs) from the annual Quality of Life (QoL) survey.
KPI 1: % of citizens who agree they can influence decisions that affect their local area
Target 1: to increase KPI 1 by two percentage points (to 27.3%) by the end of the strategy
period (2024) compared to the 2014-2017 QoL average (25.3%). (Figure A1)

Figure A1
KPI 2: % of citizens who agree they can influence decisions that affect the public services
they use.
Target 2: to increase KPI 2 by two percentage points (to 20.2%) by the end of the strategy
period (2024) compared to the 2014-2017 QoL average (18.2%). (Figure A2).
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A.2 KPIs and targets for Objective 2
A.2.1 Overview
Seven KPIs with targets will be used to measure progress in increasing response rates and
reaching diverse communities. The KPIs are based on the following details of responses to
consultation and engagement surveys.


Number of responses for city-wide consultations (see KPI 3).



Proportion of respondents to city-wide consultations/engagements from the most
deprived and least deprived parts of the city12 (KPI 4).



Proportion of respondents to city-wide consultations/engagements with each protected
equalities characteristic13; (KPIs 5, 6, 7, 8, 9).



Proportion of respondents to the user satisfaction question who state that the survey
does not meet their accessibility needs (KPI 10).

These KPIs will focus on city-wide consultations which have 500 or more respondents14 and
will be measured each quarter for consultations and engagements which finished in the
year ending in that quarter. Trends in the values of each KPI since 2017/18 are also shown
below.

12

People living in deprived parts of the city tend to be under-represented in responses to consultations. This
measure will show if we are closing the gap between response rates from the least and most deprived areas.

13

Protected equalities characteristics are age, sex, ethnicity, religion, disability, gender reassignment, sexual
orientation, and pregnancy and maternity. For age, sex, ethnicity religion, and disability, for which there are
known proportions of people with each protected characteristic living in Bristol, this measure will help us to
monitor if response rates to consultations are representative of the city’s population. For sexual orientation,
gender reassignment, and pregnancy and maternity, for which there are currently no Census data for the
Bristol population, we can monitor trends in response rates over time.

14

City-wide consultations/engagements offer the most scope to influence and measure the number and
diversity of respondents against a known baseline; the total Bristol population and known percentages of
each demographic group. For proposals which affect specific service users or a more local area, the
potential ‘population’ may not be known and such measures may not reveal the efficacy of the consultation
process.
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A.2.2 Number of responses (KPI 3)
KPI 3: average number of responses for all city-wide consultations and engagements
which have 500 or more respondents.
Target 3: 3,250 responses15 on average by 2021/22 Q4. (Figure A3)
This compares to a 2017/18 Q4 baseline16 of 1,484 responses.
Targets beyond 2021/22 will be reviewed annually.

Figure A3
A.2.3 Responses and deprivation (KPI 4)
People in the most deprived parts of Bristol have lower response rates than people living in
the less deprived parts of the city. We will monitor the response rates per 10,000 Bristol
citizens living in each deprivation quintile17 and we will aim to achieve the same response
rates from citizens in each deprivation quintile.
KPI 4: Ratio of the response rate from people living in the 20% least deprived parts of the
city (quintile 5) and the response rate from the 20% most deprived areas (quintile 1).
Target 4: Ratio of 1.7 by 2021/22 Q4. (Figure A4)
This compares to a 2017/18 Q4 baseline of 3.1.
Targets beyond 2021/22 will be reviewed annually to maintain progress towards an
ultimate target ratio of 1 (i.e. the same response rate from the 20% least deprived and
20% most deprived citizens)

15

3,250 respondents is 0.86% of Bristol’s population aged 16 and over. This is a target for the average
number of responses. Some higher profile consultations will have higher response rates.

16

The 2017/18 Q4 baseline figure of 1,484 responses is the average number of responses (for all city-wide
consultations and engagements which have 500 or more responses) in the year ending 2017/18 Q4.

17

Deprivation quintiles are five equal-sized segments of the population ranked in order from most deprived to
least deprived. Quintile 1 is the most deprived 20% of the population. Quintile 5 is the 20% least deprived.
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Figure A4

A.2.4 Responses and protected characteristics (KPIs 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9)
We will monitor response rates by people with each protected (equalities) characteristic
using the answers to diversity monitoring questions which are included in all consultation
and engagement surveys.
KPIs are described below for five protected characteristics - age, sex, disability, ethnicity,
and faith. The KPIs compare the response rate for people with each characteristic to the
proportion of citizens with that characteristic who live in Bristol. For three of these protected
characteristics, the KPIs focus on specific groups who tend to be under-represented in
consultation and engagement responses. These are:


Age - people aged 18 to 24 years



Ethnicity - BAME citizens



Faith – people with Christian, Muslim, Hindu or Sikh faith

KPIs are not included for sexual orientation, gender reassignment or pregnancy and
maternity because there are no Census data currently available for the proportion of people
living in Bristol with these characteristics. However, we will monitor response rates each
quarter from people with these characteristics to see if there are changes over time that
may indicate under-representation.
Diversity monitoring results will be reviewed quarterly to identify if additional KPIs may need
to be included; for example if a different age category falls below the representative
response rate.
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Age (KPI 5)
People aged 18 to 24 are under-represented in consultation and engagement survey
responses. On average, the number of responses from this age group is 20% to 30% of the
number expected based on the population of 18 to 24 year olds living in Bristol.
We have set an interim target for increasing response rates from this age group and will set
future targets annually which will maintain progress towards a representative response rate.
KPI 5: Ratio of the proportion of respondents who are aged 18-24 compared to the
proportion of Bristol citizens who are aged 18-24.
Target 5: Ratio of 0.35 by 2021/22 Q4 (This compares to a 2017/18 Q4 baseline of 0.18).
Targets beyond 2021/22 will be reviewed annually to maintain progress towards an
ultimate target ratio of 1 (i.e. response rates for young people which are representative of
the proportion of this age group in the Bristol population).
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Sex (KPI 6)
Men and women tend, on average, to respond in similar numbers to consultations and
engagements, though some individual survey topics attract more of one sex and this can
result in more men or women responding in some months. Over time, male and female
response rates are broadly representative of the equal proportion of men and women living
in Bristol. We have set a target to maintain this situation.
KPI 6: Ratio of the proportion of respondents who are male and female compared to the
proportion of male and female citizens living in Bristol18.
Target 6: Ratio of 1 for males (KPI 6.1) and 1 for females (KPI 6.2) by Q4 2021/22;
i.e. target response rates for males and females which are representative of the proportion
of both sexes in the Bristol population (based on population estimates published by ONS).
(This compares to a 2017/18 Q4 baseline of 1.25 for females and 0.75 for males

18

The revised diversity monitoring questions used from April 2019 include an additional sex category; ‘other’.
The KPIs for sex do not include ’other’ because there are no baseline data for this characteristic from the
Office for National Statistics (ONS). However, we will monitor response rates each quarter from people
who identify as ‘other’ sex to see if there are changes over time that may indicate under-representation
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Disability (KPI 7)
Disabled citizens tend to respond to consultations in numbers which are representative of or
higher than the proportion of disabled people living in Bristol. We have set a target to
maintain response rates which are representative of the population.
KPI 7: Ratio of the proportion of respondents who are disabled19 compared to the
proportion of disabled citizens living in Bristol20.
Target 7: Ratio of 1 by 2021/22 Q4 (compared to a 2017/18 Q4 baseline of 2.06); i.e.
response rates for disabled people which are representative of the proportion of disabled
people in the Bristol population).

19

Survey respondents who answer ‘yes’ to the question: “Do you consider yourself to be a disabled person?”

20

Based on the proportion of people living in Bristol who stated in the 2011 Census that their day-to-day
activities were limited a lot.
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Ethnicity (KPI 8)
All non-white ethnic groups are under-represented in consultation and engagement survey
responses. On average, the number of responses from this age group is around 40% of the
number expected based on the population of Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic (BAME)
citizens living in Bristol.
We have set an interim target for increasing response rates from BAME citizens and will set
future targets annually which maintain progress towards a representative response rate.
KPI 8: Ratio of the proportion of respondents from Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic
(BAME) groups compared to the proportion of BAME citizens living in Bristol.
Target 8: Ratio of 0.5 by 2021/22 Q4. (This compares to a 2017/18 Q4 baseline of 0.39).
Targets beyond 2019/20 will be reviewed annually to maintain progress towards an
ultimate target ratio of 1 (i.e. response rates in proportion to Bristol’s BAME population).

Response rates for each ethnicity within the combined BAME category will be monitored to
identify if any individual ethnicities become more or less under-represented.
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Faith (KPI 9)
Four faith groups (Christians, Sikhs, Hindus and Muslims) are under-represented in
responses to consultation and engagement surveys.
KPI 9: Ratio of the proportion of respondents who are Christian, Sikh, Hindu and Muslim
compared to the proportions of citizens from each of these faith groups living in Bristol.
Target 9: Ratio of 0.65 for Christians (KPI 9.1) and a ratio of 0.4 for Sikhs (KPI 9.2),
Hindus (KPI 9.3) and Muslims (KPI 9.4) by 2021/22 Q4. The higher target in 2021/22 for
Christian respondents reflects a higher baseline response rate.
Targets beyond 2021/22 will be reviewed annually to maintain progress towards an
ultimate target ratio of 1 for all faiths (i.e. response rates for respondents from each faith
which are representative of the proportion of each faith in the Bristol population).
Other faith groups and people of no faith are over-represented compared to their proportion
of the Bristol population. We will monitor response rates from all faith groups to identify if
any of these faiths become under-represented.

A.2.5 Accessibility (KPI 10)
We will monitor the proportion of respondents to the user satisfaction survey question on
accessibility who state that the survey does not meet their accessibility needs.
KPI 10: Proportion of respondents to the user satisfaction survey question who state that
they disagree or strongly disagree that ‘the survey meets my accessibility needs’21.
Target 10: Less than 5% of respondents disagree or strongly disagree.

21.

We will focus on minimising dissatisfaction (people who disagree and strongly agree) in preference to
monitoring satisfaction (agree or strongly agree) because a significant proportion of respondents do not
have specific accessibility requirements and select ‘Neither agree nor disagree’.
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A.3 KPIs and targets for Objective 3
The following KPIs with targets will be used to measure how well we provide information
about consultation and engagement outcomes.
 KPI 11: Proportion of consultations/engagements for which We Asked, You Said, We
Did’ updates are published on the Consultation and Engagement Hub following a
decision on next steps. (This may be a formal Cabinet/Full Council decision or an
informal conclusion on how to progress a design.)
 Target 11: We Asked, You Said, We Did’ updates published for 90% of consultations
and engagements.
 KPI 12: Number of consultation/engagement case studies featured in local online
and/or offline or broadcast media.
 Target 12: Four case studies per annum with positive sentiment.
This target will be reviewed annually.

A.4 KPIs and targets for Objective 4
The following KPIs and targets will be used to measure whether the council’s consultations
and engagements meet best practice.
A.4.1 Formal complaints and judicial reviews
We will monitor progress towards targets of no formal complaints and no judicial reviews
upheld on the basis of deficient consultation or engagement during the strategy period.
KPI 13: Number of formal complaints upheld against Bristol City Council each year on
the basis of deficient consultation or engagement.
Target 13: No formal complaints upheld during the strategy period (2021-2024).
KPI 14: Number of judicial reviews upheld each year on the basis of deficient
consultation.
Target 14: No judicial reviews upheld during the strategy period (2021-2024).
A.4.2 User feedback about surveys
The results of the user satisfaction questions (described in Objective 2) will help us to
monitor if respondents find that consultation and engagement surveys provide clear
information and are easy to complete.
KPI 15: Proportion of respondents to the user satisfaction survey question who state that
they agree or strongly agree that ‘there is enough information about the proposals for me
to answer the questions’.
Target 15: 75% or more of respondents agree or strongly agree.
KPI 16: Proportion of respondents to the user satisfaction survey question who state that
they agree or strongly agree that ‘the questions make it easy for me to give my views’.
Target 16: 75% or more of respondents agree or strongly agree.
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OSMB
12 July 2021
Jon Toy
Consultation & Engagement Manager, Bristol City Council
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Why a strategy?
• Commitment in Communications Strategy

• Recent strong progress
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• Now need to formalise
to achieve more widely
• Agreed aims and objectives
• Action plan

• Timing:
• Delayed by COVID-19 pandemic
• Opportunity to build on lessons from pandemic and citizens’ assembly

• Three-year timeline to coincide with new administration

Why a strategy?
• Commitment in Communications Strategy

• Recent strong progress
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• Now need to formalise
to achieve more widely
Increasing responses

• Agreed aims and objectives
• Action plan

• Timing:
• Delayed by COVID-19 pandemic
• Opportunity to build on lessons from pandemic and citizens’ assembly

• Three-year timeline to coincide with new administration
Increasing response rates from deprived communities

Why a strategy?
• Commitment in Communications Strategy

• Recent strong progress
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• Agreed aims and objectives
• Action plan

• Timing:
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• Three-year timeline to coincide with new administration
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Aims and objectives

Aims

Aim 1:
To ensure citizens and stakeholders in
Bristol are listened to and can help
shape policy and services that affect
them, and their city
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Aim 2:
To help all citizens understand how
and why decisions are made and how
they can influence those decisions

Aim 3:
To build trust between the council
and the people we serve

Aim 4:
To ensure the council meets its legal
responsibilities to consult

Aims and objectives
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them, and their city
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Aim 2:
To help all citizens understand how
and why decisions are made and how
they can influence those decisions

Aim 3:
To build trust between the council
and the people we serve

Aim 4:
To ensure the council meets its legal
responsibilities to consult

Objectives
Objective 1:
Engage early and effectively
with citizens and other
stakeholders

Aims and objectives

Aims
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Aim 1:
To ensure citizens and stakeholders in
Bristol are listened to and can help
shape policy and services that affect
them, and their city

Objective 1:
Engage early and effectively
with citizens and other
stakeholders

Aim 2:
To help all citizens understand how
and why decisions are made and how
they can influence those decisions

Objective 2:
Increase the number and
diversity of participants /
respondents

Aim 3:
To build trust between the council
and the people we serve

Objective 3:
Provide information about
consultation and engagement
outcomes

Aim 4:
To ensure the council meets its legal
responsibilities to consult

Objective 4:
Build skills and capacity in
consultation and engagement
throughout the council
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Action plan
• What?
• When?
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• By whom?
• Why?

• Review annually

4. Measures of success
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Measures of success
• Objective 1: Effective engagement (QoL indicators)
• % of citizens who agree they can influence decisions that affect their local area
• % of citizens who agree they can influence decisions that affect the public services they use

}

Initial feedback to seek indicators that are less
susceptible to factors outside BCC control

• Objective 2: Number and diversity of respondents
• Number of responses to city-wide surveys
• Who responds:
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•

Deprivation

•

Age - focus on 16-24 years

•

Ethnicity – focus on Black and Asian citizens

•

People of Faith

•

(Sex and disability)

• Accessibility – less than 5% state surveys do not meet accessibility needs

• Objective 3: Share information about outcomes
• We asked, You Said, We Did feedback
• Media features on consultation and engagement outcomes

• Objective 4: Build skills in consultation and engagement
• No formal complaints or judicial reviews
• User feedback about surveys – 75% agree or strongly agree there is enough information and the questions make it easy to feedback

5. Next steps and timeline
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Next steps and timeline
June

July

August

September

Stakeholder review
Review resource needs
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Cabinet member briefing
EDM review
Mayor’s Office review
OSMB
Mayor’s Strategic Board
ELM review

Decision

23

1
30 June
Date TBC

2 Aug

12 July

19 July
Date TBC
Process and date TBC – may be key decision

Questions / discussion
• Feedback on:
• Aims
Page 98

• Objectives
• Action Plan
• Performance indicators and targets
• Role of deliberative democracy processes

Agenda Item 13
Overview and Scrutiny Management Board – Quarterly performance report

Overview and Scrutiny
Management Board
12 July 2021

Report of: Guy Collings, Head of Insight, Performance & Intelligence
Title: Quarterly Performance Progress Report (Quarter 4 2020/21)
Ward: All wards
Officer Presenting Report: Guy Collings, Head of Insight, Performance & Intelligence
Contact Telephone Number: 0117 9220000

Recommendation
That OSMB note the final outturn results against the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for Q4
2020/21 (Appendix A1, designed around the themes in the Corporate Strategy and Business
Plan).
The significant issues in the report are:
Indicators are RAG rated alongside management comments indicating progress of actions
underway or planned to bring performance in line with targets for the Business Plan 2020/21.
Of the overall measures reported this quarter:
53% are on or above target
52% are performing better or the same compared to this period last year
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1. Summary
This report, with its focus on the Corporate Strategy and Business Plan themes, is the high level,
Council-wide product designed for senior officers and sharing with cabinet leads and OSMB. It is
complemented by additional sets of KPIs relevant to each directorate and shared with cabinet
leads and directorate scrutiny commissions.
BCC measures and City-wide measures - This differentiates between indicators wholly owned by
BCC, so are direct measures of our performance, and those where BCC is a key player but
performance is dependent on other partners.
Impact of Covid-19 – Many indicators are significantly affected, and some suspended; where
relevant, targets were set to take account of this. Some targets were also profiled to reflect
significantly reduced activity in the first half of the year, so a target may not deliver in four equal
quarters. Individual details are in the management comments (Appendix A1). Note – Performance
reporting looks at indicators on a quarter by quarter basis; for Covid-19 response work, other
routes such as the BCC COVID-19 data site report data weekly.
2. Context
Performance summary:
Taking the available KPI results this quarter, and noting the BCC / City-wide differentiation:
•

53% of all Business Plan measures (with established targets) are performing on or above
target (34 of 64)
o 46% of BCC-only measures (12 of 26)
o 58% of city-wide measures (22 of 38)

•

52% of all Business Plan measures (with a comparison from 12 months ago) have improved
(32 of 62)
o 56% of BCC-only measures (14 of 25)
o 49% of city-wide measures (18 of 37)

Corporate Strategy Themes:
Covid-19 Recovery & Renewal:
This section was an addition to the BCC Business Plan / Performance Framework published Sept 2020.
It is a mixture of new indicators specific for this section and existing indicators that are also relevant.
Note – formal Performance reporting which looks at indicators on a quarter by quarter basis; for Covid
response work, other routes report Covid data and indicators more frequently.
There has been continued strong performance (above target and improved from the previous year)
around the level of homecare provided following short-term assessment and reablement. Council staff
have been working with the highest number of people ever over quarters three and four. This is due to
new faster hospital discharge processes because of the pandemic. Whilst people are being discharged
earlier in the recovery process, they are achieving good outcomes in relation to maintaining their
independence.
The new measure of the number of people housed in emergency Covid accommodation and
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subsequently resettled grew to 746 for the reporting year, with over 200 taking place in the last
quarter alone. This is a commendable achievement and formed part of the Council’s ‘Everyone In’
initiative aimed at protecting the most vulnerable in our communities.
The final level of Council financial reserves was an underspend against budget of £14.7million. This is
transferred to general reserves to give an end March position of 9.57% of the 2020/21 net revenue
budget, well above target. Full reasons are provided in the Council's finance outturn report.
The overall employment rate of the working age population is reported with a 3-month data lag and
shows a slight increase from Q3 to 75.8%, which although slightly worse than last year remains well
above the minimum target set.
The pandemic has had a significant effect on the city's unemployment claimant count, seeing a rise of
nearly 4% (to 6.5%, representing an additional 11,500 claimants) amongst the 16-64 population group
between February 2020 and February 2021. Additional funding has been secured through the Dept for
Work & Pensions (DWP) to establish a new One Front Door employment support service to mitigate
the impact of this significant rise. The programme promotes collaboration across existing employment
support programmes in the city.
As part of the Covid-19 Emergency Response work, there have been over 130 Black, Asian and
Minority Ethnic led businesses and social enterprises supported with help and advice from several
council funded projects. There has been a steady growth in the numbers supported, up from 47 in Q3
to 87 in Q4.
Empowering & Caring:
The target to reduce the number of households in temporary accommodation has not been met,
largely due to the continuation of the council’s Everyone In approach which ran until the end of
February and which aimed to provide accommodation to as many vulnerable people as possible. High
numbers of people were accommodated as part of the response to the pandemic.
The percentage children becoming the subject of a child protection plan for a second/subsequent time
(20.4%) has dropped a further 3% since last quarter (Q3) and has not been at this low level since
September 2016. This reduction shows the impact of investment and focus on increasing the
sustainability planning and quality of social work interventions, reducing drift and harm for children.
The percentage of older people at home 91 days after discharge from hospital into
reablement/rehabilitation has fallen below target to 84.4% in Q4 after a strong Q3 (90.6%). It should
be noted that the indicator is reported with a 3-month data lag. There continues to be a high number
of referrals, many of which occur much earlier in the person’s recovery due to changes in hospital
discharge processes in response to the pandemic. Sadly, a significant number of people discharged
from hospital in the autumn have passed away at home before day 91. Increased numbers of people
have been supported, some of whom in previous years may have remained in hospital.
The target for numbers engaged with community development work (excluding volunteer response)
was revised downwards from last year as the country went into the first lockdown. It was reported in
Q3 that the council was on track to meet the new target of 3000. Significant progress has been made
over Q4 where there has been a real focus on building on the Covid-19 community response for
medium and long term resilience and the final number stands well above the target at 4,394, an
increase of nearly 2,000 from Q3.
There is also positive news around the target to reduce the number of people sleeping rough in the
city. The number has fallen considerably since Q2, down from 69 to 43 which now stands at a level not
seen since 2014/15. This is a direct result of work across the sector following on from the Everyone In
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programme at the start of the year to respond to the pandemic. Whilst these interventions are
successful, the inverse is that the year-end figures for numbers in temporary accommodation has risen
(see above).
Fair & Inclusive:
The number of Educational Health Care Plans that are issued within timescales continued to improve
throughout the year and now stands at 20.4%, slightly above the target of 20%. In Q4 153 plans were
finalised, of which 38 were in timescale. It is noteworthy that the Dept for Education (DfE) has updated
the reporting protocols in year and the year-end figure will be slightly adjusted to reflect this, when
reporting next year’s progress.
Of concern is that the percentage of major residential planning applications processed within 13
weeks or as agreed has fallen each quarter, from 100% in Q1 to 87.2% in Q4. This is down from the
previous year’s outturn (96.5%) and well below the target of 92%. This drop should be considered in
context following several years of exceeding the target. The causes are being analysed and may be due
in part to the increased complexity of major schemes. In the interim period, fortnightly monitoring of
major applications is being carried out.
The spend of the Apprenticeship Levy is significantly lower than desired and can be directly attributed
to the pandemic. There are plans in place to improve this over the coming year. The spend totalled
£647,299 (53%) and reflects the cessation of new apprenticeship starts until late autumn, delays in
achievements and an increasing number of programmes that have ceased. A lag in providers claiming
funding for starts in Q4 has impacted the year end outcome, but current projections show that the
2021/2 spend will be a minimum of £885k. Since 1st August 2020 an incentive scheme to assist new
employees through apprenticeship training has been in place but the council has not yet been able to
take full advantage due to significantly reduced levels of external recruitment, particularly around
entry level roles.
There has been a commendable reduction in the percentage of 16-17 year olds who are not in
education, employment or training (NEET) and whose destination is unknown, currently standing at
only 6.9% against a target of 15%. This is the lowest level since the performance measure was
introduced 6 years ago. The fact that people have been in quarantine has meant that contacting post16 young people has been made easier and had a positive impact on the recording of ‘unknowns’.
Unfortunately, there are fewer employment and educational places available at the present time.
The delivery of affordable homes ends the year significantly below target of 500. The impact of Covid
has delayed delivery during the year, but the final reported figure of 400 is better than had been
anticipated and an improvement from Q3. Work continues with housing delivery partners to review
the likely timeline of further completions which had been due this year. Of note is that 66 shared
ownership homes are physically complete in-built terms but are not yet in the Registered Provider’s
ownership and cannot therefore be counted included in the 2020/2021 figures.
Wellbeing:
The rate of alcohol-related hospital admissions per 100,000 population has steadily reduced over the
year, falling from a high of 919 in Q1 to 845 in Q4. There is however a concern that as we move out of
lockdown and the night-time economy opens this may increase again.
The number of food outlets holding a 'Bristol Eating Better Award' (BEBA) in priority wards has met its
target. The pandemic has of course adversely impacted on the food businesses and in turn the BEBA
uptake. The figure of 35 represents the total number of BEBA settings held and includes a number who
are due for revalidation which in turn has been delayed due to Covid and the limited capacity for
businesses. A BEBA steering group has been established to support and promote the award.
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National Fuel Poverty data is produced by Ministry for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS),
though it must be noted that the data has a 2-year lag and is based on modelled government data. The
target of reducing the percentage of the population living in fuel poverty was set at 10% and has been
met (9.8%).
Deaths attributed to particulate air pollution, which is informed by Public Health England data, is
reported for the first time with the 2019 data now available. These show that for the last year of data
(2019) the proportion of deaths attributable to pollution from particulates (5%) has shown a reduction
on the previously reported figure of 5.4% and although an improvement on 2018 is still below the
target of 4.3%.
The challenges in delivering waste and recycling services have continued throughout the year,
although civic amenity sites are now fully re-opened albeit with social distancing in place to ensure
safe use. The overall volumes of both general waste and recycling from household collections have
increased this year with greater levels of home working, and households not eating out and the
percentage of waste sent for reuse, recycling and composting has fallen slightly since Q3 to stand at
45% against a target of 50%.
Well Connected:
Performance around the number of people able to access care and support though the use of
technology enabled care ends the reporting year well below target, with the hoped-for improvements
following the vaccination roll out during Q4 not materialising. The current number stands as 551 (up
by 195 from Q3) against a year-end target of 753. Performance continues to be impacted by
difficulties in gaining access to properties due to concerns of this more vulnerable group of clients.
Installations have also been affected by training requirements before referrals could be accepted.
There continues to be year-on-year improvement in gaining responses from the most deprived
communities to our consultations. High volumes of communications related to Covid-19 continued, for
example around seasonal public health messaging. However, others including the proposed mass
transit system and in signposting support resources (business grants), were also in place. The year-end
outturn is slightly behind the stretching target, however it does show noticeable improvement
compared with last year, while also continuing the year-on-year improvement in responses from
deprived communities since 2017/18.
The percentage of adults with learning difficulties known to social care, who are in paid employment
ended the year at 5.3% which although slightly below target of 6% is nonetheless an improvement
from the previous year. For the majority of this reporting year council staff have been unable to
deliver support on a face to face basis due to the pandemic. It is anticipated that there will be a
significant improvement in the coming year. January 2021 saw the launch of a new £4.5m programme
‘We Work for Everyone’ which provides specialist employment support for people with learning
difficulties and/or disabilities.
The number of adults in low paid work & receiving benefits accessing in-work support concluded the
year above target at 845 (target of 820) realising the anticipated increase in Q4 following the launch of
the One Front Door service. The second phase of the programme, funded through the West of England
Combined Authority (WECA), was launched in March 2021 and the council has received a £1.54m
grant to continue the programme for a further three years.
Organisational Priorities:
Performance around the payment of invoices on time has remained consistent throughout the year
and ends the reporting period at 85.9%, 0.9% above target and up nearly 6% from last year. The
impact of Covid-19 on businesses has led to a focus by managers on ensuring invoices and orders are
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placed and receipted in a timely manner. The council will need to ensure this focus is maintained
throughout recovery and the transition to business as usual. Of note is an overall reduction in the total
number of invoices of around 10% compared to 2019/20, with the value of those invoices also having
reduced by approximately £10m.
The collection of non-domestic rates ended the year at 92.2% and exceeded the revised target of
91.7%. This equates to £136,927m, 0.47% above the revised in-year target of 91.77%.
The rate of non-statutory complaints responded to on time has remained well above target at 86%
(target of 80%). During the year a total of 1,628 non-statutory complaints received with 1,396
answered within 15 working days.
This quarter saw another improvement in sickness absence, from 8.1 days in Q3 to 7.6 days in Q4.
When Covid-19 sickness (4,673 days lost) is excluded from the calculation, average days lost decreases
to 6.9. Total days lost excluding Covid-19 sickness are at the lowest in the last 12 months and are
significantly less than April 2020 (7,087 days lost). Workforce sickness trends continue to be regularly
monitored, via the Human Resources Dashboard, by senior leaders.
Against a backdrop of less overall recruitment taking place at the present time, the improvement
noted in Q3 around the percentage of job offers being made to employees in the most deprived areas
has fallen away and dropped back to the levels seen throughout Q1 and Q2, ending the year at 4.7%
against an annual target of 6.5%. During Q4 there has however been an increase in job offers made
more generally. As restrictions are lifted, the council intends to deliver job roadshows in the suburbs
of the city which will include information and opportunities on roles and apprenticeships available.
Note - For all themes, attention is drawn to the commentaries where the service has indicated
exception in delivery, and/or details of plans and activities underway.

3. Policy
Performance is reported as part of quarterly governance process as soon as possible after gathering
all the necessary data.
4. Consultation
a) Internal
Performance progress has been presented to the Growth and Regeneration directorate
management team and cabinet leads prior to the production of this report.
b) External
Not applicable.
5. Public Sector Equality Duties
5a)

Before making a decision, section 149 Equality Act 2010 requires that each decision-maker
considers the need to promote equality for persons with the following “protected
characteristics”: age, disability, gender reassignment, pregnancy and maternity, race, religion
or belief, sex, sexual orientation. Each decision-maker must, therefore, have due regard to the
need to:
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i) Eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduct prohibited under
the Equality Act 2010.
ii) Advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic and those who do not share it. This involves having due regard, in particular,
to the need to:
- remove or minimise disadvantage suffered by persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic;
- take steps to meet the needs of persons who share a relevant protected characteristic
that are different from the needs of people who do not share it (in relation to disabled
people, this includes, in particular, steps to take account of disabled persons'
disabilities);
- encourage persons who share a protected characteristic to participate in public life or in
any other activity in which participation by such persons is disproportionately low.
iii) Foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected characteristic and
those who do not share it. This involves having due regard, in particular, to the need to –
- tackle prejudice; and
- promote understanding.
5b)

Not applicable

Appendices:
Appendix A1: Performance Progress Update (Q4 2020/21)
Appendix A2: A list of short definitions for each measure shown in Appendix A1
LOCAL GOVERNMENT (ACCESS TO INFORMATION) ACT 1985
Background Papers: None
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Appendix A1

BRISTOL CITY COUNCIL - Q4 2020/21 Performance Summary
OVERALL SUMMARY:
53% (34/64) PIs On / Above target
52% (32/62) PIs are the same or better than Q4 last year

Covid-19 Recovery and Renewal
DoT

Above



BCPB358: Number of people housed in emergency Covid-19
accommodation who have subsequently been re-settled

746
(No target)

BCPB501b: Forecast level of Bristol City Council financial reserves
City-wide

BCC-only

BCPB281: Average change in level of homecare following short-term
assessment and reablement episode

BCPC041: Improve the overall employment rate of working age
population
BCPC103: Black, Asian and minority ethnic-led businesses supported

Title
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Target status

DoT

BCPB357: Reduce the number of households in temporary
accommodation

Well Below



N/A

BCPC216: Percentage children becoming the subject of a child protection
plan for a second/subsequent time

Well Above



Well Above



BCPC278: % of older people at home 91 days after discharge from
hospital into reablement/rehabilitation

Below



Above



BCPC311: Levels of engagement with community development work

Well Above



134
(No target)

N/A

BCPC352b: Reduce the number of people sleeping rough on a single night
in Bristol - BCC quarterly Count

Well Above



Target status

DoT

Below



On target



Above



BCConly

Target status

City-wide

Title

EMPOWERING & CARING

FAIR & INCLUSIVE

BCC-only

DoT

Title



BCPB124a: Increase % of major residential planning applications
processed within 13 weeks or as agreed

Below



BCPC257: Increase the number of food outlets holding a 'Bristol Eating
Better Award' in priority wards

BCPB265a: Increase the amount of Bristol City Council Apprenticeship
Levy spent

Well Below

N/A

BCPC263a: Reduce the % of young people of academic age 16 to 17 years
who are NEET & destination unknown

Well Above



BCPC434: Reduce the proportion of deaths attributed to particulate air
pollution

Well Below



BCPC425: Increase the number of affordable homes delivered in Bristol

Well Below



BCPC541: Increase the percentage of household waste sent for reuse,
recycling and composting

Below



Target status

DoT

Target status

DoT

BCPB308: Increase number of people able to access care & support
through the use of Technology Enabled Care

Well Below



BCPB502: Increase the percentage of invoices paid on time (BCC)

Above



BCPB636: Ratio of consultation response rate for the most and least
deprived 20% of Bristol citizens

Below



BCPB504: Non-domestic rates collected as a percentage of approved
budget

Above



BCPC266: Increase % of adults with learning difficulties known to social
care, who are in paid employment

Below



BCPB518: Increase the percentage of stage 1 non‐statutory complaints
that we respond to within 15 days

Above



BCPC268: Increase the number of adults in low pay work & receiving
benefits accessing in-work support

Above



BCPB522: Reduce the average number of working days lost to sickness

Above



Well Below



City-wide

Above

BCPC251: Reduce the rate of alcohol-related hospital admissions per
100,000 population

WELL CONNECTED
Title

City-wide

Target status

BCPB225: Increase the percentage of Final EHCPs issued within 20 weeks
including exception cases

BCPC334: Reduce the percentage of the population living in Fuel Poverty

WORKPLACE ORGANISATIONAL PRIORITIES
Title

BCC-only

City-wide

BCC-only

Title

WELLBEING

BCPB528: Increase the percentage of employment offers made to people
living in the 10% most deprived areas

Appendix A1

Cabinet / CLB - Quarter 4 (1st April '20 - 31 March '21) Performance Progress Report
Corp Plan
KC ref

Code

Title

+/-

2019/20
Outturn

2020/21
Target

Q1
Progress

Q2
Progress

Q3
Progress

Q4 Progress

Comparison
over last 12
months

Management Notes

Directorate

2020/21 Corporate Plan: Covid 19 - Recovery and Renewal
Bristol City Council (BCC) owned performance indicators:
CV1

BCPB281

Average change in level of homecare following shortterm assessment and reablement episode

BCPB308

Increase number of people able to access care &
support through the use of Technology Enabled Care

CV1

BCPB358

Number of people housed in emergency Covid-19
accommodation who have subsequently been resettled

CV2

BCPC563

Average weekly number of regulatory contacts
requesting COVID 19 advice and guidance

CV3

BCPB501b Forecast level of Bristol City Council financial reserves

CV1
WC2
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CV3
WOP2

CV3
WOP3

BCPB521

BCPB522

Increase % of colleagues reporting they have the
equipment to do their work effectively

Reduce the average number of working days lost to
sickness (BCC)

+

+

5.3 hrs

5.5 hrs

6.0 hrs

7.4 hrs

6.6 hrs

5.8 hrs



Continued good performance. Reablement has been working with the highest number of people ever
over the last 2 quarters. This due to new faster hospital discharge processes because of the pandemic.
Whilst people are being discharged earlier in the recovery process they are achieving very good
outcomes in relation to maintaining their independence.

PE



The end of year Technology Enabled Care (TEC) installations have been lower than target due to:
The TEC HUB started in April 2020 and started receiving referrals at the beginning of May. Training the
team has meant there was reduced capacity for the earlier part of the year; most Adult Care
practitioners only completed training and were able to refer from the end of Q2 and there has been a
reluctance to allow visits and installation from service users due to the pandemic.

G&R

559

753

+

n/a

New KPI
2020/21

89

282

543

746

n/a

+

n/a

New KPI
2020/21

24

37

59

31

n/a

+

3.90%

5.50%

5.05%

5.05%

5.00%

9.57%



+

61.0%

65.0%

128

n/a

210

63.0%

356

n/a

551

Annual
measure
Data not due

A further 172 people were resettled in the last quarter, bringing the total for the year to 746. A great
achievement as part of our Everyone In initiative.
The numbers are lower in Q3 compared to Q2 due to a reduction in the availability of affordable rented
and supported accommodation.
The number of contacts has reduced since Q3 as businesses become more aware of COVID advice and
guidance.
The final outturn position after movements within reserves and impact of Covid was an underspend
against budget of £14.7million. This is transferred to general reserves to give a position at end of March
2021 of 9.57% of the 2020/21 net revenue budget. Full detail of the reasons is provided in the Council's
finance outturn report.

G&R

G&R

RE



There has been an increase in performance to 63%, compared with 61% the previous year. When the
country went into first lockdown and advised to work from home where possible, we provided office
equipment for colleagues to work from home, this combined with the roll-out of Office365 and Win10
laptops helped improve collaboration and effective home working. During 2020 we ran two interim
surveys to ascertain how colleagues were adapting to working in different ways during Covid. This
found that 80% of colleagues had asked for and received equipment to be able to work at home and
71% felt they were as effective or more effective when working from home

RE

Sickness in Q3 has seen a decrease from 8.1 days in Q3 to 7.6 days in Q4.
When excluding COVID-19 sickness (4,673 days lost) from the calculation average days lost decreases to
6.9. Total days lost excluding COVID-19 sickness are at the lowest in the last 12 months and are
significantly less (7,087.5 days lost) than April 2020.
We are working with our new service provider on integrating occupational health, employee assistance
and physiotherapy provision to support our employee health and well-being priorities.
The Council continues to take preventative measures to reduce sickness absence through our revised
Workforce Strategy. Workforce sickness trends continue to be regularly monitored through the HR
Dashboard by senior leaders.

RE

-

8.55 days

8.00 days

8.79 days

8.20 days

8.10 days

7.60 days



+

94.7%

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

-

n/a

New KPI
2020/21

2.2

38.2

343.3

37.1

n/a

City Wide Performance Indicators that BCC contributes to:
CV1

BCPC245c Improve the Bristol Schools' pupil attendance rate

CV1

BCPC259

New COVID19 cases occurring in the final 7 days of
the month per 100,000 population

Suspended owing to C-19
The DfE have recently classified this data as 'Official-Sensitive' and may not be published.
Case rates have fallen dramatically since January, with Bristol's rate now significantly below England
rate. Vaccination programme in Bristol is going well with over 86% of over 50's having had at least one
dose and 43% of all adults having had at least one dose.

PE
PE

Corp Plan
KC ref

CV2

CV2

CV2
FI3

CV2
W2

Code

BCPC041

BCPC103

Title

Improve the overall employment rate of working age
population

Black, Asian and minority ethnic-led businesses
supported

BCPC270

Increase experience of work opportunities for priority
groups

BCPC480

Increase the % of monitoring sites that meet the
annual air quality target for nitrogen dioxide

+/-

+

+

+

+

2019/20
Outturn

76.7%

n/a

5,131

76.5%

2020/21
Target

70.0%

New KPI
2020/21

Q1
Progress

76.3%

n/a

2,500

271

80.0%

Annual
measure
Data not
due

Q2
Progress

76.0%

n/a

683

76.5%
(2019)

Q3
Progress

75.6%

47

Q4 Progress

75.8%

134

Comparison
over last 12
months

Management Notes

Directorate



The pandemic has had a significant effect on the city's unemployment claimant count seeing a rise from
Feb 2020 (8345 / 2.6% of the 16-64 year old population) to Feb 2021 (19,850 - 6.5%). We have secured
additional funding through DWP to establish a new One Front Door employment support service to
mitigate the impact of this significant rise. The programme will see collaboration between all existing
employment support programmes across the City and will provide a triage service into them and
additional support for individuals and employers from other agencies.

PE

n/a

Grant funding of the Covid 19 Emergency Response for BAME led businesses and social enterprises
commenced in October 2020, alongside the South Bristol Enterprise Support project earlier in 2020 and
the North & East Bristol Enterprise Support project in January 2021, which also have BAME
entrepreneurs as a target group (among others). There has been a steady growth in the numbers
supported which contribute to the year-end total. (47 in q3 and 87 in q4)

G&R

PE

1,327

2,570



Annual
measure
Data not
due

Cumulative data is 2,570 for the year . During this the quarter there has been more schools opening for
delivery either via virtual or face to face. During this period there was also the national careers and
apprenticeship weeks that had a variety of activities and events - many of these focused with activities
for the SEND cohorts. It is hoped with the reopening that the face to face BCC Work experience offer
will become available again in the coming months

Annual
measure
Data not due



For the calendar year of 2019 76.5% of monitoring sites had an annual NO2 concentration below
40µg/m3 when analysed in accordance with Local Air Quality Management exposure criteria. Data for
2020 has been collected, is being ratified and will be reported later in the year.

G&R

G&R

G&R

2020/21 Corporate Plan: Empowering and Caring
Bristol City Council (BCC) owned performance indicators:
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EC2

BCPB353

Increase the number of households where
homelessness is prevented

+

1,241

1,100

346

733

1,132

1,512



The number of households where homelessness is prevented is above target; this reflects ongoing work
to protect some of our most vulnerable citizens over this period when more people are presenting to
the council as homeless or in imminent danger of becoming so.

EC2

BCPB357

Reduce the number of households in temporary
accommodation

-

728

700

895

910

984

1,122



Bristol continued with its Everyone In approach until 31/2/21. We accommodated high numbers of
people as part of response to the pandemic. There was a significant increase in homelessness during
lockdown 3.

BCPB280

Increase the % of people who contact Adult Social
Care and then receive Tier 1 and 2 services



Improved since last quarter due to increased contacts at Care Direct. We also know that the actual no
of people accessing tier 1 and 2 is higher as people are supported directly via the voluntary sector,
some services which are commissioned specifically by BCC to provide tier 2 services. We are looking for
a better way of reporting this.

PE



Performance slightly behind target across services however the end of year outcome was impacted by
the final lockdown in Q4 which ran from Jan to the end of March which resulted in the vast majority of
clients not wanting contractors to come into their home to undertake home adaptations. Performance
throughout the year was impressive given most of our clients were either shielding or in a Covid
vulnerable group.

G&R



260 Child Protection Plans started between 01/04/2020 and 31/03/2021. Of these, 53 had a previous
plan at any time. This reduction shows the impact of investment and focus on increasing the
sustainability planning and quality of social work interventions, reducing drift and harm for children.
This is below stat neighbours and in line with the England average.

PE

PE

PE

EC3

EC3

BCPB307

Increase the number of people enabled to live
independently through home adaptations

+

+

51.5%

4,151

60.0%

3,400

62.8%

674

53.8%

1,389

54.5%

2,237

55.9%

3,120

City Wide Performance Indicators that BCC contributes to:
EC1

BCPC216

Percentage children becoming the subject of a child
protection plan for a second/subsequent time

EC1

BCPC222

Increase the take-up of free early educational
entitlement by eligible 2 year olds

EC1

BCPC223

Percentage of children achieving a good level of
development at Early Years Foundation Stage

-

27.4%

24.0%

+

64.0%

66.0%

+

70.6%

n/a

21.6%

22.2%

23.3%

20.4%

62.0%

Annual
measure
Data not
due

Annual
measure
Data not
due

Annual
measure
Data not due



The Early Years team has reviewed DWP information for 1,679 children who will be eligible in the
autumn term. Through targeted support 64% of these families have now applied for places. Further
work is on-going to increase this further. Fliers and information have been provided to key LA teams in
education and social care to promote the offer. The offer has also been publicised on BCC Twitter and
Facebook accounts as well as through the Family Information Service. The team have identified some
localised hotspots are liaising with family support leads to target families and increase take-up.
Inclusion officers have also worked with families where a child is receiving the Disability Living
Allowance. Almost every child is now expected to access their place.

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

KPI Suspended Covid-19

Corp Plan
KC ref

Code

Title

+/-

2019/20
Outturn

2020/21
Target

Q1
Progress

Q2
Progress

Q3
Progress

Q4 Progress

Comparison
over last 12
months

Management Notes

Directorate

EC1

BCPC244

Key Stage 4: Improve the Average Attainment 8 score
for Children in Care pupils

+

16.0 points

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

KPI Suspended Covid-19

PE

EC2

BCPC245

Improve the Bristol Schools' pupil attendance rate

+

94.70%

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

KPI Suspended Covid-19

PE

EC2

BCPC352b

Reduce the number of people sleeping rough on a
single night in Bristol - BCC quarterly Count

-

93

75

35

69

50

43



The number of people rough sleeping as measured on our bi-monthly street count in March was 43,
which is comparable to 2014/15. A great collective effort from Bristol City Council and its partners.

PE

G&R

EC3

BCPC276a

Reduce the permanent admissions aged 65+ to
residential and nursing care, per 100,000 population

-

591.2

550

586.1

592.7

620.7

626.8



The number for this indicator has increased in the last quarter. However the total no of people over 65
currently in residential/ nursing care has actually reduced by over 10% in the last 12 months. The
reason for the discrepancy is the way this national indicator is recorded (for SALT return) as it includes
every single incident of a new placement which can includes temporary placements. There has been an
increase in temporary placements due to the change in Hospital discharge arrangements and increase
in people leaving hospital into temporary discharge to assess arrangements, many of who return home.
We now have a new PI with a different indicator from April which provides a more accurate figure of
total funded placements.

EC3

BCPC277

Percentage of adult social care service users, who feel
that they have control over their daily life

+

74.0%

78.0%

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

KPI Suspended Covid-19

PE



This performance indicator is reported with a 3 month data lag. We continue to see high referrals in
Q3 and much earlier in the persons recovery due to changes in hospital discharge processes in response
to the pandemic. Sadly a significant number of people discharged from hospital in the autumn have
passed away at home before day 91.
Only a few people entered a care home during this period. Slightly below target overall but increased
numbers of people supported, some of who in previous years, may have remained in hospital.

PE

EC3

BCPC278

% of older people at home 91 days after discharge
from hospital into reablement/rehabilitation *

+

86.4%

88.0%

84.1%

90.6%

84.4%

See Q3
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EC4

BCPC311

Levels of engagement with community development
work

+

8,000

3,000

0

1,041

2,447

4,394



EC4

BCPC312

Increase % respondents who volunteer or help out in
their community at least 3 times a year (QoL)

+

47.6%

44.0%

n/a

n/a

47.2%

Annual
measure
Data not due



BCPC314

Reduce the percentage of people who lack the
information to get involved in their community (QoL)

30.5%

Annual
measure
Data not due

EC4

-

27.8%

28.0%

n/a

n/a

This is down on least year because of the adjustment made at the start of 20/21 for anticipated Covid
19 impact. The outturn is very positive. Despite focussing on Covid-19 community support the team
has managed to exceed their target in community building conversations for the year. Significant
progress has been made in the last quarter where there has been a real focus on building on the Covid19 community response for medium and long term resilience.
This is above the target which is likely due to the Covid-19 community response. The target is down on
last year in anticipation of the impact of Covid-19 and that much of the usual volunteering activity has
ceased.

PE

PE



This reflects the impact of Covid 19, the move to online and the stopping of many information and
community networks and social spaces. Both, Bristol City Council and the voluntary, community and
social enterprise sector Community Development work stopped in order to deliver the Covid-19
community response & relief effort.

PE

G&R

G&R

2020/21 Corporate Plan: Fair & Inclusive
Bristol City Council (BCC) owned performance indicators:
+

96.5%

92.0%

100.0%

91.3%

89.5%

87.2%



Reduce the number of empty council properties to
250 by 2020 (true voids)

There has been a dip in performance over the year following several years of delivering above target.
The causes are being analysed and may be due to the increased complexity of major schemes. In the
interim period, fortnightly monitoring of major applications are now being carried out by Head of
Service and Majors Team Manager

-

248

250

n/a

257

238

220



Lowest ever empty homes numbers. A significant achievement in the current climate.

Increase the percentage of Final EHCPs issued within
20 weeks including exception cases *

+



Between January and December 2020, 724 EHC plans were finalised including exception cases. Of these
148 were completed within the 20 week statutory timescale. In Q4 (Oct - Dec), 153 plans were finalised
of which 38 were in timescale. Please note that the DfE methodology for this KPI has changed to
exclude plans issued after a mediation and/or tribunal. The new methodology changes the timeliness to
21.5%

FI1

Increase % of major residential planning applications
BCPB124a
processed within 13 weeks or as agreed

FI1

BCPB375

FI2

BCPB225

1.5%

20.0%

7.4%

14.8%

19.3%

20.4%

PE

Corp Plan
KC ref

FI2

FI2

Code

BCPB264

BCPB265a

Title

Increase the total number of apprenticeships created
and managed by Bristol City Council

Increase the amount of Bristol City Council
Apprenticeship Levy spent

+/-

+

2019/20
Outturn

527

2020/21
Target

527

Q1
Progress

487

Q2
Progress

483

Q3
Progress

489

Q4 Progress

499

Comparison
over last 12
months

Management Notes

Directorate



Anticipated ongoing growth delayed in 2020 due to COVID lockdown and cessation of new starts
between March and September and a high % of apprentices completing programmes. Current rate of
new starts slightly exceeding completions and we have good levels of interest in BCC and On Site Bristol
schemes - the latter is seasonal and so will see an overall reduction in numbers in Q1/Q2 2021 followed
by a new intake of 80 or more September 21. With Public Sector Duty confirmed as 2.3% of staff
starting apprenticeships in 2021/22 £ year and joint working with HR and OD plus

PE

PE

+

n/a

£1,000,000

£151,164

£318,496

£515,120

£647,299

n/a

Total Contributions 2020/1 were £1.23million versus spend £647,299 (53%) which remains significantly
lower than anticipated. This reflects the cessation of new apprenticeships starts until late autumn,
delays in achievements and an increasing number of programmes that have ceased. A lag in providers
claiming funding for starts in Q4 has impacted year end outcome but current projections show that
2021/2 spend will be a minimum of £885k Since 1st August 20 an incentive scheme to assist new
employees through apprenticeship training is in place but the Council has not yet been able to take full
advantage of this scheme due to significantly reduced levels of external recruitment - particularly
around entry level roles. Levy sharing through transfer will increase in 2021/2 and we expect this to
contribute an additional £100k spend.

+

499

490

109

232

304

445



End of year result is slightly behind annual target which is principally as a result of the third lockdown
between January and March 2021. However given the exceptional year last year was, bringing back into
use 445 empty private homes was still a considerable achievement.

G&R



The pandemic continues to have a negative impact on delivery through shortage / delays on materials.
Creating covid-secure working arrangements on sites has also slowed delivery. 3 key sites saw 53
expected completions slip into 2021/22. Brexit has also been cited as causing delays through issues
with the supply of materials and 1 site also experienced delays through archaeological complications.
66 shared ownership homes are physically complete in built terms, but they are not yet in the
Registered Provider’s ownership and cannot be counted against the 2020/21 total completions.
Delivery was swelled in 2020/21 by the conversion of 44 Registered Provider market rent homes to
shared ownership.

G&R

G&R

City Wide Performance Indicators that BCC contributes to:
FI1
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FI1

FI1

FI2
FI2
FI2

BCPC310

BCPC425

BCPC430a

Increase the number of private sector dwellings
returned into occupation

Increase the number of affordable homes delivered in
Bristol

Increase the number of new homes delivered in
Bristol

KS2 - Increase the % of pupils achieving the expected
standard in reading, writing and maths
KS2 - increase the % of disadvantaged pupils, at KS2,
BCPC230b
achieving the expected standard in RWM
Key Stage 4: Improve the Average Attainment 8 score
BCPC231a
per pupil
BCPC230a

+

312

500

30

58

118

400

1,332
(2019/20)

Annual
measure
Data not
due

Annual
measure
Data not due



The completions figure for 2019/20 is lower than expected; it had been anticipated that delivery would
be maintained at similar levels to 2018-19. There is some evidence from the sector that continuing
uncertainties related to Brexit have impacted on completions. However there were 12,764 dwellings
with planning permission or agreed subject to s106 agreement at 31st March 2020 which is an increase
from 11,066 at 31st March 2019.

+

1,498
(2018/19)

2,000

Annual
measure
Data not
due

+

65%

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

KPI Suspended Covid-19

PE

+

49%

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

KPI Suspended Covid-19

PE

+

45.3 points

46.0 points

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

KPI Suspended Covid-19

PE

FI2

BCPC231d

Key Stage 4: Attainment 8 - Reduce the Points gap
between the Disadvantaged and Non-Disadvantaged

-

16.4 points

17.0 points

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

KPI Suspended Covid-19

PE

FI2

BCPC246

Increase percentage of schools and settings rated
'Good' or better by Ofsted (all phases) (OCP)

+

n/a

80%

79%

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

KPI Suspended Covid-19

PE

FI3

BCPC217

Improve the % of 17 - 18 year old care leavers in EET
(statutory return - recorded around birthday)*

+

73%

72%

71%

70%

69%

See Q3

n/a

FI3

BCPC263a

Reduce the % of young people of academic age 16 to
17 years who are NEET & destination unknown

-

15.0%

15.0%

14.5%

16.3%

11.3%

6.9%



This performance indicator reports with a 3-month data lag. Of the 55 Care Leavers aged 17 and 18
whose birthdays fell in the report period 1 Apr 2020 to 31 Dec 2020, 38 were EET at the time of the
'Birthday Contact'. This measure does not include 5 young people who are recorded as being Returned
Home or Deceased.
This target is 72% and this last year has remained around 70%, although below target this is higher than
statistical neighbours and the England average. EET monitoring is carried out by managers both to
consider engagement and improvement. REBOOT has secured further funding to continue to work
with care leavers to support them into EET or to improve their EET. Early indications are that the Q4
outturn will be 72%
The quarter has seen good improvement this quarter also captures the data pulled for the national
benchmarking. There has been focused work in regards to current situation not known, with a small
cohort now wating for home visit contact to establish their whereabouts

PE

PE

Corp Plan
KC ref

FI3
CV2

Code

BCPC270

Title

Increase experience of work opportunities for priority
groups

+/-

+

2019/20
Outturn

5,131

2020/21
Target

2,500

Q1
Progress

271

Q2
Progress

683

Q3
Progress

1,327

Q4 Progress

2,570

Comparison
over last 12
months

Management Notes

Directorate



Cumulative data is 2,570 for the year . During this the quarter there has been more schools opening for
delivery either via virtual or face to face. During this period there was also the national careers and
apprenticeship weeks that had a variety of activities and events - many of these focused with activities
for the SEND cohorts. It is hoped with the reopening that the face to face BCC Work experience offer
will become available again in the coming months

PE

PE

FI4

BCPC248

Increase the number of hate crimes reported

+

1,902

1,950

490

1,142

1,521

1,940



Reported hate crime for this quarter has continued to increase - although 10 under target this is
considered as a positive in that reporting continues at a higher rate. Disability & gender reported hate
crimes are significantly lower than last year - this may be directly linked to Covid-19 lockdown
restrictions impacting on this data in so far as reporting and/or actual incidents occurring.

FI4

BCPC324

Increase the percentage of people who feel they
belong to their neighbourhood (QoL)

+

62.0%

60.0%

n/a

n/a

62.8%

Annual
measure
Data not due



This is a positive result and is likely to reflect the increase connection with neighbours due to the
pandemic.

PE

BCPC327

Reduce the percentage of people who have noted
“mainly negative effects” from gentrification (QoL)

24.7%

Annual
measure
Data not due



Negative effects tend to be increased living costs, house and rent prices and cultural disconnect/feeling
excluded, changes in the local amenities. Covid 19 has increased neighbourly and community
connections, possibly there has been less movement of people. This may correlate with the
improvement in residents satisfied with where they live.

PE



The end of year Technology Enabled Care (TEC) installations have been lower than target due to:
The TEC HUB started in April 2020 and started receiving referrals at the beginning of May. Training the
team has meant there was reduced capacity for the earlier part of the year; most Adult Care
practitioners only completed training and were able to refer from the end of Q2 and there has been a
reluctance to allow visits and installation from service users due to the pandemic.

G&R

FI4

-

21.4%

25.0%

n/a

n/a

2020/21 Corporate Plan: Well Connected
Bristol City Council (BCC) owned performance indicators:

WC2
CV1
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WC4

BCPB308

BCPB636

Increase number of people able to access care &
support through the use of Technology Enabled Care

Ratio of consultation response rate for the most and
least deprived 20% of Bristol citizens

+

559

753

128

210

356

551

(this KPI shows the proportion of survey responses from the least deprived 20% of the city divided by
the proportion of survey responses from the most deprived 20% of the city.)
-

2.32

1.8

2.39

1.7

2.05

1.91



+

n/a

Establish
baseline.

n/a

n/a

n/a

Data not
available

n/a

The year-end outturn is slightly behind our stretching target however does show noticeable
improvement compared with the previous year, while also continuing the year-on-year improvement in
responses from deprived communities since 2017/18.

RE

City Wide Performance Indicators that BCC contributes to:
WC1

BCPC471

Improve journey time reliability during the morning
peak travel period

WC1

BCPC474

Increase the number of single journeys on Park & Ride
+
into Bristol

1,687,558

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

WC1

BCPC475

Increase the number of passenger journeys on buses

+

40,776,023

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

WC2

BCPC436

Improve the percentage of premises that have access
to Gigabit capable full fibre

+

n/a

Establish
baseline.

n/a

n/a

n/a

89.30%

n/a

Data not available; work ongoing to establish baseline has been complicated by the COVID 19 impact
on traffic volumes over the past 12 months. Further monitoring required before target can be set and
an exercise to see how other core cities are measuring this subject matter is in progress.
This measure was suspended for 2020-21 as all bus services were fundamentally changed over the year
as a direct result of Covid-19.
P&R was particularly underused for a number of reasons including a combination of:
a) the vast majority of P&R users have a car which they could use to make the entire journey,
b) car parking was free for NHS staff
c) P&R use was high in the traditional commuter peak by office workers, most of which have been
working from home
This measure was suspended for 2020-21 as all bus services were fundamentally changed over the year
as a direct result of Covid-19.
Services were reduced with focus given to supporting key worker journeys. Social distancing measures
were introduced on public transport, which reduced operational bus capacity by 50%. During the
varying stages of lockdown restrictions, the ongoing closure of many destinations, shops, offices, and
education venues etc, and the move to increased home working, reduced the propensity to travel. Bus
operators introduced measures to support safe bus travel including Capacity Checker across the
network and seat booking on certain routes. Passenger numbers have varied from 10%-52% of the
previous year’s figure, depending on the level of lockdown status at the time and overall around 13.8
million journey were made.
Ofcom's report "Connected Nations 2020" indicates that 89.3% of premises have access to ultrafast
broadband (UFBB). Numbers of premises and numbers of connections are supplied to Ofcom by
Ordnance Survey and broadband providers respectively.

G&R

G&R

G&R

G&R

Corp Plan
KC ref

Code

Title

+/-

2019/20
Outturn

2020/21
Target

Q1
Progress

Q2
Progress

Q3
Progress

Q4 Progress

Comparison
over last 12
months

Management Notes
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There has been an increase in those with access to the internet at home. Further analysis of the Quality
of Life survey will be presented which will give more detail of type of access (e.g. fixed broadband,
mobile broadband) as this varies across different parts of the city. Access to the internet at home has
been recognised as being increasingly important during the last year as a result of Covid-19 with the
extended periods of home-schooling which have been needed as well as the wider issues around social
isolation.
For the majority of the year we were unable to deliver employment support for people with learning
difficulties on a face to face basis due to the pandemic however we were able to run a limited online
service. Furthermore the pandemic had a knock on effect with our supported internship programmes
due to host employers complying to Covid restrictions.
We are hoping to see a significant improvement in the coming year as we emerge from lockdown. In
January 2021, we launched our brand new £4.5m, three year ESF / WECA / LA funded WE WORK for
Everyone programme which provides specialist employment support for people with learning
difficulties / disabilities. This three year £4.5m West of England initiative will support 2,444 people in
their journey towards and into paid work.
Our Future Bright in work support programme continued to deliver to profile. The second phase of the
programme, funded through WECA launched March 2021 and we have received a grant of £1.54m to
continue the programme for a further three years.
This is a positive result. We believe this reflects the fact that people were more home-based and
needed to help out friends and family more as well as the ease of online connection for those who have
access to it.
2020-2021 PI actual is above target and is 3 percentage points above (better than) the 2019-2020 PI
The 2020 result is above target and is 3 percentage points above (better than) the 2019 actual. This
likely to have been influenced by a wide range of factors, but the improvement may reflect the
council's work with communities in its response to the COVID-19 pandemic plus the 'Your City Our
Future' programme leading to Bristol's first citizens' assembly.

Directorate

WC2

BCPC438

Increase the % of people living in deprived areas who
have access to the internet at home (QoL)

+

88.7%

92.0%

n/a

n/a

92.0%

Annual
measure
Data not due



WC3

BCPC266

Increase % of adults with learning difficulties known
to social care, who are in paid employment

+

5.2%

6.0%

5.2%

5.2%

5.2%

5.3%



WC3

BCPC268

Increase the number of adults in low pay work &
receiving benefits accessing in-work support

+

820

820

97

289

501

845



WC3

BCPC323

Increase % of people who see friends and family as
much as they want to (QoL)

+

82.1%

70.0%

n/a

n/a

73.2%

Annual
measure
Data not due



WC4

BCPC533

Increase the percentage of people who feel they can
influence local decisions (QoL)

+

18.1%

20.1%

n/a

n/a

21.1%

Annual
measure
Data not due



-

295.1 (11/12)

Not set

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

DTOCs are suspended under national guidance due to Covid-19



Between 1st April 2020 and 31st March 2021 Warmer Homes Advice and Money (WHAM) has
supported 865 households with financial savings / gains of £610,598.08. WHAM is the single point of
contact service commissioned by the Energy Service to support people in Fuel Poverty. This figure is
lower than anticipated as there has been little outreach due to COVID and cases have been more indepth and complex due to COVID.

G&R

n/a

Although the actual numbers initially appeared to be exceeding the target, another national
coronovirus lockdown in November and the announcement of Bristol being in "tier 3" following the
lockdown has had a considerable impact on the totals going forward. The attendances however, were
well ahead of target and remain ahead, without adding the November data. December will see a
natural dip in attendances. A third national lockdown at the start of January has seen all leisure
facilities closed until April 12th, and therefore there is no increase in attendances for Q4.

PE



Bristol Archives and M Shed re-opened 8th September, and Bristol Museum & Art Gallery reopened
15th September with advanced booked visits only. However sites closed again when the 2nd Lockdown
started on 4th November 2021 and have been closed since. It is currently anticipated that limited
booked visits will resume from mid-May 2021. Despite the doors being closed there continues to be a
good uptake of the on-line offers such as live festivals and events, talks and virtual exhibitions. We
have seen online engagement continue to increase – newsletter sign-ups are up 15% on last year.
Online retail has continued to grow and is up 221% against this time last year. The team are supporting
the We are Bristol History Commission, and preparing a city wide conversation on the future of the
statue and the plinth, which will be initiated by a display of the Colston Statue at M Shed in the summer
of 2021.

G&R



The figure is the same as that reported in 2018. Community wellbeing is a major public health
challenge, which is likely to be worse due to the effect of Covid-19. Plans are in place to address mental
health wellbeing.

PE

G&R

PE

PE

PE

RE

2020/21 Corporate Plan: Wellbeing
Bristol City Council (BCC) owned performance indicators:
W1

W3

W4

W4

BCPB279

BCPB335

BCPB253

BCPB410

Improve the monthly Delayed Transfers of Care for
BCC (Delayed Days per 100,000 population)

Increase the number of households in fuel poverty
receiving energy and debt advice

Increase the number of attendances at BCC leisure
centres and swimming pools

Increase the number of visitors to Bristol Museums,
Galleries and Archives

+

+

+

1,621

2,373,178

1,200

695,145

n/a

0

n/a

171,613

n/a

399,343

865

399,343
(Dec '20)

1,066,787

213,400

0

11,891

28,917

28,917

14.7%

14.7%

n/a

n/a

19.7%

Annual
measure
Data not due

PE

City Wide Performance Indicators that BCC contributes to:
W1

BCPC250

Reduce the percentage of people in Bristol who report
below national average Mental Wellbeing (QoL)

Corp Plan
KC ref
W1

W1

W2

W2

Code

BCPC251

BCPC255

Title

+/-

2019/20
Outturn

2020/21
Target

Q1
Progress

Q2
Progress

Q3
Progress

Q4 Progress

Reduce the rate of alcohol-related hospital admissions
per 100,000 population

-

916

839

919

881

864

845

Increase % of people living in the most deprived areas
who do enough regular exercise each week(QoL)

BCPC333

Increase the percentage of residents visiting a park or
open space at least once a week (QoL)

BCPC433

Reduce the total CO2 emissions in Bristol City (k
tonnes)

+

55.3%

+

52.9%

-

1,471K
Tonnes
(2017)

38.7%

55.0%

1,551K
Tonnes

n/a

n/a

1,447K
tonnes
(2018)
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BCPC434

Reduce the proportion of deaths attributed to
particulate air pollution

W2

BCPC480

Increase the % of monitoring sites that meet the
annual air quality target for nitrogen dioxide

+

76.5%

80.0%

n/a

W2

BCPC540

Reduce percentage of people who feel that street
litter is a problem in their neighbourhood (QoL)

-

81.1%

80.0%

n/a

W2

BCPC541

Increase the percentage of household waste sent for
reuse, recycling and composting

+

46.8%

50.0%

W3

BCPC249

Prevalence of child excess weight in 10-11 year-olds

-

31.3%

34.0%

W2

-

5.4%

(2017)

4.3%

n/a

55.2%

Annual
measure
Data not due

n/a

60.3%

Annual
measure
Data not due

Annual
measure
Data not
due

Annual
measure
Data not
due

Annual
measure
Data not due

n/a

n/a

n/a

5.0%

(2019)

Comparison
over last 12
months

Management Notes

Directorate



There has been a downward trend in alcohol related admissions over the last year. There is a reduction
in the rate of alcohol-related admissions in Bristol in the last quarter. As we move out of lockdown and
the night time economy opens up this may increase again.

PE

=

QoL 2020 data just out shows that this indicator is only 0.1% lower than the 19/20 target, and above
the 20/21 target by 16.5% points. Targets for 20/21 (reaching 70% of previous target figures) were set
based on the insight and predictions of the leisure industry in light of the Coronavirus pandemic.
The Covid 19 pandemic has had a huge impact on people having access to sport and physical activity
opportunities with the first national lockdown in March, and all leisure facilities being closed. The slight
decrease is likely to be a combination of the restrictions in place to make leisure 'Covid safe' places for
customers on reopening, not all facilities reopening and peoples personal circumstances. We are
working closely with our leisure operators and Sport England to understand what we can do to support
the recovery of leisure and physical activity for Bristol.

PE



Over the past twelve months the pandemic has had a significant impact upon people’s lives, their
health and wellbeing. The provision of parks and green spaces has provided an essential resources and
lifeline for our communities, which has shown a 40% growth in use of our public spaces in the past
twelve months. Access to public spaces has been key to supporting people through this very difficult
time for exercise and getting out of doors.

G&R



For the calendar year 2018 the city's emissions had reduced faster than the target in place at that time.
A new target and trajectory to 2030 has been set and performance will be reported against this new
target in 21/22.

G&R



This indicator is based on Public Health England data and calculations. These show that for the last year
of data (2019) the fraction of deaths attributable to pollution from particulates has shown a positive
reduction on the previously reported figure of 5.4%. It is based on the fraction of very small particles
(<2.5 micro metres) arising from human action. The main sources of this within the city are traffic and
combustion.

G&R

Annual
measure
Data not
due

Annual
measure
Data not due



For the calendar year of 2019 76.5% of monitoring sites had an annual NO2 concentration below
40µg/m3 when analysed in accordance with Local Air Quality Management exposure criteria. Data for
2020 has been collected, is being ratified and will be reported later in the year.

G&R

n/a

82.4%

Annual
measure
Data not due



Work needs to be undertaken to understand the disparity between the improved Local Environmental
Quality (LEQ) monitoring survey of performance and residents perception. It is possible that private
land, parks or other places off the highways are creating a negative impression.

G&R

48.0%

46.0%

45.7%

45.0%



This year's performance has being significantly affected by Covid. There is more waste being collected
at the kerbside, following working from home trends and hospitality closure. This has negatively
impacted on recycling rates.

G&R

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

The National Child Measurement Programme has remained paused since March 2020 due to Covid 19,
and has not been restarted in January 2021. National data for 2019/20 is however now available.

PE

76.5%
(2019)

Corp Plan
KC ref

W3

Code

BCPC257

Title

Increase the number of food outlets holding a 'Bristol
Eating Better Award' in priority wards

+/-

+
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W3

BCPC258

Reduce the percentage of households which have
experienced moderate or worse food insecurity (QoL)

-

W3

BCPC334

Reduce the percentage of the population living in Fuel
Poverty

-

W4

BCPC256

Increase the % of adults in deprived areas who play
sport at least once a week (QoL)

+

2019/20
Outturn

29

5.0%

11.7%
(2017)

33.1%

2020/21
Target

35

Q1
Progress

n/a

Q2
Progress

34

Q3
Progress

Q4 Progress



The third wave of the pandemic, which led to a full national lockdown has continued to affect trading
for food businesses. This has had continued to impact on BEBA uptake. There have been no further
Early Years or school awards. The figures above represent the total number of BEBA settings held. This
includes a number who are due for revalidation of the award. Revalidation of the award has been
delayed due to Covid and the limited capacity for businesses, as well as reduced capacity within the PH
team to be able to administer this.
However, as lock down is easing we are contacting and revalidating all businesses as appropriate and
are working to a comms plan that is currently concentrating on improving the website and increasing
promotion through social media. We are linking with other departments and organisations – such as
the food safety and GfG team at Bristol Food Network to include BEBA promotion in their
correspondence and newsletters.
However, we are aware that many businesses in the eating out sector are still not open as they do not
have any outside space, or have decided it is not financially viable to open at this stage. We must
therefore progress sensitively in this.
Other developments have included setting up a BEBA steering group, which has met once and will meet
quarterly. Many opportunities have been highlighted here to support and better promote the award
such as through procurement opportunities in the council and introducing rigour by developing an
auditing process. It is expected that the Early Years BEBA will be launched later this year.

PE

PE



While the Bristol average for people experiencing moderate and severe food insecurity appear to have
reduced, it is likely that this is not true for all areas of the city, particularly the most deprived wards.
Our partners working in emergency food support have seen a significant increase in need. In addition,
those reporting to have been in receipt of food from a food bank or charity during the last 12 months
increased from 1% to 2% between 2020 and 2021.



National Fuel Poverty data is produced by Ministry for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS)
and the data has a 2 year lag. This is based on modelled government data.



QoL 2020 data just out shows that this indicator is 5.6% lower than the 19/20 target, and above the
20/21 target by 4.3% points. Targets for 20/21 (reaching 70% of previous target figures) were set based
on the insight and predictions of the leisure industry in light of the Coronavirus pandemic.
The Covid 19 pandemic has had a huge impact on people having access to sport and physical activity
opportunities with the first national lockdown in March, and all leisure facilities being closed. The
decrease is likely to be a combination of the restrictions in place to make leisure 'Covid safe' places for
customers on reopening, not all facilities reopening and peoples personal circumstances. We are
working closely with our leisure operators and Sport England to understand what we can do to support
the recovery of leisure and physical activity for Bristol. .

PE

G&R

G&R

n/a

n/a

4.2%

10.0%

n/a

n/a

n/a

9.80%

n/a

Directorate

35

7.2%

n/a

Management Notes

n/a

Annual
measure
Data not due

23.2%

Comparison
over last 12
months

27.5%

Annual
measure
Data not due

W4

BCPC411

Increase the percentage of people who take part in
cultural activities at least once a month (QoL)

+

43.3%

25.0%

n/a

n/a

33.4%

Annual
measure
Data not due



Participation in cultural activities has been severely impacted by Covid-19 and this is reflected in both
the reported result and the reduced target for 2020. Venues closed since March 2020 and whilst some
reopened during the summer, this was at significantly reduced capacities. Venues shut again as the
2nd Lockdown started, and have not reopened since. There have been virtually no events and festivals
in the city this year. There has been some engagement with on-line cultural events, as cultural
organisations pivoted to provide cultural content.

W4

BCPC412a

Increase the % satisfied (in deprived areas) with the
range and quality of outdoor events (QoL)

+

67.0%

25.0%

n/a

n/a

40.3%

Annual
measure
Data not due



Satisfaction with the range and quality of outdoor events was severely impacted by Covid-19 and this is
reflected in both the reported result and the reduced target for 2020. Outdoor events cancelled and
where there were activities, these were for a limited period and with much reduced numbers.

G&R

Corp Plan
KC ref

Code

Title

+/-

2019/20
Outturn

2020/21
Target

Q1
Progress

Q2
Progress

Q3
Progress

Q4 Progress

2020/21 Corporate Plan: Workplace Organisational Priorities

Comparison
over last 12
months

Management Notes

Directorate



Turnover in Q3 was 7.3% and has reduced to 6.8% in Q4. Turnover has continued to fall due to the
impact of CV-19, this is also shown by a fall in new starters. There were 25.6% fewer leavers and 17.1%
fewer starters than in January 2020. Ahealthy staff turnover ratio is between 11-14% which enables
fresh skills, ideas and experience to be incorporated into the workforce. Covid has resulted in a huge
reduction in staff leavers as future economic certainty is unknown.
The Council remains at the forefront of the response to the COVID-19 pandemic in delivering vital
services to communities. The Council has had to be flexible in how we deploy staff in order to increase
capacity in high demand services or to fill gaps in services caused by the pandemic. As a direct result we
are seeing a reduction in staff turnover as we have sought to multi-skill and redeploy staff to support
demand rather than depend upon additional temporary recruitment including; casual and agency.

RE

Bristol City Council (BCC) owned performance indicators:

WOP1

BCPB523

9.9%

Maintain appropriate staff turnover

12.5%

8.7%

7.7%

7.3%

6.8%




WOP1

BCPB530

Increase the satisfaction of citizens with our services
(QoL)

+

42.8%

45.8%

n/a

n/a

47.4%

Annual
measure
Data not due

WOP2

BCPB518

Increase the percentage of stage 1 non-statutory
complaints that we respond to within 15 days

+

78.5%

80.0%

85.0%

84.5%

84.0%

86.0%
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WOP2
CV3

WOP2

WOP3
CV3

WOP3

BCPB521

BCPB524

BCPB522

BCPB527

Increase % of colleagues reporting they have the
equipment to do their work effectively

Increase the percentage of staff with a completed
annual appraisal

Reduce the average number of working days lost to
sickness (BCC)

Increase the % of staff who are "clear about what the
council is here to do and its priorities"

+

+

-

+

61.0%

n/a

8.55 days

76.0%

65.0%

75.0%

8.00 days

80.0%

n/a

n/a

8.79 days

n/a

63.0%

n/a

8.20 days

83.0%

n/a

n/a

8.10 days

n/a

Overall city wide satisfaction with the way the council runs things has increased again and has
improved by 12% since 2018 and now stands at its highest level since this question was introduced in
2010. For reference, 25% of people were dissatisfied, with 27% expressing no opinion. In contrast,
those living in the 10% most deprived areas were less satisfied, the figure falling from 31% in 2019/20
to 29% this year, some 18% lower than the overall result.
1,628 Non-statutory Complaints received, 1,396 answered within 15 working days, 232 not done on
time. Services have worked hard to improve performance across the Council to maintain above target
rates.

RE

RE

There has been an increase in performance to 63%, compared with 61% the previous year. When the
country went into first lockdown and advised to work from home where possible, we provided office
equipment for colleagues to work from home, this combined with the roll-out of Office365 and Win10
laptops helped improve collaboration and effective home working. During 2020 we ran two interim
surveys to ascertain how colleagues were adapting to working in different ways during Covid. This
found that 80% of colleagues had asked for and received equipment to be able to work at home and
71% felt they were as effective or more effective when working from home.

RE

Data not due

Covid affected this measure as lockdown came just before appraisal time and maintaining service
delivery became the overwhelming organisational priority.
So data on completion of the 12 month process will be available once the 21/22 performance objective
setting process is complete. The deadline for completion across all services is 30 June 2021, so
production of the 20/21 year end outturn will be after that date (in Q1).

RE

7.60 days



Sickness in Q3 has seen a decrease from 8.1 days in Q3 to 7.6 days in Q4.
When excluding COVID-19 sickness (4,673 days lost) from the calculation average days lost decreases to
6.9. Total days lost excluding COVID-19 sickness are at the lowest in the last 12 months and are
significantly less (7,087.5 days lost) than April 2020.
We are working with our new service provider on integrating occupational health, employee assistance
and physiotherapy provision to support our employee health and well-being priorities.
The Council continues to take preventative measures to reduce sickness absence through our revised
Workforce Strategy. Workforce sickness trends continue to be regularly monitored through the HR
Dashboard by senior leaders.

RE



There has been a significant increase in performance to 83%, compared with 76% the previous year.
As part of the actions from the 2019 survey, a refreshed communication strategy and corporate
narrative was been developed to provide a consistent way of describing the city and council. This will
be used in our communications externally and internally to help colleagues understand what the
council is here to do and its priorities.- Directors have been holding events with their teams and with
cross team sessions to create a shared understanding of what a one-council approach looks like in
practice and how we can best work with each other.- Each division also has their own local action plan
with activities to improve cascade of information and priorities. During 2020, interim surveys found
81% of staff felt well-informed by corporate comms during lockdown.

RE

Annual
measure
Data not due

Annual
measure
Data not due



Corp Plan
KC ref

Code

Title

+/-

2019/20
Outturn

2020/21
Target

Q1
Progress

Q2
Progress

Q3
Progress

Q4 Progress

Comparison
over last 12
months

Management Notes

Directorate



Year-end performance has improved from 81% last year, and is also slightly ahead of the stretching
target set this time (by 0.95%). Performance has remained relatively consistent over the year.
The impact of Covid-19 on businesses has led to a focus by managers on ensuring invoices and orders
are placed and receipted in a timely manner which has seen significant improvements in performance
in this area. To maintain these improved levels the Council will need to ensure this focus is maintained
throughout recovery and the transition to business as usual.
There has been an overall reduction in the total number of invoices of circa 10% compared to 2019/20,
with the value of those invoices also having reduced, by some £10m.

RE

Current years council tax collection as at 31 March 2021, end of year, is £252.438m equivalent to
1.63% above the revised in-year target of 93.57%, a surplus of £4.31m. Recovery and enforcement has
remained suspended all year.

RE
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WOP4

BCPB502

Increase the percentage of invoices paid on time (BCC) +

81.00%

85.00%

86.00%

86.27%

86.76%

85.95%

WOP4

BCPB503

Council Tax collected as a percentage of approved
budget

+

96.76%

93.57%

27.32%

53.94%

80.91%

95.20%



WOP4

BCPB504

Non-domestic rates collected as a percentage of
approved budget

+

98.34%

91.77%

19.00%

50.91%

77.13%

92.24%



WOP4

BCPB505

Percentage of procurement spend with 'Small and
Medium sized Enterprises' (SME's)

+

51.9%

55.0%

n/a

n/a

n/a

52.0%



WOP4

BCPB528

Increase the percentage of employment offers made
to people living in the 10% most deprived areas

+

5.5%

6.5%

4.9%

4.6%

6.1%

4.7%



Business rates collection as at 31 March 2021, end of year, is £136.927m equivalent to 0.47% above the
revised in-year target of 91.77%, a surplus of £0.69m.
52% of BCC’s supplier spend in 20/21 was with organisations identified as Small-Medium size
Enterprises (SMEs). This is in-line with the percentage of UK business’s total turnover attributed to
SMEs (52.2%, from 2020 ONS figures), suggesting that BCC is not disfavouring SMEs. For significant
periods of 2020/21, the primary focus of procurement activity was reacting to urgent Covid-19
demands, meaning that initiatives to seek to increase the SME percentage were not progressed. As part
of the 2021/22 programme of work, the Strategic Procurement and Supplier Relations Service will seek
to introduce changes to the way Social Value is applied to procurements, with a view to making it easier
for SMEs’ contribution to the local economy to be rewarded in procurement processes. In addition, the
Service will seek to further build relationships with key stakeholders, such as Federation of Small
Business / Business West, around how the Council can improve ongoing relations with local supply
chains and engagement with the Council’s prime suppliers. Note that a further 7.6% of BCC’s spend was
with suppliers whose size could not be determined, and if this spend is excluded, the SME spend was
56.2% of the remaining total.
Most deprived offer rate = 4.72%. The percentage of job offers being made to employees in the most
deprived areas has decreased to 4.72% in Q4 from 6.1% in Q3. During Q4 there has been an increase in
job offers made more generally. As restrictions are lifted we intend to deliver job roadshows in the
suburbs of the city which will include information and opportunities on roles and apprenticeships
available.
Recruiting managers are now utilising a new diversity dashboard to measure the diversity of their
services. Our recruitment service is also providing specialist advice to Hiring Managers who have an
under-representation of diversity in their workgroups.

RE

RE

RE

Progress Key
Well Above Target
Above Target
On Target
Below Target
Well Below Target

Improvement Key



=


Corporate Strategy - Key Commitments

Direction of travel IMPROVED compared to same period in the
previous year
SAME as previous same period in the previous year

Directorate
PE
G&R
RE

People
Growth and Regeneation
Resources

Direction of travel WORSENED compared to same period in the
previous year
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Empowering & Caring
Give our children the best start in life by protecting and developing children’s centre services, being great corporate parents and protecting children from exploitation or harm.
EC1
Reduce the overall level of homelessness and rough sleeping, with no-one needing to spend a ‘second night out’.
EC2
Provide ‘help to help yourself’ and ‘help when you need it’ through a sustainable, safe and diverse system of social care and safeguarding provision, with a focus on early help and intervention.
EC3
Prioritise community development and enable people to support their community.
EC4
Fair & Inclusive
Make sure that 2,000 new homes (800 affordable) are built in Bristol each year by 2020.
FI1
Improve educational outcomes and reduce educational inequality, whilst ensuring there are enough school places to meet demand and with a transparent admissions process.
FI2
Develop a diverse economy that offers opportunity to all and makes quality work experience and apprenticeships available to every young person.
FI3
Help develop balanced communities which are inclusive and avoid negative impacts from gentrification.
FI4
Wellbeing
Embed health in all our policies to improve physical and mental health and wellbeing, reducing inequalities and the demand for acute services.
W1
Keep Bristol on course to be run entirely on clean energy by 2050 whilst improving our environment to ensure people enjoy cleaner air, cleaner streets and access to parks and green spaces.
W2
Tackle food and fuel poverty.
W3
Keep Bristol a leading cultural city, helping make culture, sport and play accessible to all.
W4
Well-Connected
Improve physical and geographical connectivity; tackling congestion and progressing towards a mass transit system.
WC1
Make progress towards being the UK’s best digitally connected city.
WC2
Reduce social and economic isolation and help connect people to people, people to jobs and people to opportunity.
WC3
Work with cultural partners to involve citizens in the ‘Bristol’ story, giving everyone in the city a stake in our long-term strategies and sense of connection.
WC4
Workplace Organisational Priorities
Redesign the council to work effectively as a smaller organisation.
WOP1
Equip our colleagues to be as productive and efficient as possible.
WOP2
Make sure we have an inclusive, high-performing, healthy and motivated workforce.
WOP3
Be responsible financial managers and explore new commercial ideas.
WOP4

Appendix A2

Appendix A ‐ Defintions and reporting timescales for Performance Indicators
2020/21 Corporate Plan: Covid‐19 Recovery and Renewal
1. Community and People
PI ref

Measure

Frequency/period
reported

Method of calculation

BCPB281

Average change in level of homecare following short‐term assessment and
reablement episode

Quarterly
(Cumulative)

For cases where the service user completed an episode of STAR service during the month, the average change in level of
homecare between the intial level of homecare in Short Term Assessment and Reablement (STAR) and the subsequent follow‐
on homecare package

BCPB308

Number of people able to access care and support through the use of
Technology Enabled Care

Quarterly
(Cumulative)

This measure records the number of people enabled to live more independently in their own home as the result of the
installation of Technology Enabled Care, and is linked to BCP307 which records the number of homes which has received home
adaptions are part of enabling independent living.

BCPB358

Number of the rough sleepers emergency housed during Covid pandemic who
are subsequently re‐settled

Quarterly
(Cumulative)

This is the overall number recorded in the “Move On” section of the weekly return to MHCLG and is made up of:
1) people who were moved straight into settled accommodation and those who were accommodated as a result of the
emergency Covid‐19 response who have since been moved into settled accommodation.
2) people moved into rough sleeping pathways that sit outside of temporary accommodation

BCPC259

New COVID19 cases occurring in the final 7 days of the month per 100,000
population

Quarterly
(Snap shot)

Using figures for the last 7 days of the month; 100,000 x number of postive covid cases with a specimen date falling between
the last day of the month and 6 days before the last day of the month (inclusive) DIVIDED BY mid‐2019 population of Bristol

BCPC245c

School attendance (Covid‐Recovery)

Quarterly
(Snap shot)

This measures the percentage of Children attending schools across Bristol. This is a daily summary of school attendance
(absence) starting at the beginning of the school year. Totals for Bristol. This is a crude measure and doesn’t conform to the
usual DfE methodology. All schools with zero attendance are excluded as the assumption is that they were closed due to non‐
Covid relate reasons (e.g. INSET days)... The DfE have embargoed this data as 'Official Sensitive'

Quarterly
(Snap shot)

This is the proportion of the working age population (16‐64) who are in employment according to the International Labour
Organisation (ILO) definition.
Using National Statistics: https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/Default.asp

2. Economy and Business
BCPC041

Employment rate of the working age population

BCPC103

Number of Black, Asian and minority ethnic‐led businesses supported

BCPC270

Increase experience of work opportunities for priority groups

BCPC480

Percentage of monitoring sites that meet the annual air quality target for
nitrogen dioxide

BCPC563

Average weekly number of regulatory contacts requesting COVID 19 advice and
guidance Average weekly number of businesses given Environmental Health
advice

Annual

This counts the number of Black, Asian and minority ethnic‐led businesses supported through work commissioned with Black
South West Network

Quarterly
(Cumulative)

This measures the number of people who gain experiences of work for identified priority groups ‐ Young people at risk of and
currently not engaging in education, employment and training, Children in care or Care leavers (CIC/CL), people with a
Learning difficulty and/or disability, people with a disability, Black, Asian and other non‐white minority back grounds ( BAME),
Returning to work, living in the 25% most deprived lower super output areas, over 55’.

Annual
(Financial year)

This measures the percentage of monitoring sites across the city which achieve the annual air quality target. [Note ‐ in
previous years this has been published as the % that did not meet the air quality target]
This measure counts the number of business who request EH / Reg C‐19 service requests for advice that produced through the
Council customer call centre. (Inc Trading standards / Neighbourhood enforcement / Food Safety / H&S / Infectious Deiseases /
Licencing)

Quarterly
(Snap shot)

3. Organisational Change
BCPC521

Percentage of staff reporting they have the equipment to do their work
effectively

BCPC522

Average number of working days lost to sickness

BCPB501b

Forecast level of Bristol City Council financial reserves

Annual
(Staff Survey)

Using the staff survey, this measures the percentage of respondents (colleagues) reporting they have the equipment to do
their work [counting those who chose 'strongly agree' or 'agree' as a percentage of all responses to the question]

Quarterly
(Rolling year)

This performance indicator measures the levels of sickness each quarter is reported on a 'rolling year' basis and the last
quarter will reflect the whole year's performance ‐ The quartley reports are presented:
• 2020/21 Q1 will report the 1 Jul 19 ‐ 30 Jun '20 figure
• 2020/21 Q2 will report the 1 Oct '19 ‐ 30 Sept '20 figure
• 2020/21 Q3 will report the 1 Jan '20 ‐ 31 Dec '20 figure
• 2020/21 Q4 will report the 1 Apr '20 ‐ 31 Mar '21 figure
The level of general reserves (which is the £20m) as a percentage of the net General Fund Budget – and shouldn’t fall under
5%.
2018/19 financial outturn balanced with an appropriate level of reserves to ensure sustainability and resilience

Quarterly
(Snap shot)

2020/21 Corporate Plan: Empowering & Caring
1: Give our children the best start in life by protecting and developing children’s centre services, being great corporate parents and protecting children from exploitation or harm.
PI ref

Measure

Frequency/period
reported

Method of calculation
The percentage of children who became subject to a Child Protection Plan at any time during the year, who had previously
been the subject of a Child Protection Plan, or on the Child Protection Register of that council regardless of how long ago that
was.

BCPC216

Percentage children becoming the subject of a child protection plan for a
second/subsequent time

Quarterly
(Cumulative)

BCPC222

Increase the take‐up of free early educational entitlement by eligible 2 year olds

Annual
Take up of free educational provision for 2 year olds. Data provided by the DfE and relates to the previous financial year:
(Previous Financial
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/education‐provision‐children‐under‐5‐years‐of‐age‐january‐2019
Year)

BCPC223

Percentage of children achieving a good level of development at Early Years
Foundation Stage

Annual
Percentage of children achieving a good level of development at Early Years Foundation Stage. The level of development is a
(Previous Academic
measure of the average of the cohort's total point score across all the early learning goals.
year)

BCPC244

Key Stage 4: Improve the Average Attainment 8 score for Children in Care pupils

Annual
Attainment 8 will measure the achievement of a pupil across 8 qualifications including mathematics (double weighted) and
(Previous Academic English (double weighted), 3 further qualifications that count in the English Baccalaureate (EBacc). This measures the small
year)
cohort of Children in Care (CiC) ‐ ultimately trying to reduce the gap between the Bristol average and the CiC average.

2: Reduce the overall level of homelessness and rough sleeping, with no‐one needing to spend a ‘second night out’.
PI ref

Measure

Frequency/period
reported

Method of calculation

Quarterly
(Cumulative)

This measure reports the number of households where homelessness is prevented as a result of advice provided through a
dedicated Housing Advice service funded by a local authority, or in‐house housing advice service, to fulfil the authority's
statutory duties under section 179(1) of the Housing Act 1996 part VII, as amended by the Housing Act 2002.

Reduce the number of households in temporary accommodation

Quarterly
(Snaphot)

This measure reports on the numbers of households living in temporary accommodation provided under the homelessness
legislation.

Reduce the number of people sleeping rough on a single night in Bristol ‐ BCC
quarterly Count

Quarterly
(Snaphot)

The number of people sleeping rough on a single night within the area of the authority. This is a local count done to the same
methodology as the annual count and is intended to provide a snapshot each quarter.

BCPB353

Increase the number of households where homelessness is prevented

BCPB357
BCPC352b

3: Provide ‘help to help yourself’ and ‘help when you need it’ through a sustainable, safe and diverse system of social care and safeguarding provision, with a focus on early help and intervention.
PI ref

BCPB280

Measure
Increase the percentage of people who contact Adult Social Care and then
receive Tiers 1 & 2 services

BCPB307

Increase the number of disabled people enabled to live more independently
through home adaptations

BCPC276a

Reduce the permanent admissions aged 65+ to residential and nursing care, per
100,000 population

BCPC277

Increase the percentage of adult social care service users, who feel that they
have control over their daily life

Frequency/period
reported

Method of calculation

Quarterly
(Snapshot)

There is a count of count of requests for Adult Social Care support requests and also a record of how many were either
signposted to alternate support or provided with lower level support. The inverse percentage being the percentage of requests
for support that went onto recieve the higher levels of support. Performance is reported on a quarter by quarter basis e.g. Q1 ‐
55%, Q2 58% etc

Quarterly
(Cumulative)

This measure records the number of people enabled to live more independently in their own home as the result of a home
adaptation. the Home Adaptations Service operates across both the public and private housing sectors.

Quarterly
(Snapshot)

This is a two part‐measure reflecting the number of younger adults (part 1) and older people (part 2) whose long‐term support
needs are best met by admission to residential and nursing care homes relative to the population size of each group. The
measure compares council records with ONS population estimates. Performance is reported on a quarter by quarter basis e.g.
Q1 ‐ 55%, Q2 58% etc

Annual
(Survey)

Performance is recorded as a result of service users survey questionnaires, compiled throughout the year and reported at year
end.
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BCPC278

Increase the percentage of older people at home 91 days after discharge from
hospital into reablement/rehabilitation *

Performance is reported with a 3 month data lag owing to the way the statutory measure is recorded. It records the
Quarterly
proportion of older people aged 65 and over discharged from hospital to their own home or to a residential or nursing care
(Cumulative & 3 home or extra care housing for rehabilitation, with a clear intention that they will move on/back to their own home (including
months in arrears) a place in extra care housing or an adult placement scheme setting), who are at home or in extra care housing or an adult
placement scheme setting 91 days after the date of their discharge from hospital.

4: Help develop balanced communities which are inclusive and avoid negative impacts from gentrification.
PI ref

Measure

Frequency/period
Method of calculation
reported
Quarterly
This measures the number of residents who actively engage in community building conversations throughout the year. This
(Cumulative)
supports an approach which is based on Asset Based Community Development.

BCPC311

Levels of engagement with community development work

BCPC312

Increase the percentage respondents who volunteer or help out in their
community at least 3 times a year (QoL)

Annual
(Survey)

The Quality of Life (QoL) survey is carried out annually and asks Bristol residents about a wide range of topics such as health,
lifestyles, community, local services and living in Bristol.

BCPC314

Reduce the percentage of people who lack the information to get involved in
their community (QoL)

Annual
(Survey)

The Quality of Life (QoL) survey is carried out annually and asks Bristol residents about a wide range of topics such as health,
lifestyles, community, local services and living in Bristol.

2020/21Corporate Plan: Fair & Inclusive
1: Make sure that 2,000 new homes (800 affordable) are built in Bristol each year by 2020
PI ref

Measure

Frequency/period
reported

Method of calculation

BCPB124a

Increase the percentage of major residential planning applications processed
within 13 weeks or as otherwise agreed

Quarterly
(Cumulative)

Percentage of major residential planning applications by type determined in a timely manner (within 13 weeks) n.b. this
includes the category of "applications for prior approval" which are NOT included as part of the statutory returns PS1 and PS2.

BCPB375

Reduce the number of empty council properties (true voids)

Quarterly
(Snapshot)

The current number of empty properties as at the end of the measuring period. A property is classified as empty when there is
no tenancy in force and the property is void. The number should include all standard voids as well as those classed as
undergoing major works, or pending a decision to dispose or demolish.

BCPC310

Increase the number of private sector dwellings returned into occupation

Quarterly
(Cumulative)

This measures the number of non‐local authority‐owned vacant dwellings returned to occupation or demolished during the
financial year as a direct result of action by the local authority.

BCPC425

Increase the number of affordable homes delivered in Bristol

Quarterly
(Cumulative)

This records the numbers of social rented and intermediate housing units added to the city's overall housing stock during the
year. Affordable housing is defined in the Planning Policy Statement 3 (PPS3) from the Ministry for Housing Communities &
Local Government (MHCLG).

BCPC430a

Increase the number of new homes in Bristol

Annual
(1 year lag)

This measures the net increase in dwelling stock over one year and is calculated as the sum of new build completions, minus
demolitions, plus any gains or losses through change of use and conversions.

2: Improve educational outcomes and reduce educational inequality, whilst ensuring there are enough school places to meet demand and with a transparent admissions process
PI ref

Measure

Frequency/period
reported

Method of calculation

Increase the percentage of Final EHCPs issued within 20 weeks including
exception cases *

Number of Education Health Care Plans in the last quarter that were issued within 20 weeks, including exception cases, as a
Quarterly
percentage of all such statements issued throghout the calendar year. The reported data aligns with the SEN Census reporting
(Cumulative & 3
(ie a Calendar year).... This means that this KPI is reporting cumulatively and 3 months in areas:
months in arrears)
Q1 reports Jan – Mar / Q2 reports Jan – June / Q3 reports Jan – Sept / Q4 reports Jan ‐ Dec

BCPC230a

Key Stage 2 ‐ Increase the percentage of pupils achieving the expected standard
in reading, writing and maths

Key Stage 2 is the end of Primary school (Years 3‐6). Scaled scores help test results to be reported consistently from one year
to the next. National curriculum tests are designed to be as similar as possible year on year, but slight differences in difficulty
Annual
will occur between years.
(Previous Academic
Scaled scores maintain their meaning over time so that two pupils achieving the same scaled score in different years will have
year)
demonstrated the same attainment. This performance indicator measures the percentage of children in Bristol Schools who
achieved the expected standard in all three subject combined and is reported for the previous academic year.

BCPC230b

Key Stage 2 ‐ increase the percentage of disadvantaged pupils, at KS2, achieving
the expected standard in reading, writing and maths

This is the same measure as above, except the focus is on the attainment of disadvantaged pupils.
Pupils are defined as disadvantaged if recorded as:
Annual
(Previous Academic • Eligible for Free Schools Meals (FSM) in the last six years
• Looked After Children (LAC) continuously for one day or more
year)
• Post LAC: because of an adoption, a special guardianship order, a child arrangements order or a residence order.

BCPC231a

Key Stage 4: Improve the Average Attainment 8 score per pupil

Key Stage 4 is the GCSE phase of Secondary school. Attainment 8 was introduced in 2016 by the Department for Education
Annual
(DfE) for pupils at the end of Key Stage 4 (age 16), to measure overall GCSE performance and encourage students to take at
(Previous Academic least 8 qualifications. A full DfE explanation of this measure is at:
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/583857/Progress_8_school_performance_m
year)
easure_Jan_17.pdf

BCPC231d

Key Stage 4: Attainment 8 ‐ Reduce the Points gap between the Disadvantaged
and Non‐Disadvantaged

Annual
This is the same measure as above, except the focus is on the attainment of disadvantaged pupils. (definition of disadvataged,
(Previous Academic two rows above). Except this measures the gap in the attainment levels of Disadvantaged pupils and non‐disadvantaged pupils
year)
and is reported for the previous academic year.

BCPC245

Improve the level of Bristol Schools' pupil attendance

Annual
Whilst there is in year reporting of attendance levels across the city; this performance measure usese the official DfE figures
(Previous Academic
published in March of each year and records the previous academic year.
year)

BCPC246

Increase percentage of schools and settings rated 'Good' or better by Ofsted (all
phases)

BCPB225

This records the present percentage of schools, across all phases, where the Ofsted inspection rating is 'Good' or better. The
DfE published this information at: https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical‐data‐sets/monthly‐management‐information‐
ofsteds‐school‐inspections‐outcomes#history

Quarterly
(Snapshot)

3: Develop a diverse economy that offers opportunity to all and makes quality work experience and apprenticeships available to every young person.
PI ref

Measure

Frequency/period
reported

Method of calculation

BCPB264

Increase the total number of apprenticeships created and managed by Bristol
City Council

Quarterly
(Cumulative)

This measures the number of apprentices currently (at data capture date) receiving training support through and Education
and Skills Funding Agency approved programmes (taken from ESFA ILR data) PLUS No. of BCC staff undertaking development
through an apprenticeship scheme.(taken from Digital Apprenticeship Service record also known as Levy Account)

BCPB265

Increase the amount of Bristol City Council Apprenticeship Levy spent

Quarterly
(Cumulative)

This measures the amount of apprenticeship levy spent throughout the year.

BCPC217

Improve the % of 17 ‐ 18 year old care leavers in EET (statutory return ‐
recorded around birthday)*

BCPC263a

Reduce the percentage of young people of academic age 16 to 17 years who are
NEET & destination unknown

BCPC270

Increase experience of work opportunities for priority groups

Quarterly
Performance is reported with a 3 month data lag owing to the way the statutory measure is recorded. The percentage of
(Cumulative & 3 former care leavers aged 17 ‐ 18 who were looked after under any legal status (excl V3 or V41) on 1 April in their 17th year,
months in arrears) who were in education, employment or training. These figures also include those care leavers who we are not in contact with.
Quarterly
(Snapshot)

This measures the percentage of 16 to 17 year olds who are not in education, employment or training (NEET). AND Destination
Unknown. Whilst this records data quarter by quarter, unusually the DfE return (and therefore the Q4 figure) is the snapshot
for the 3 month period 1st December ‐ last day of February.

Quarterly
(Cumulative)

This measures the number of people who gain experiences of work for identified priority groups ‐ Young people at risk of and
currently not engaging in education, employment and training, Children in care or Care leavers (CIC/CL), people with a
Learning difficulty and/or disability, people with a disability, Black, Asian and other non‐white minority back grounds ( BAME),
Returning to work, living in the 25% most deprived lower super output areas, over 55’.

4: Help develop balanced communities which are inclusive and avoid negative impacts from gentrification.
PI ref

Measure

Frequency/period
reported
Quarterly
(Cumulative)

Method of calculation

BCPC248

Number of hate crimes

Hate Crime data recorded by Avon & Somerset Police

BCPC324

Increase the percentage of people who feel they belong to their neighbourhood
(QoL)

Annual
(Survey)

The Quality of Life (QoL) survey is carried out annually and asks Bristol residents about a wide range of topics such as health,
lifestyles, community, local services and living in Bristol.

BCPC327

Reduce the percentage of people who have noted “mainly negative effects”
from gentrification (QoL)

Annual
(Survey)

The Quality of Life (QoL) survey is carried out annually and asks Bristol residents about a wide range of topics such as health,
lifestyles, community, local services and living in Bristol.
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2020/21 Corporate Plan: Well Connected
1: Improve physical and geographical connectivity; tackling congestion and progressing towards a mass transit system.
PI ref

Measure

Frequency/period
reported

Method of calculation
This measure uses data from the network of traffic cameras at key points across the city with average travel times between
points being calculated. It hs been identified that journey time reliablity is generally of more importance to road uses than
actually speeds.

BCPC471

Improve journey time reliability during the morning peak travel period

Annual

BCPC474

Increase the number of single journeys on Park & Ride into Bristol

Quarterly
(Cumulative)

This measures the number of journeys made on Park and Ride (P&R) services in Bristol. Data is supplied by the various
commerical operators of P&R designated services

BCPC475

Increase the number of passenger journeys on buses

Quarterly
(Cumulative)

This measures the number of journeys made on all services which has a boarding point in Bristol. Data is supplied by the
various commerical operators of P&R designated services

2: Make progress towards being the UK’s best digitally connected city.
PI ref

Measure

Frequency/period
reported

Method of calculation

Quarterly
(Cumulative)

This measure records the number of people enabled to live more independently in their own home as the result of the
installation of Technology Enabled Care, and is linked to BCP307 which records the number of homes which has received home
adaptions are part of enabling independent living.

BCPB308

Increase the number of people able to access care and support through the use
of adaptive technology

BCPC436

Improve the percentage of premises that have access to Ultrafast Broadband

Annual

This measures is informed by the annual report from OfCOM "Connected Nations" report which tracks progress in fixed and
mobile services in the UK. Data is available at a local authority level and can be seen here https://www.ofcom.org.uk/research‐
and‐data/multi‐sector‐research/infrastructure‐research

BCPC438

Increase the percentage of people living in deprived areas who have access to
the internet at home (QoL)

Annual
(Survey)

The Quality of Life (QoL) survey is carried out annually and asks Bristol residents about a wide range of topics such as health,
lifestyles, community, local services and living in Bristol.

3: Reduce social and economic isolation and help connect people to people, people to jobs and people to opportunity.
PI ref

Measure

Frequency/period
reported

Method of calculation

BCPC266

Increase the percentage of adults with learning difficulties known to social care,
who are in paid employment

Quarterly
(Cumulative)

The measure shows the proportion of adults with a learning disability who are “known to the council”, who are recorded as
being in paid employment. The information would have to be captured or confirmed within the reporting period 1 April to 31
March.
The definition of individuals ‘known to the council’ is restricted to those adults of working age with a primary support reason
of learning disability support who received long term support during the year.
The measure is focused on ‘paid’ employment. Voluntary work is excluded from the measure. Paid employment is measured
using the following two categories:
• Working as a paid employee or self‐employed (16 or more hours per week);
and,
• Working as a paid employee or self‐employed (up to 16 hours per week).

BCPC268

Increase the number of adults in low pay work & receiving benefits accessing in‐
work support

Quarterly
(Cumulative)

This is a cumulative count to show the growth of the Future Bright in work support programme and the new Get Well ‐ Get On
programme which focusses on supporting people in work who have mental health of muscle, joint or bone conditions.

BCPC323

Increase the percentage of people who see friends and family as much as they
want to (QoL)

Annual
(Survey)

The Quality of Life (QoL) survey is carried out annually and asks Bristol residents about a wide range of topics such as health,
lifestyles, community, local services and living in Bristol.

4: Work with cultural partners to involve citizens in the ‘Bristol’ story, giving everyone in the city a stake in our long‐term strategies and sense of connection.
PI ref
BCPC533

Measure
Increase the percentage of people who feel they can influence local decisions
(QoL)

Frequency/period
reported
Annual
(Survey)

Method of calculation
The Quality of Life (QoL) survey is carried out annually and asks Bristol residents about a wide range of topics such as health,
lifestyles, community, local services and living in Bristol.

2020/21 Corporate Plan: Wellbeing
1: Embed health in all our policies to improve physical and mental health and wellbeing, reducing inequalites and the demand for acute services.
PI ref

Measure

Frequency/period
reported

Method of calculation

Improve the monthly Delayed Transfers of Care for BCC (Delayed Days per
100,000 population)

Quarterly
(Snapshot)

This measures the number of Delayed Days of care, during the reporting period, of Acute and Non‐Acute, for NHS
Organisations in England by the responsible organisation. (EXCLUDING NHS CASES AND WHERE BOTH were CULPABLE) Divided
100,000 population... Therefore, ‐ Social Care delays ONLY. Occasionally the latest monthly data from NHS England is delayed
and in those instances the month indicated in brackets.

BCPC249

Prevalence of child excess weight in 10‐11 year‐olds

Annual
(1 year lag)

This performance data is measured by NHS Digital, National Child Measurement Programme and records 10‐11 year olds
Proportion of children aged 10‐11 classified as overweight or obese. Children are classified as overweight (including obese) if
their Body Mass index (BMI) is on or above the 85th centile of the British 1990 growth reference (UK90) according to age and
sex.

BCPC250

Reduce the percentage of people in Bristol who report below national average
Mental Wellbeing (QoL)

Annual
(Survey)

The Quality of Life (QoL) survey is carried out annually and asks Bristol residents about a wide range of topics such as health,
lifestyles, community, local services and living in Bristol.

BCPB279

BCPC251

Reduce the rate of alcohol‐related hospital admissions per 100,000 population

BCPC255

Increase the percentage of people living in the most deprived areas who do
enough regular exercise each week(QoL)

This indicator measures the rate of alcohol related admissions per 100,000 population using Hospital Episode Statistics.The
Quarterly
rate is calculated using data on those finished in‐year admissions that are classified as ordinary or day cases and that have a
(Rolling year 3
primary or subsidiary diagnosis code.
months in arrears)
Q1 covers April to March, Q2 = July to June, Q3 = October to September, Q4 = January to December.
The Quality of Life (QoL) survey is carried out annually and asks Bristol residents about a wide range of topics such as health,
lifestyles, community, local services and living in Bristol.

Annual
(Survey)

2: Keep Bristol on course to be run entirely on clean energy by 2050 whilst improving our environment to ensure people enjoy cleaner air, cleaner streets and access to parks and green spaces.
Measure

Frequency/period
reported

BCPC333

Increase the percentage of residents visiting a park or open space at least once a
week (QoL)

Annual
(Survey)

BCPC433

Reduce the total CO2 emissions in Bristol City (k tonnes)

BCPC434

Reduce the proportion of deaths attributed to particulate air pollution

BCPC480

Increase the percentage of monitoring sites that meet the annual air quality
target for nitrogen dioxide

Annual
(Financial year)

BCPC540

Reduce percentage of people who feel that street litter is a problem in their
neighbourhood (QoL)

Annual
(Survey)

BCPC541

Increase the percentage of household waste sent for reuse, recycling and
composting

PI ref

Method of calculation
The Quality of Life (QoL) survey is carried out annually and asks Bristol residents about a wide range of topics such as health,
lifestyles, community, local services and living in Bristol.

Annual
(18 month lag)
Annual
(2 year lag)

This measures the annual amount of end user CO2 emissions across an agreed set of sectors (housing, roadtransport and
business).
This measure is reported by Public Health England
This measures the percentage of monitoring sites across the city which achieve the annual air quality target. [Note ‐ in
previous years this has been published as the % that did not meet the air quality target]
The Quality of Life (QoL) survey is carried out annually and asks Bristol residents about a wide range of topics such as health,
lifestyles, community, local services and living in Bristol.

Quarterly
(Snapshot)

This measures the percentage of household waste which is sent for reuse, recycling and composting.

3: Tackle food and fuel poverty.
PI ref
BCPB335

Measure
Increase the number of households in fuel poverty receiving energy and debt
advice

BCPC257

Increase the number of 'Bristol Eating Better Awards' issued to food outlets in
priority wards

BCPC258

Reduce the percentage of households which have experienced moderate or
worse food insecurity (QoL)

BCPC334

Reduce the percentage of the population living in Fuel Poverty

Frequency/period
reported

Method of calculation

Quarterly
cumulative

The number of households each quarter who have been given energy and debt advice via specific BCC‐funded services

Bi‐annual
cumulative

This is a count of the number of food outlets with a Bristol Eating Better Award in 10 priority wards (with high levels of
deprivation and obesity)
The Bristol Eating Better (BEB) award is a tool used to reward and support food businesses across the city to offer healthier
food options and promote sustainability. BEB awards are at Bronze, Silver or Gold level. There are 30 ‘core actions’ to be met
in order to achieve the Bronze Level. Progress is reported twice a year (Q2 & Q4)

Annual
(Survey)

The Quality of Life (QoL) survey is carried out annually and asks Bristol residents about a wide range of topics such as health,
lifestyles, community, local services and living in Bristol.

Annual
(2 year lag)

Fuel poverty in England is measured using the Low Income High Costs (LIHC) indicator where a household is considered to be
fuel poor if:
‐ They have required fuel costs that are above average (the national median level) and were they to spend that amount, they
would be left with a residual income below the official poverty line.
The data for this measure is supplied by the Department of Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy
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4: Keep Bristol a leading cultural city, helping make culture, sport and play accessible to all.
Measure

Frequency/period
reported

BCPB253

Increase the number of attendances at BCC leisure centres and swimming pools

Quarterly
(Cumulative)

This measures attendances at BCC leisure centres and swimming pools on a monthly cumulative basis. Occasionally the latest
month is delayed and in those instances the month indicated in brackets.

BCPB410

Increase the number of visitors to Bristol Museums, Galleries and Archives

Quarterly
(Cumulative)

This measures visitors to Bristol Museums, Galleries and Archives and is taken from automated counters as well as snap shot
surveys.

BCPC256

Increase tthe percentage of adults in deprived areas who play sport at least
once a week (QoL)

Annual
(Survey)

The Quality of Life (QoL) survey is carried out annually and asks Bristol residents about a wide range of topics such as health,
lifestyles, community, local services and living in Bristol.

BCPC411

Increase the percentage of people who take part in cultural activities at least
once a month (QoL)

Annual
(Survey)

The Quality of Life (QoL) survey is carried out annually and asks Bristol residents about a wide range of topics such as health,
lifestyles, community, local services and living in Bristol.

BCPC412a

Increase the % satisfied (in deprived areas) with the range and quality of
outdoor events (QoL)

Annual
(Survey)

The Quality of Life (QoL) survey is carried out annually and asks Bristol residents about a wide range of topics such as health,
lifestyles, community, local services and living in Bristol.

PI ref

Method of calculation

2019/20 Corporate Plan: Workplace Organisational Priorities
1: Redesign the council to work effectively as a smaller organisation.
PI ref

Measure

BCPB523

Maintain appropriate staff turnover

BCPB530

Increase the satisfaction of citizens with our services (QoL)

Frequency/period
reported

Method of calculation
This measures staff turnover by considering the numerator as the total number of leavers; including those who retire, or leave
involuntarily due to dismissal or redundancy over the period; and the denominator as the average total number of staff
employed over the period....The aim is to keep the level at between 10‐15%

Quarterly
(Cumulative)
Annual
(Survey)

The Quality of Life (QoL) survey is carried out annually and asks Bristol residents about a wide range of topics such as health,
lifestyles, community, local services and living in Bristol.

2: Equip our colleagues to be as productive and efficient as possible.
PI ref

Measure

BCPB518

Increase the percentage of stage 1 non‐statutory complaints that we respond to
within 15 days

BCPB521

Increase the percentage of colleagues reporting they have the equipment to do
their work effectively

BCPB524

Increase the percentage of staff with a completed annual appraisal

Frequency/period
Method of calculation
reported
Quarterly
The percentage of stage 1 non‐statutory complaints that were respond to within 15 days.
(Snaphot)
Annual
(Staff Survey)

Using the staff survey, this measures the percentage of respondents (colleagues) reporting they have the equipment to do
their work [counting those who chose 'strongly agree' or 'agree' as a percentage of all responses to the question]
This indicator is based on figures for the latest performance lifecycle (i.e. at least one face‐to‐face appraisal must have taken
place in that 12 month period), and calculated using headcount of staff eligible for a performance review. Apply to permanent
and temporary staff only. Casual staff (i.e. those not employed on a regular basis but when a particular need arises) and those
employed by outside contractors (e.g. private companies), are not to be counted.

Annual

3: Make sure we have an inclusive, high‐performing, healthy and motivated workforce.
PI ref

Measure

Frequency/period
reported

Method of calculation

BCPB522

Reduce the average number of working days lost to sickness (BCC)

Quarterly
(Rolling year)

This performance indicator measures the levels of sickness each quarter is reported on a 'rolling year' basis and the last
quarter will reflect the whole year's performance ‐ The quartley reports are presented:
• 2020/21 Q1 will report the 1 Jul 19 ‐ 30 Jun '20 figure
• 2020/21 Q2 will report the 1 Oct '19 ‐ 30 Sept '20 figure
• 2020/21 Q3 will report the 1 Jan '20 ‐ 31 Dec '20 figure
• 2020/21 Q4 will report the 1 Apr '20 ‐ 31 Mar '21 figure

BCPB527

Increase the percentage of staff who are "clear about what the council is here to
do and its priorities"

Annual
(Staff Survey)

Using the staff survey, this measures the percentage of respondents (colleagues) reporting that they are "clear about what the
council is here to do and its priorities" [counting those who chose 'strongly agree' or 'agree' as a percentage of all responses to
the question]

Frequency/period
reported

Method of calculation

4: Be responsible financial managers and explore new commercial ideas.
PI ref

Measure

This measures the percentage of undisputed invoices for commercial goods and services paid to external contractors and
suppliers during the year by the authority within mutually agreed terms or 30 days if such terms do not exist, as a percentage
of all such invoices paid by the authority in the year. Authorities may exclude invoices sent to schools and paid from delegated
school budgets if they wish. Time starts from the date the authority (not the payment section) receives the invoice.

BCPB502

Increase the percentage of invoices paid on time (BCC)

Quarterly
(Cumulative)

BCPB503

Maintain the percentage of Council Tax collected

Quarterly
(Cumulative)

This measures the percentage of the estimated net collectable debit for council taxes net of benefit.
Against the total receipts council taxes; net of refunds granted in respect of the present year only.

BCPB504

Increase the percentage of non‐domestic rates collected

Quarterly
(Cumulative)

This measures the percentage of the estimated net collectable debit in respect of non‐domestic.
Against the total receipts of non‐domestic rates, net of refunds granted in respect of the present year only.

BCPB505

Increase the percentage of procurement spend with 'Small and Medium sized
Enterprises' (SME's)

Annual

This PI measures the percentage of Bristol City Council's overall procurement expenditure committed to SME's. The aim is to
support BCCs policy to ensure that SMEs have the opportunity to bid for and win council contracts. The calculation is: (SME
procurement spend / Total procurement spend)*100.

BCPB510

Increase the percentage of Grant applications, Funding bids or Contracts that
are successful

Quarterly
(Cumulative)

Commercialisation Development is a new support and enabling function. Income generation is only one of the outcomes of
commercialisation. Additional/alternative income or funding may be secured through a number of routes to include
applying/bidding for funding, grants or contracts. This measures the percentage of successful funding applications made.

BCPB528

Increase the percentage of employment offers made to people living in the 10%
most deprived areas

Quarterly
(Cumulative)

This performance indicator measures the percentage of employment offers made to people living in the 10% most deprived
areas as a percentage of all offers made.

BCPC636

Ratio of consultation response rate for the most and least deprived 20% of
Bristol citizens

Quarterly
(Cumulative)

Ratio of the consultation response rate per 10,000 citizens from people living in the 20% least deprived parts of the city
(quintile 5) and the response rate from the 20% most deprived areas (quintile 1). Calculated as the mean of responses for all
city‐wide consultations with 500 or more respondents, which closed during the year ending in the reporting quarter.

Key / further notes
1/ Covid‐19 impact ‐ Planned Performance Indicators are continuing to be measured, if possible, and 2020/21 Targets have been adjusted where relevant to take account of the expected impact of the Covid‐19 pandemic.
2/ Indicators "shaded out" ‐ Where the indicator and defintion are shaded in grey, these Performance Indicators have been suspended for 2020/21; the impact of the Covid‐19 pandemic is such that it is not possible to meaningfully measure these
indicators, and no 2020/21 Target has been set.
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Agenda Item 14
People Scrutiny Commission – Report

Overview and Scrutiny
Management Board
12th July 2021
Report of:

Director, Legal and Democratic Services

Title:

Scrutiny Work Programme Setting 21/22

Ward:

N/A

Officer Presenting Report: Lucy Fleming, Head of Democratic Engagement
Contact Telephone Number: 0117 9222483
Recommendations:
The Board is asked to;
A – Consider and comment on the proposed key principles for Scrutiny Ways of Working
B - Agree the details of scrutiny activity for the period July to September 21
C - Approve the proposed approach to the event where the work programme for the remainder
of the municipal year will be set.

The Significant Issues in the Report
As set out in the report.
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Policy
1. N/A
Consultation
2. The proposals for the Work Programme setting have been prepared in conjunction with the
OSMB ‘Lead’ Members, consisting of the Chair and Vice Chair of OSMB; the Chairs of each
Scrutiny Commission; and the Chair of the Health Sub Committee of the People Scrutiny
Commission.
Context
3. Following the election in May 21, a number of new Members have been appointed to sit on
Scrutiny. The Member Development Steering Group have commissioned a comprehensive
induction programme, which is being delivered by the Centre for Governance and Scrutiny, to
train Members on best practice approaches.
4. Scrutiny Members have indicated a preference for setting the full Work Programme for the
21/22 Municipal Year in September 21 to give the new cohort of Members time to consider the
areas they wish to prioritise. In view of this, a short-term Work Programme of Scrutiny activity
to cover the period from July to September 21 needs to be agreed. This could include a Task
Group or formal Commission meeting.
Key Principles
5. The Department for Housing, Communities and Local Government produced statutory
guidance regarding Scrutiny in Local Government and Combined Authorities in May 19 which
can be found at Appendix B.
6. Following discussion with Councillor Denyer, the OSMB Chair, the following key principles for
ways of working are proposed for adoption by the Board.
Role of the Chairs;
• To lead the Commission/Task Group/Inquiry Day to achieve its objectives.
• To promote collaborative working.
• To ensure best use of resources.
Membership and Attendance;
• Names nominated by the Whips in accordance with political proportionality.
• Cabinet Members and officers are to be asked to attend meetings as/when appropriate.
• Expert witnesses or other stakeholders may also be invited to participate.
Work Programme;
• There is one Scrutiny Work Programme which is managed and overseen by OSMB.
• Topics are to be carefully selected to align with strategic priorities, reduce duplication and
ensure the best outcomes.
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Formal Meetings - Dates and Frequency;
• For formal meetings, dates and times are set as soon as possible at the start of the Municipal
Year with suggested frequency of 3 per Scrutiny Commission and 6 for OSMB. The
recommended duration of meetings is 2 to 3 hours.
Task Groups and Inquiry Days;
• These should be short term with a clear objective, which will be set out in the relevant terms
of reference.
• All meetings are to be arranged in conjunction with the Scrutiny team and will be informal
(not public) unless otherwise agreed by Members of the group, therefore they will not have
formally published papers or minutes.
Planning Meetings;
To take place before each formal Commission meeting. Purpose is to;
• Plan future agenda items.
• Consider key lines of inquiry to improve the quality of questioning.
• Confirm desired outcomes for each item.
• Agree senior officer and/or Cabinet Member involvement.
Agendas;
• Planned well-in-advance.
• Themed where possible.
• Recommend no more than 4 substantive items per meeting.
Briefings;
• Briefings should not duplicate other Scrutiny activity and be open to all Members where
possible.
Proposal
7. The proposal from each of the Scrutiny Chairs for the short-term Work Programme to cover the
period from July to September 21 is set out at Appendix A. OSMB are asked to consider and
approve the draft short-term Work Programme, subject to any amendments.
8. Regarding the full Work Programme setting event in September, Members are asked to
confirm that this will be a conference style format, with attendees to include all Scrutiny
Members, the Executive, senior officers and a representative from the Centre for Governance
and Scrutiny. Following the event, the Work Programme will be adopted at formal meeting of
OSMB.
Other Options Considered
9. N/A
Risk Assessment
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10. N/A
Public Sector Equality Duties
11. Before making a decision, section 149 Equality Act 2010 requires that each decision-maker
considers the need to promote equality for persons with the following “protected
characteristics”: age, disability, gender reassignment, pregnancy and maternity, race, religion
or belief, sex, sexual orientation. Each decision-maker must, therefore, have due regard to the
need to:
i)

Eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduct prohibited under
the Equality Act 2010.

ii)

Advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic and those who do not share it. This involves having due regard, in particular, to
the need to --

ii)

-

remove or minimise disadvantage suffered by persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic;

-

take steps to meet the needs of persons who share a relevant protected characteristic
that are different from the needs of people who do not share it (in relation to disabled
people, this includes, in particular, steps to take account of disabled persons'
disabilities);

-

encourage persons who share a protected characteristic to participate in public life or in
any other activity in which participation by such persons is disproportionately low.

Foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected characteristic and
those who do not share it. This involves having due regard, in particular, to the need to –
- tackle prejudice; and
- promote understanding.

Members will wish to ensure that the Scrutiny Work Programme upholds the Public Sector Equalities
duties, as set out.
Legal and Resource Implications
12. N/A
Appendices:
Appendix A - Scrutiny short term Work Programme – July to September 21 – TO FOLLOW
Appendix B - The Department for Housing, Communities and Local Government’s statutory guidance
regarding Scrutiny in Local Government and Combined Authorities
LOCAL GOVERNMENT (ACCESS TO INFORMATION) ACT 1985
Background Papers: None
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Statutory Guidance on Overview and
Scrutiny in Local and Combined Authorities

May 2019
Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government
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Ministerial Foreword
The role that overview and scrutiny can play in holding an authority’s decision-makers to
account makes it fundamentally important to the successful functioning of local
democracy. Effective scrutiny helps secure the efficient delivery of public services and
drives improvements within the authority itself. Conversely, poor scrutiny can be indicative
of wider governance, leadership and service failure.
It is vital that councils and combined authorities know the purpose of scrutiny, what
effective scrutiny looks like, how to conduct it and the benefits it can bring. This guidance
aims to increase understanding in all four areas.
In writing this guidance, my department has taken close note of the House of Commons
Select Committee report of December 2017, as well as the written and oral evidence
supplied to that Committee. We have also consulted individuals and organisations with
practical involvement in conducting, researching and supporting scrutiny.
It is clear from speaking to these practitioners that local and combined authorities with
effective overview and scrutiny arrangements in place share certain key traits, the most
important being a strong organisational culture. Authorities who welcome challenge and
recognise the value scrutiny can bring reap the benefits. But this depends on strong
commitment from the top - from senior members as well as senior officials.
Crucially, this guidance recognises that authorities have democratic mandates and are
ultimately accountable to their electorates, and that authorities themselves are best-placed
to know which scrutiny arrangements are most appropriate for their own individual
circumstances.
I would, however, strongly urge all councils to cast a critical eye over their existing
arrangements and, above all, ensure they embed a culture that allows overview and
scrutiny to flourish.

Rishi Sunak MP
Minister for Local Government
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About this Guidance
Who the guidance is for
This document is aimed at local authorities and combined authorities in England to help
them carry out their overview and scrutiny functions effectively. In particular, it provides
advice for senior leaders, members of overview and scrutiny committees, and support
officers.
Aim of the guidance
This guidance seeks to ensure local authorities and combined authorities are aware of the
purpose of overview and scrutiny, what effective scrutiny looks like, how to conduct it
effectively and the benefits it can bring.
As such, it includes a number of policies and practices authorities should adopt or should
consider adopting when deciding how to carry out their overview and scrutiny functions.
The guidance recognises that authorities approach scrutiny in different ways and have
different processes and procedures in place, and that what might work well for one
authority might not work well in another.
The hypothetical scenarios contained in the annexes to this guidance have been included
for illustrative purposes, and are intended to provoke thought and discussion rather than
serve as a ‘best’ way to approach the relevant issues.
While the guidance sets out some of the key legal requirements, it does not seek to
replicate legislation.
Status of the guidance
This is statutory guidance from the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local
Government. Local authorities and combined authorities must have regard to it when
exercising their functions. The phrase ‘must have regard’, when used in this context, does
not mean that the sections of statutory guidance have to be followed in every detail, but
that they should be followed unless there is a good reason not to in a particular case.
Not every authority is required to appoint a scrutiny committee. This guidance applies to
those authorities who have such a committee in place, whether they are required to or not.
This guidance has been issued under section 9Q of the Local Government Act 2000 and
under paragraph 2(9) of Schedule 5A to the Local Democracy, Economic Development
and Construction Act 2009, which requires authorities to have regard to this guidance. In
addition, authorities may have regard to other material they might choose to consider,
including that issued by the Centre for Public Scrutiny, when exercising their overview and
scrutiny functions.
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Terminology
Unless ‘overview’ is specifically mentioned, the term ‘scrutiny’ refers to both overview and
scrutiny.1
Where the term ‘authority’ is used, it refers to both local authorities and combined
authorities.
Where the term ‘scrutiny committee’ is used, it refers to an overview and scrutiny
committee and any of its sub-committees. As the legislation refers throughout to powers
conferred on scrutiny committees, that is the wording used in this guidance. However, the
guidance should be seen as applying equally to work undertaken in informal task and
finish groups, commissioned by formal committees.
Where the term ‘executive’ is used, it refers to executive members.
For combined authorities, references to the ‘executive’ or ‘cabinet’ should be interpreted as
relating to the mayor (where applicable) and all the authority members.
For authorities operating committee rather than executive arrangements, references to the
executive or Cabinet should be interpreted as relating to councillors in leadership
positions.
Expiry or review date
This guidance will be kept under review and updated as necessary.

A distinction is often drawn between ‘overview’ which focuses on the development of
policy, and ‘scrutiny’ which looks at decisions that have been made or are about to be
made to ensure they are fit for purpose.
1
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1. Introduction and Context
1. Overview and scrutiny committees were introduced in 2000 as part of new
executive governance arrangements to ensure that members of an authority who
were not part of the executive could hold the executive to account for the decisions
and actions that affect their communities.
2. Overview and scrutiny committees have statutory powers2 to scrutinise decisions
the executive is planning to take, those it plans to implement, and those that have
already been taken/implemented. Recommendations following scrutiny enable
improvements to be made to policies and how they are implemented. Overview and
scrutiny committees can also play a valuable role in developing policy.
Effective overview and scrutiny should:
• Provide constructive ‘critical friend’ challenge;
• Amplify the voices and concerns of the public;
• Be led by independent people who take responsibility for their
role; and
• Drive improvement in public services.
3. The requirement for local authorities in England to establish overview and scrutiny
committees is set out in sections 9F to 9FI of the Local Government Act 2000 as
amended by the Localism Act 2011.
4. The Localism Act 2011 amended the Local Government Act 2000 to allow councils
to revert to a non-executive form of governance - the ‘committee system’. Councils
who adopt the committee system are not required to have overview and scrutiny but
may do so if they wish. The legislation has been strengthened and updated since
2000, most recently to reflect new governance arrangements with combined
authorities. Requirements for combined authorities are set out in Schedule 5A to the
Local Democracy, Economic Development and Construction Act 2009.
5. Current overview and scrutiny legislation recognises that authorities are
democratically-elected bodies who are best-placed to determine which overview
and scrutiny arrangements best suit their own individual needs, and so gives them a
great degree of flexibility to decide which arrangements to adopt.
6. In producing this guidance, the Government fully recognises both authorities’
democratic mandate and that the nature of local government has changed in recent
years, with, for example, the creation of combined authorities, and councils
increasingly delivering key services in partnership with other organisations or
outsourcing them entirely.

2

Section 9F of the Local Government Act 2000; paragraph 1 of Schedule 5A to the Local
Democracy, Economic Development and Construction Act 2009.
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2. Culture
7. The prevailing organisational culture, behaviours and attitudes of an authority will
largely determine whether its scrutiny function succeeds or fails.
8. While everyone in an authority can play a role in creating an environment conducive
to effective scrutiny, it is important that this is led and owned by members, given
their role in setting and maintaining the culture of an authority.
9. Creating a strong organisational culture supports scrutiny work that can add real
value by, for example, improving policy-making and the efficient delivery of public
services. In contrast, low levels of support for and engagement with the scrutiny
function often lead to poor quality and ill-focused work that serves to reinforce the
perception that it is of little worth or relevance.
10. Members and senior officers should note that the performance of the scrutiny
function is not just of interest to the authority itself. Its effectiveness, or lack thereof,
is often considered by external bodies such as regulators and inspectors, and
highlighted in public reports, including best value inspection reports. Failures in
scrutiny can therefore help to create a negative public image of the work of an
authority as a whole.
How to establish a strong organisational culture
11. Authorities can establish a strong organisational culture by:
a) Recognising scrutiny’s legal and democratic legitimacy – all members and
officers should recognise and appreciate the importance and legitimacy the
scrutiny function is afforded by the law. It was created to act as a check and
balance on the executive and is a statutory requirement for all authorities
operating executive arrangements and for combined authorities.
Councillors have a unique legitimacy derived from their being democratically
elected. The insights that they can bring by having this close connection to local
people are part of what gives scrutiny its value.
b) Identifying a clear role and focus – authorities should take steps to ensure
scrutiny has a clear role and focus within the organisation, i.e. a niche within
which it can clearly demonstrate it adds value. Therefore, prioritisation is
necessary to ensure the scrutiny function concentrates on delivering work that
is of genuine value and relevance to the work of the wider authority – this is one
of the most challenging parts of scrutiny, and a critical element to get right if it is
to be recognised as a strategic function of the authority (see chapter 6).
Authorities should ensure a clear division of responsibilities between the
scrutiny function and the audit function. While it is appropriate for scrutiny to pay
due regard to the authority’s financial position, this will need to happen in the
context of the formal audit role. The authority’s section 151 officer should advise
scrutiny on how to manage this dynamic.
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While scrutiny has no role in the investigation or oversight of the authority’s
whistleblowing arrangements, the findings of independent whistleblowing
investigations might be of interest to scrutiny committees as they consider their
wider implications. Members should always follow the authority’s constitution
and associated Monitoring Officer directions on the matter. Further guidance on
whistleblowing can be found at:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/att
achment_data/file/415175/bis-15-200-whistleblowing-guidance-for-employersand-code-of-practice.pdf.
c) Ensuring early and regular engagement between the executive and
scrutiny – authorities should ensure early and regular discussion takes place
between scrutiny and the executive, especially regarding the latter’s future work
programme. Authorities should, though, be mindful of their distinct roles:
In particular:
•

The executive should not try to exercise control over the work of
the scrutiny committee. This could be direct, e.g. by purporting to
‘order’ scrutiny to look at, or not look at, certain issues, or
indirect, e.g. through the use of the whip or as a tool of political
patronage, and the committee itself should remember its
statutory purpose when carrying out its work. All members and
officers should consider the role the scrutiny committee plays to
be that of a ‘critical friend’ not a de facto ‘opposition’. Scrutiny
chairs have a particular role to play in establishing the profile and
nature of their committee (see chapter 4); and

•

The chair of the scrutiny committee should determine the nature
and extent of an executive member’s participation in a scrutiny
committee meeting, and in any informal scrutiny task group
meeting.

d) Managing disagreement – effective scrutiny involves looking at issues that can
be politically contentious. It is therefore inevitable that, at times, an executive
will disagree with the findings or recommendations of a scrutiny committee.
It is the job of both the executive and scrutiny to work together to reduce the risk
of this happening, and authorities should take steps to predict, identify and act
on disagreement.
One way in which this can be done is via an ‘executive-scrutiny protocol’ (see
annex 1) which can help define the relationship between the two and mitigate
any differences of opinion before they manifest themselves in unhelpful and
unproductive ways. The benefit of this approach is that it provides a framework
for disagreement and debate, and a way to manage it when it happens. Often,
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the value of such a protocol lies in the dialogue that underpins its preparation. It
is important that these protocols are reviewed on a regular basis.
Scrutiny committees do have the power to ‘call in’ decisions, i.e. ask the
executive to reconsider them before they are implemented, but should not view
it as a substitute for early involvement in the decision-making process or as a
party-political tool.
e) Providing the necessary support – while the level of resource allocated to
scrutiny is for each authority to decide for itself, when determining resources an
authority should consider the purpose of scrutiny as set out in legislation and
the specific role and remit of the authority’s own scrutiny committee(s), and the
scrutiny function as a whole.
Support should also be given by members and senior officers to scrutiny
committees and their support staff to access information held by the authority
and facilitate discussions with representatives of external bodies (see chapter
5).
f) Ensuring impartial advice from officers – authorities, particularly senior
officers, should ensure all officers are free to provide impartial advice to scrutiny
committees. This is fundamental to effective scrutiny. Of particular importance is
the role played by ‘statutory officers’ – the monitoring officer, the section 151
officer and the head of paid service, and where relevant the statutory scrutiny
officer. These individuals have a particular role in ensuring that timely, relevant
and high-quality advice is provided to scrutiny.
g) Communicating scrutiny’s role and purpose to the wider authority – the
scrutiny function can often lack support and recognition within an authority
because there is a lack of awareness among both members and officers about
the specific role it plays, which individuals are involved and its relevance to the
authority’s wider work. Authorities should, therefore, take steps to ensure all
members and officers are made aware of the role the scrutiny committee plays
in the organisation, its value and the outcomes it can deliver, the powers it has,
its membership and, if appropriate, the identity of those providing officer
support.
h) Maintaining the interest of full Council in the work of the scrutiny
committee – part of communicating scrutiny’s role and purpose to the wider
authority should happen through the formal, public role of full Council –
particularly given that scrutiny will undertake valuable work to highlight
challenging issues that an authority will be facing and subjects that will be a
focus of full Council’s work. Authorities should therefore take steps to ensure full
Council is informed of the work the scrutiny committee is doing.
One way in which this can be done is by reports and recommendations being
submitted to full Council rather than solely to the executive. Scrutiny should
decide when it would be appropriate to submit reports for wider debate in this
way, taking into account the relevance of reports to full Council business, as
well as full Council’s capacity to consider and respond in a timely manner. Such
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reports would supplement the annual report to full Council on scrutiny’s
activities and raise awareness of ongoing work.
In order to maintain awareness of scrutiny at the Combined Authority and
provoke dialogue and discussion of its impact, the business of scrutiny should
be reported to the Combined Authority board or to the chairs of the relevant
scrutiny committees of constituent and non-constituent authorities, or both. At
those chairs’ discretion, particular Combined Authority scrutiny outcomes, and
what they might mean for each individual area, could be either discussed by
scrutiny in committee or referred to full Council of the constituent authorities.
i) Communicating scrutiny’s role to the public – authorities should ensure
scrutiny has a profile in the wider community. Consideration should be given to
how and when to engage the authority’s communications officers, and any other
relevant channels, to understand how to get that message across. This will
usually require engagement early on in the work programming process (see
chapter 6).
j) Ensuring scrutiny members are supported in having an independent
mindset – formal committee meetings provide a vital opportunity for scrutiny
members to question the executive and officers.
Inevitably, some committee members will come from the same political party as
a member they are scrutinising and might well have a long-standing personal,
or familial, relationship with them (see paragraph 25).
Scrutiny members should bear in mind, however, that adopting an independent
mind-set is fundamental to carrying out their work effectively. In practice, this is
likely to require scrutiny chairs working proactively to identify any potentially
contentious issues and plan how to manage them.
Directly-elected mayoral systems
12. A strong organisational culture that supports scrutiny work is particularly important
in authorities with a directly-elected mayor to ensure there are the checks and
balances to maintain a robust democratic system. Mayoral systems offer the
opportunity for greater public accountability and stronger governance, but there
have also been incidents that highlight the importance of creating and maintaining a
culture that puts scrutiny at the heart of its operations.
13. Authorities with a directly-elected mayor should ensure that scrutiny committees are
well-resourced, are able to recruit high-calibre members and that their scrutiny
functions pay particular attention to issues surrounding:
• rights of access to documents by the press, public and councillors;
• transparent and fully recorded decision-making processes, especially
avoiding decisions by ‘unofficial’ committees or working groups;
• delegated decisions by the Mayor;
• whistleblowing protections for both staff and councillors; and
• powers of Full Council, where applicable, to question and review.
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14. Authorities with a directly-elected mayor should note that mayors are required by
law to attend overview and scrutiny committee sessions when asked to do so (see
paragraph 44).
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3. Resourcing
15. The resource an authority allocates to the scrutiny function plays a pivotal role in
determining how successful that function is and therefore the value it can add to the
work of the authority.
16. Ultimately it is up to each authority to decide on the resource it provides, but every
authority should recognise that creating and sustaining an effective scrutiny function
requires them to allocate resources to it.
17. Authorities should also recognise that support for scrutiny committees, task groups
and other activities is not solely about budgets and provision of officer time,
although these are clearly extremely important elements. Effective support is also
about the ways in which the wider authority engages with those who carry out the
scrutiny function (both members and officers).
When deciding on the level of resource to allocate to the scrutiny
function, the factors an authority should consider include:
• Scrutiny’s legal powers and responsibilities;
• The particular role and remit scrutiny will play in the authority;
• The training requirements of scrutiny members and support
officers, particularly the support needed to ask effective
questions of the executive and other key partners, and make
effective recommendations;
• The need for ad hoc external support where expertise does not
exist in the council;
• Effectively-resourced scrutiny has been shown to add value to
the work of authorities, improving their ability to meet the needs
of local people; and
• Effectively-resourced scrutiny can help policy formulation and so
minimise the need for call-in of executive decisions.

Statutory scrutiny officers
18. Combined authorities, upper and single tier authorities are required to designate a
statutory scrutiny officer,3 someone whose role is to:
• promote the role of the authority’s scrutiny committee;
• provide support to the scrutiny committee and its members; and
• provide support and guidance to members and officers relating to the functions
of the scrutiny committee.

3

Section 9FB of the Local Government Act 2000; article 9 of the Combined Authorities
(Overview and Scrutiny Committees, Access to Information and Audit Committees) Order
2017
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19. Authorities not required by law to appoint such an officer should consider whether
doing so would be appropriate for their specific local needs.
Officer resource models
20. Authorities are free to decide for themselves which wider officer support model best
suits their individual circumstances, though generally they adopt one or a mix of the
following:
• Committee – officers are drawn from specific policy or service areas;
• Integrated – officers are drawn from the corporate centre and also service the
executive; and
• Specialist – officers are dedicated to scrutiny.
21. Each model has its merits – the committee model provides service-specific
expertise; the integrated model facilitates closer and earlier scrutiny involvement in
policy formation and alignment of corporate work programmes; and the specialist
model is structurally independent from those areas it scrutinises.
22. Authorities should ensure that, whatever model they employ, officers tasked with
providing scrutiny support are able to provide impartial advice. This might require
consideration of the need to build safeguards into the way that support is provided.
The nature of these safeguards will differ according to the specific role scrutiny
plays in the organisation.
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4. Selecting Committee Members
23. Selecting the right members to serve on scrutiny committees is essential if those
committees are to function effectively. Where a committee is made up of members
who have the necessary skills and commitment, it is far more likely to be taken
seriously by the wider authority.
24. While there are proportionality requirements that must be met,4 the selection of the
chair and other committee members is for each authority to decide for itself.
Guidance for combined authorities on this issue has been produced by the Centre
for Public Scrutiny5.
Members invariably have different skill-sets. What an authority must
consider when forming a committee is that, as a group, it possesses the
requisite expertise, commitment and ability to act impartially to fulfil its
functions.
25. Authorities are reminded that members of the executive cannot be members of a
scrutiny committee.6 Authorities should take care to ensure that, as a minimum,
members holding less formal executive positions, e.g. as Cabinet assistants, do not
sit on scrutinising committees looking at portfolios to which those roles relate.
Authorities should articulate in their constitutions how conflicts of interest, including
familial links (see also paragraph 31), between executive and scrutiny
responsibilities should be managed, including where members stand down from the
executive and move to a scrutiny role, and vice-versa.
26. Members or substitute members of a combined authority must not be members of
its overview and scrutiny committee.7 This includes the Mayor in Mayoral Combined
Authorities. It is advised that Deputy Mayors for Policing and Crime are also not
members of the combined authority’s overview and scrutiny committee.
Selecting individual committee members
27. When selecting individual members to serve on scrutiny committees, an authority
should consider a member’s experience, expertise, interests, ability to act
impartially, ability to work as part of a group, and capacity to serve.

4

See, for example, regulation 11 of the Local Authorities (Committee System) (England)
Regulations 2012 (S.I. 2012/1020) and article 4 of the Combined Authorities (Overview
and Scrutiny Committees, Access to Information and Audit Committees) Order 2017 (S.I.
2017/68).
5
See pages 15-18 of ‘Overview and scrutiny in combined authorities: a plain English
guide’: https://www.cfps.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/Overview-and-scrutiny-in-combinedauthorities-a-plain-english-guide.pdf
6
Section 9FA(3) of the Local Government Act 2000.
7
2(3) of Schedule 5A to the Local Democracy, Economic Development and Construction
Act 2009
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28. Authorities should not take into account a member’s perceived level of support for
or opposition to a particular political party (notwithstanding the wider legal
requirement for proportionality referred to in paragraph 24).
Selecting a chair
29. The Chair plays a leadership role on a scrutiny committee as they are largely
responsible for establishing its profile, influence and ways of working.
30. The attributes authorities should and should not take into account when selecting
individual committee members (see paragraphs 27 and 28) also apply to the
selection of the Chair, but the Chair should also possess the ability to lead and build
a sense of teamwork and consensus among committee members.
Chairs should pay special attention to the need to guard the
committee’s independence. Importantly, however, they should take care
to avoid the committee being, and being viewed as, a de facto
opposition to the executive.
31. Given their pre-eminent role on the scrutiny committee, it is strongly recommended
that the Chair not preside over scrutiny of their relatives8. Combined authorities
should note the legal requirements that apply to them where the Chair is an
independent person9.
32. The method for selecting a Chair is for each authority to decide for itself, however
every authority should consider taking a vote by secret ballot. Combined Authorities
should be aware of the legal requirements regarding the party affiliation of their
scrutiny committee Chair10.
Training for committee members
33. Authorities should ensure committee members are offered induction when they take
up their role and ongoing training so they can carry out their responsibilities
effectively. Authorities should pay attention to the need to ensure committee
members are aware of their legal powers, and how to prepare for and ask relevant
questions at scrutiny sessions.
34. When deciding on training requirements for committee members, authorities should
consider taking advantage of opportunities offered by external providers in the
sector.
Co-option and technical advice
35. While members and their support officers will often have significant local insight and
an understanding of local people and their needs, the provision of outside expertise
can be invaluable.

A definition of ‘relative’ can be found at section 28(10) of the Localism Act 2011.
See article 5(2) of the Combined Authorities (Overview and Scrutiny Committees, Access
to Information and Audit Committees) Order 2017 (S.I. 2017/68).
10
Article 5(6) of the Combined Authorities (Overview and Scrutiny Committees, Access to
Information and Audit Committees) Order 2017.
8
9
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36. There are two principal ways to procure this:
• Co-option – formal co-option is provided for in legislation11. Authorities must
establish a co-option scheme to determine how individuals will be co-opted onto
committees; and
• Technical advisers – depending on the subject matter, independent local
experts might exist who can provide advice and assistance in evaluating
evidence (see annex 2).

11

Section 9FA(4) Local Government Act 2000
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5. Power to Access Information
37. A scrutiny committee needs access to relevant information the authority holds, and
to receive it in good time, if it is to do its job effectively.
38. This need is recognised in law, with members of scrutiny committees enjoying
powers to access information12. In particular, regulations give enhanced powers to a
scrutiny member to access exempt or confidential information. This is in addition to
existing rights for councillors to have access to information to perform their duties,
including common law rights to request information and rights to request information
under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 and the Environmental Information
Regulations 2004.
39. When considering what information scrutiny needs in order to carry out its work,
scrutiny members and the executive should consider scrutiny’s role and the legal
rights that committees and their individual members have, as well as their need to
receive timely and accurate information to carry out their duties effectively.
40. Scrutiny members should have access to a regularly available source of key
information about the management of the authority – particularly on performance,
management and risk. Where this information exists, and scrutiny members are
given support to understand it, the potential for what officers might consider
unfocused and unproductive requests is reduced as members will be able to frame
their requests from a more informed position.
41. Officers should speak to scrutiny members to ensure they understand the reasons
why information is needed, thereby making the authority better able to provide
information that is relevant and timely, as well as ensuring that the authority
complies with legal requirements.
While each request for information should be judged on its individual
merits, authorities should adopt a default position of sharing the
information they hold, on request, with scrutiny committee members.
42. The law recognises that there might be instances where it is legitimate for an
authority to withhold information and places a requirement on the executive to
provide the scrutiny committee with a written statement setting out its reasons for
that decision13. However, members of the executive and senior officers should take
particular care to avoid refusing requests, or limiting the information they provide,
for reasons of party political or reputational expediency.

12

Regulation 17 - Local Authorities (Executive Arrangements) (Meetings and Access to
Information) (England) Regulations 2012; article 10 Combined Authorities (Overview and
Scrutiny Committees, Access to Information and Audit Committees) Order 2017.
13
Regulation 17(4) – Local Government (Executive Arrangements) (Meetings and Access
to Information) (England) Regulations 2012; article 10(4) Combined Authorities (Overview
and Scrutiny Committees, Access to Information and Audit Committees) Order 2017.
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Before an authority takes a decision not to share information it holds, it
should give serious consideration to whether that information could be
shared in closed session.
43. Regulations already stipulate a timeframe for executives to comply with requests
from a scrutiny member14. When agreeing to such requests, authorities should:
• consider whether seeking clarification from the information requester could
help better target the request; and
• Ensure the information is supplied in a format appropriate to the recipient’s
needs.
44. Committees should be aware of their legal power to require members of the
executive and officers to attend before them to answer questions15. It is the duty of
members and officers to comply with such requests.16
Seeking information from external organisations
45. Scrutiny members should also consider the need to supplement any authority-held
information they receive with information and intelligence that might be available
from other sources, and should note in particular their statutory powers to access
information from certain external organisations.
46. When asking an external organisation to provide documentation or appear before it,
and where that organisation is not legally obliged to do either (see annex 3),
scrutiny committees should consider the following:
a) The need to explain the purpose of scrutiny – the organisation being
approached might have little or no awareness of the committee’s work, or of an
authority’s scrutiny function more generally, and so might be reluctant to comply
with any request;
b) The benefits of an informal approach – individuals from external
organisations can have fixed perceptions of what an evidence session entails
and may be unwilling to subject themselves to detailed public scrutiny if they
believe it could reflect badly on them or their employer. Making an informal
approach can help reassure an organisation of the aims of the committee, the
type of information being sought and the manner in which the evidence session
would be conducted;

Regulation 17(2) – Local Government (Executive Arrangements) (Meetings and Access
to Information) (England) Regulations 2012; article 10(2) Combined Authorities (Overview
and Scrutiny Committees, Access to Information and Audit Committees) Order 2017.
15
Section 9FA(8) of the Local Government Act 2000; paragraph 2(6) of Schedule 5A to the
Local Democracy, Economic Development and Construction Act 2009.
16
Section 9FA(9) of the Local Government Act 2000; paragraph 2(7) of Schedule 5A to the
Local Democracy, Economic Development and Construction Act 2009.
14
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c) How to encourage compliance with the request – scrutiny committees will
want to frame their approach on a case by case basis. For contentious issues,
committees might want to emphasise the opportunity their request gives the
organisation to ‘set the record straight’ in a public setting; and
d) Who to approach – a committee might instinctively want to ask the Chief
Executive or Managing Director of an organisation to appear at an evidence
session, however it could be more beneficial to engage front-line staff when
seeking operational-level detail rather than senior executives who might only be
able to talk in more general terms. When making a request to a specific
individual, the committee should consider the type of information it is seeking,
the nature of the organisation in question and the authority’s pre-existing
relationship with it.
Following ‘the Council Pound’
Scrutiny committees will often have a keen interest in ‘following the
council pound’, i.e. scrutinising organisations that receive public funding
to deliver goods and services.
Authorities should recognise the legitimacy of this interest and, where
relevant, consider the need to provide assistance to scrutiny members
and their support staff to obtain information from organisations the
council has contracted to deliver services. In particular, when agreeing
contracts with these bodies, authorities should consider whether it
would be appropriate to include a requirement for them to supply
information to or appear before scrutiny committees.
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6. Planning Work
47. Effective scrutiny should have a defined impact on the ground, with the committee
making recommendations that will make a tangible difference to the work of the
authority. To have this kind of impact, scrutiny committees need to plan their work
programme, i.e. draw up a long-term agenda and consider making it flexible enough
to accommodate any urgent, short-term issues that might arise during the year.
48. Authorities with multiple scrutiny committees sometimes have a separate work
programme for each committee. Where this happens, consideration should be given
to how to co-ordinate the various committees’ work to make best use of the total
resources available.
Being clear about scrutiny’s role
49. Scrutiny works best when it has a clear role and function. This provides focus and
direction. While scrutiny has the power to look at anything which affects ‘the area,
or the area’s inhabitants’, authorities will often find it difficult to support a scrutiny
function that carries out generalised oversight across the wide range of issues
experienced by local people, particularly in the context of partnership working.
Prioritisation is necessary, which means that there might be things that, despite
being important, scrutiny will not be able to look at.
50. Different overall roles could include having a focus on risk, the authority’s finances,
or on the way the authority works with its partners.
51. Applying this focus does not mean that certain subjects are ‘off limits’. It is more
about looking at topics and deciding whether their relative importance justifies the
positive impact scrutiny’s further involvement could bring.
52. When thinking about scrutiny’s focus, members should be supported by key senior
officers. The statutory scrutiny officer, if an authority has one, will need to take a
leading role in supporting members to clarify the role and function of scrutiny, and
championing that role once agreed.
Who to speak to
53. Evidence will need to be gathered to inform the work programming process. This
will ensure that it looks at the right topics, in the right way and at the right time.
Gathering evidence requires conversations with:
• The public – it is likely that formal ‘consultation’ with the public on the scrutiny
work programme will be ineffective. Asking individual scrutiny members to have
conversations with individuals and groups in their own local areas can work
better. Insights gained from the public through individual pieces of scrutiny work
can be fed back into the work programming process. Listening to and
participating in conversations in places where local people come together,
including in online forums, can help authorities engage people on their own
terms and yield more positive results.
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Authorities should consider how their communications officers can help scrutiny
engage with the public, and how wider internal expertise and local knowledge
from both members and officers might make a contribution.
•

The authority’s partners – relationships with other partners should not be limited
to evidence-gathering to support individual reviews or agenda items. A range of
partners are likely to have insights that will prove useful:
o Public sector partners (like the NHS and community safety partners, over
which scrutiny has specific legal powers);
o Voluntary sector partners;
o Contractors and commissioning partners (including partners in joint
ventures and authority-owned companies);
o In parished areas, town, community and parish councils;
o Neighbouring principal councils (both in two-tier and unitary areas);
o Cross-authority bodies and organisations, such as Local Enterprise
Partnerships17; and
o Others with a stake and interest in the local area – large local employers,
for example.

•

The executive – a principal partner in discussions on the work programme
should be the executive (and senior officers). The executive should not direct
scrutiny’s work (see chapter 2), but conversations will help scrutiny members
better understand how their work can be designed to align with the best
opportunities to influence the authority’s wider work.

Information sources
54. Scrutiny will need access to relevant information to inform its work programme. The
type of information will depend on the specific role and function scrutiny plays within
the authority, but might include:
• Performance information from across the authority and its partners;
• Finance and risk information from across the authority and its partners;
• Corporate complaints information, and aggregated information from political
groups about the subject matter of members’ surgeries;
• Business cases and options appraisals (and other planning information) for
forthcoming major decisions. This information will be of particular use for predecision scrutiny; and
• Reports and recommendations issued by relevant ombudsmen, especially
the Local Government and Social Care Ombudsman.

17

Authorities should ensure they have appropriate arrangements in place to ensure the
effective democratic scrutiny of Local Enterprise Partnerships’ investment decisions.
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As committees can meet in closed session, commercial confidentiality
should not preclude the sharing of information. Authorities should note,
however, that the default for meetings should be that they are held in
public (see 2014 guidance on ‘Open and accountable local
government’:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/upl
oads/attachment_data/file/343182/140812_Openness_Guide.pdf).
55. Scrutiny members should consider keeping this information under regular review. It
is likely to be easier to do this outside committee, rather than bringing such
information to committee ’to note’, or to provide an update, as a matter of course.
Shortlisting topics
Approaches to shortlisting topics should reflect scrutiny’s overall role in
the authority. This will require the development of bespoke, local
solutions, however when considering whether an item should be
included in the work programme, the kind of questions a scrutiny
committee should consider might include:
• Do we understand the benefits scrutiny would bring to
this issue?
• How could we best carry out work on this subject?
• What would be the best outcome of this work?
• How would this work engage with the activity of the
executive and other decision-makers, including partners?
56. Some authorities use scoring systems to evaluate and rank work programme
proposals. If these are used to provoke discussion and debate, based on evidence,
about what priorities should be, they can be a useful tool. Others take a looser
approach. Whichever method is adopted, a committee should be able to justify how
and why a decision has been taken to include certain issues and not others.
57. Scrutiny members should accept that shortlisting can be difficult; scrutiny
committees have finite resources and deciding how these are best allocated is
tough. They should understand that, if work programming is robust and effective,
there might well be issues that they want to look at that nonetheless are not
selected.
Carrying out work
58. Selected topics can be scrutinised in several ways, including:

a) As a single item on a committee agenda – this often presents a limited
opportunity for effective scrutiny, but may be appropriate for some issues or
where the committee wants to maintain a formal watching brief over a given
issue;
b) At a single meeting – which could be a committee meeting or something less
formal. This can provide an opportunity to have a single public meeting about a
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given subject, or to have a meeting at which evidence is taken from a number of
witnesses;
c) At a task and finish review of two or three meetings – short, sharp scrutiny
reviews are likely to be most effective even for complex topics. Properly
focused, they ensure members can swiftly reach conclusions and make
recommendations, perhaps over the course of a couple of months or less;
d) Via a longer-term task and finish review – the ‘traditional’ task and finish
model – with perhaps six or seven meetings spread over a number of months –
is still appropriate when scrutiny needs to dig into a complex topic in significant
detail. However, the resource implications of such work, and its length, can
make it unattractive for all but the most complex matters; and
e) By establishing a ‘standing panel’ – this falls short of establishing a whole
new committee but may reflect a necessity to keep a watching brief over a
critical local issue, especially where members feel they need to convene
regularly to carry out that oversight. Again, the resource implications of this
approach means that it will be rarely used.
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7. Evidence Sessions
59. Evidence sessions are a key way in which scrutiny committees inform their work.
They might happen at formal committee, in less formal ‘task and finish’ groups or at
standalone sessions.
Good preparation is a vital part of conducting effective evidence
sessions. Members should have a clear idea of what the committee
hopes to get out of each session and appreciate that success will
depend on their ability to work together on the day.
How to plan
60. Effective planning does not necessarily involve a large number of pre-meetings, the
development of complex scopes or the drafting of questioning plans. It is more often
about setting overall objectives and then considering what type of questions (and
the way in which they are asked) can best elicit the information the committee is
seeking. This applies as much to individual agenda items as it does for longer
evidence sessions – there should always be consideration in advance of what
scrutiny is trying to get out of a particular evidence session.
Chairs play a vital role in leading discussions on objective-setting and
ensuring all members are aware of the specific role each will play during
the evidence session.
61. As far as possible there should be consensus among scrutiny members about the
objective of an evidence session before it starts. It is important to recognise that
members have different perspectives on certain issues, and so might not share the
objectives for a session that are ultimately adopted. Where this happens, the Chair
will need to be aware of this divergence of views and bear it in mind when planning
the evidence session.
62. Effective planning should mean that at the end of a session it is relatively
straightforward for the chair to draw together themes and highlight the key findings.
It is unlikely that the committee will be able to develop and agree recommendations
immediately, but, unless the session is part of a wider inquiry, enough evidence
should have been gathered to allow the chair to set a clear direction.
63. After an evidence session, the committee might wish to hold a short ‘wash-up’
meeting to review whether their objectives were met and lessons could be learned
for future sessions.
Developing recommendations
64. The development and agreement of recommendations is often an iterative process.
It will usually be appropriate for this to be done only by members, assisted by cooptees where relevant. When deciding on recommendations, however, members
should have due regard to advice received from officers, particularly the Monitoring
Officer.
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65. The drafting of reports is usually, but not always, carried out by officers, directed by
members.
66. Authorities draft reports and recommendations in a number of ways, but there are
normally three stages:
i.

the development of a ‘heads of report’ – a document setting out general
findings that members can then discuss as they consider the overall structure
and focus of the report and its recommendations;

ii.

the development of those findings, which will set out some areas on which
recommendations might be made; and

iii.

the drafting of the full report.

67. Recommendations should be evidence-based and SMART, i.e. specific,
measurable, achievable, relevant and timed. Where appropriate, committees may
wish to consider sharing them in draft with interested parties.
68. Committees should bear in mind that often six to eight recommendations are
sufficient to enable the authority to focus its response, although there may be
specific circumstances in which more might be appropriate.
Sharing draft recommendations with executive members should not
provide an opportunity for them to revise or block recommendations
before they are made. It should, however, provide an opportunity for
errors to be identified and corrected, and for a more general sensecheck.
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Annex 1: Illustrative Scenario – Creating an
Executive-Scrutiny Protocol
An executive-scrutiny protocol can deal with the practical expectations of scrutiny
committee members and the executive, as well as the cultural dynamics.
Workshops with scrutiny members, senior officers and Cabinet can be helpful to inform the
drafting of a protocol. An external facilitator can help bring an independent perspective.
Councils should consider how to adopt a protocol, e.g. formal agreement at scrutiny
committee and Cabinet, then formal integration into the Council’s constitution at the next
Annual General Meeting.
The protocol, as agreed, may contain sections on:
•
•

•
•

•

The way scrutiny will go about developing its work programme (including the ways
in which senior officers and Cabinet members will be kept informed);
The way in which senior officers and Cabinet will keep scrutiny informed of the
outlines of major decisions as they are developed, to allow for discussion of
scrutiny’s potential involvement in policy development. This involves the building in
of safeguards to mitigate risks around the sharing of sensitive information with
scrutiny members;
A strengthening and expansion of existing parts of the code of conduct that relate to
behaviour in formal meetings, and in informal meetings;
Specification of the nature and form of responses that scrutiny can expect when it
makes recommendations to the executive, when it makes requests to the executive
for information, and when it makes requests that Cabinet members or senior
officers attend meetings; and
Confirmation of the role of the statutory scrutiny officer, and Monitoring Officer, in
overseeing compliance with the protocol, and ensuring that it is used to support the
wider aim of supporting and promoting a culture of scrutiny, with matters relating to
the protocol’s success being reported to full Council through the scrutiny Annual
Report.
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Annex 2: Illustrative Scenario – Engaging
Independent Technical Advisers
This example demonstrates how one Council’s executive and scrutiny committee worked
together to scope a role and then appoint an independent adviser on transforming social
care commissioning. Their considerations and process may be helpful and applicable in
other similar scenarios.
Major care contracts were coming to an end and the Council took the opportunity to review
whether to continue with its existing strategic commissioning framework, or take a different
approach – potentially insourcing certain elements.
The relevant Director was concerned about the Council’s reliance on a very small number
of large providers. The Director therefore approached the Scrutiny and Governance
Manager to talk through the potential role scrutiny could play as the Council considered
these changes.
The Scrutiny Chair wanted to look at this issue in some depth, but recognised its
complexity could make it difficult for her committee to engage – she was concerned it
would not be able to do the issue justice. The Director offered support from his own officer
team, but the Chair considered this approach to be beset by risks around the
independence of the process.
She talked to the Director about securing independent advice. He was worried that an
independent adviser could come with preconceived ideas and would not understand the
Council’s context and objectives. The Scrutiny Chair was concerned that independent
advice could end up leading to scrutiny members being passive, relying on an adviser to
do their thinking for them. They agreed that some form of independent assistance would
be valuable, but that how it was provided and managed should be carefully thought out.
With the assistance of the Governance and Scrutiny Manager, the Scrutiny Chair
approached local universities and Further Education institutions to identify an appropriate
individual. The approach was clear – it set out the precise role expected of the adviser,
and explained the scrutiny process itself. Because members wanted to focus on the risks
of market failure, and felt more confident on substantive social care matters, the approach
was directed at those with a specialism in economics and business administration. The
Council’s search was proactive – the assistance of the service department was drawn on
to make direct approaches to particular individuals who could carry out this role.
It was agreed to make a small budget available to act as a ‘per diem’ to support an
adviser; academics were approached in the first instance as the Council felt able to make
a case that an educational institution would provide this support for free as part of its
commitment to Corporate Social Responsibility.
Three individuals were identified from the Council’s proactive search. The Chair and ViceChair of the committee had an informal discussion with each – not so much to establish
their skills and expertise (which had already been assessed) but to give a sense about
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their ‘fit’ with scrutiny’s objectives and their political nous in understanding the environment
in which they would operate, and to satisfy themselves that they will apply themselves
even-handedly to the task. The Director sat in on this process but played no part in who
was ultimately selected.
The independent advice provided by the selected individual gave the Scrutiny Committee
a more comprehensive understanding of the issue and meant it was able to offer informed
advice on the merits of putting in place a new strategic commissioning framework.
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Annex 3: Illustrative Scenario – Approaching
an External Organisation to Appear before a
Committee
This example shows how one council ensured a productive scrutiny meeting, involving a
private company and the public. Lessons may be drawn and apply to other similar
scenarios.
Concerns had been expressed by user groups, and the public at large, about the reliability
of the local bus service. The Scrutiny Chair wanted to question the bus company in a
public evidence session but knew that she had no power to compel it to attend. Previous
attempts to engage it had been unsuccessful; the company was not hostile, but said it had
its own ways of engaging the public.
The Monitoring Officer approached the company’s regional PR manager, but he expressed
concern that the session would end in a ‘bunfight’. He also explained the company had put
their improvement plan in the public domain, and felt a big council meeting would
exacerbate tensions.
Other councillors had strong views about the company – one thought the committee
should tell the company it would be empty-chaired if it refused to attend. The Scrutiny
Chair was sympathetic to this, but thought such an approach would not lead to any
improvements.
The Scrutiny Chair was keen to make progress, but it was difficult to find the right person
to speak to at the company, so she asked council officers and local transport advocacy
groups for advice. Speaking to those people also gave her a better sense of what
scrutiny’s role might be.
When she finally spoke to the company’s network manager, she explained the situation
and suggested they work together to consider how the meeting could be productive for the
Council, the company and local people. In particular, this provided her with an opportunity
to explain scrutiny and its role. The network manager remained sceptical but was
reassured that they could work together to ensure that the meeting would not be an
‘ambush’. He agreed in principle to attend and also provide information to support the
Committee’s work beforehand.
Discussions continued in the four weeks leading up to the Committee meeting. The
Scrutiny Chair was conscious that while she had to work with the company to ensure that
the meeting was constructive – and secure their attendance – it could not be a whitewash,
and other members and the public would demand a hard edge to the discussions.
The scrutiny committee agreed that the meeting would provide a space for the company to
provide context to the problems local people are experiencing, but that this would be
preceded by a space on the agenda for the Chair, Vice-chair, and representatives from
two local transport advocacy groups to set out their concerns. The company were sent in
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advance a summary of the general areas on which members were likely to ask questions,
to ensure that those questions could be addressed at the meeting.
Finally, provision was made for public questions and debate. Those attending the meeting
were invited to discuss with each other the principal issues they wanted the meeting to
cover. A short, facilitated discussion in the room led by the Chair highlighted the key
issues, and the Chair then put those points to the company representatives.
At the end of the meeting, the public asked questions of the bus company representative
in a 20-minute plenary item.
The meeting was fractious, but the planning carried out to prepare for this – by channelling
issues through discussion and using the Chair to mediate the questioning – made things
easier. Some attendees were initially frustrated by this structure, but the company
representative was more open and less defensive than might otherwise have been the
case.
The meeting also motivated the company to revise its communications plan to become
more responsive to this kind of challenge, part of which involved a commitment to feed
back to the scrutiny committee on the recommendations it made on the night.
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Forward plan
Page 157

THIS DOCUMENT GIVES NOTICE OF
ANTICIPATED KEY DECISIONS TO BE TAKEN
AT CABINET AND OTHER MEETINGS

Agenda Item 15

This update published 14 June 2021
Democratic Services
Contact: Corrina Haskins, Democratic Services Officer, email: corrina.haskins@bristol.gov.uk
Tel: 0117 35 76519

BRISTOL CITY COUNCIL - FORWARD PLAN
INDEX OF PROPOSED KEY DECISIONS

The Forward Plan gives notice of anticipated key decisions to be taken at Cabinet, Health and Wellbeing Board and Learning City Partnership Board
meetings. It will be updated and published on the Council website www.bristol.gov.uk on a monthly basis.
Key Decision
Under the Council’s constitution, the definition of a key decision is a decision which is likely to:
1) Result in expenditure of £500,000 or over.
2) Result in savings of £500,000 or over.
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3) Be significant in terms of its effects on communities living or working in two or more wards in the city.
Non-key Decision
For additional information and completeness the Forward Plan also contains those items which are outside the definition of a key decision.
Cabinet Meetings
The Cabinet will normally meet once a month on a Tuesday. Meetings start at 4pm and are currently held at City Hall, College Green
Bristol, BS1 5TR. Meetings of the Cabinet are open to the public with the exception of discussion regarding reports which contain
exempt/confidential, commercially sensitive or personal information which will be identified in the Mayor’s Forward Plan).
Reports submitted to the Mayor and Cabinet will be available on the council’s website 5 clear working days before the date the decision can be
made. If you would like a copy by email please contact democratic.services@bristol.gov.uk

-2-

Glossary:
HWB
LCPB
APR15

Health and Wellbeing Board
Learning City Partnership Board
Under the Council’s Constitution if a key decision needs to be taken with less than 28 days’ notice, it can still be taken under APR15 –
General Exception, if it is impracticable to defer it until the next scheduled Cabinet meeting. The relevant Scrutiny Commission must
be notified and the report published as part of the agenda 5 clear working days ahead of the Cabinet meeting

Description of Exempt Information :- England, Part 1 of Schedule 12A of the local Government Act 1972
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1

Information relating to any individual.

2

Information which is likely to reveal the identity of an individual.

3

Information relating to the financial or business affairs of any particular person (including the authority holding that information).

4

Information relating to any consultations or negotiations, or contemplated consultations or negotiations, with any labour relations
matter arising between the authority or a Minister of the Crown and employees of, or office holders under the authority.

5

Information in respect of which a claim to legal professional privilege could be maintained in legal proceedings.

6

Information which reveals that the authority proposes
(a) to give under any enactment a notice under or by virtue of which requirements are imposed on a person; 0r

(b) to make an order or direction under any enactment.
7

Information relating to any action taken or to be taken in connection with the prevention, investigation or prosecution of a crime.

-3-

Cabinet Members
 Mayor Marvin Rees – lead on Transport, Planning and City Design
 Councillor Craig Cheney – Deputy Mayor and Cabinet Member for Finance, Governance and Performance
 Councillor Asher Craig – Deputy Mayor and Cabinet Member for Communities, Equalities and Public Health
 Councillor Helen Godwin - Cabinet Member for Families, Education and Women (Lead Member for Children’s Services)
 Councillor Helen Holland - Cabinet Member with responsibility for Adult Social Care
 Councillor Nicola Beech – Cabinet Member for Climate, Ecology, Waste and Energy
 Councillor Tom Renhard – Cabinet Member for Housing Delivery and Homes

The City Council’s website www.bristol.gov.uk contains all supporting documents and decisions for formal meetings and lots more
about the City Council.
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Lead Officer

Title and summary of Decision
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Adam
Crowther, Head
of Strategic City
Transport
adam.crowther
@bristol.gov.uk

Bus Stop Suspension Charges
A new system to charge for the suspension of bus stops.

Abigail
Stratford,
Service
Manager, Major
Projects
abigail.stratford
@bristol.gov.uk

Regeneration Funding
to establish a regeneration service within the Growth and
Regeneration directorate and draw down WECA funding to
deliver projects in Central Bristol.

Stephen
Peacock,
Executive
Director for
Growth and
Regeneration
stephen.peacoc
k@bristol.gov.u
k
Oliver Roberts,
Senior Project
Manager
oliver.roberts@
bristol.gov.uk

Cultural Investment Programme extension
The extension of the current round of Cultural Investment
Programme for an additional year.

Meeting
date
Cabinet
22 Jun
2021

Decision taker

Scrutiny Remit

Mayor

Growth and
Regeneration
Scrutiny
Commission

Cabinet
22 Jun
2021

Mayor

Growth and
Regeneration
Scrutiny
Committee

Cabinet
22 Jun
2021

Deputy Mayor with
responsibility for
Finance, Governance
and Performance

Growth and
Regeneration
Scrutiny
Commission

Cabinet
22 Jun
2021

Deputy Mayor with
responsibility for
Finance, Governance
and Performance

Growth and
Regeneration
Scrutiny
Commission

Open

Open

Open

South Bristol Light Industrial Workspace
Update on South Bristol Industrial Workspace project and
submission of change request to WECA.
Open
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Lead Officer

Sharon
Radnedge
sharon.radnedg
e@bristol.gov.u
k

Title and summary of Decision

Blaise Plant Nursery supplies
To agree spending for supplies used and sold at Blaise plant
nursery.

Meeting
date

Scrutiny Remit
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Cabinet
22 Jun
2021

Deputy Mayor with
responsibility for
Communities,
Equalities and Public
Health

Communities
Scrutiny
Commission

Cabinet
22 Jun
2021

Deputy Mayor with
responsibility for
Finance, Governance
and Performance

Resources
Scrutiny
Commission

Cabinet
22 Jun
2021

Deputy Mayor with
responsibility for
Finance, Governance
and Performance

Resources
Scrutiny
Commission

Cabinet
22 Jun
2021

Deputy Mayor with
responsibility for
Finance, Governance

Resources
Scrutiny
Commission

Open

Gareth Cook
Electoral Service specialist printing tender
gareth.cook@br Re-tender and procurement of the council's election specialist
istol.gov.uk
print services for four years.

Decision taker

Open

Simon Oliver
simon.oliver@b
ristol.gov.uk

Microsoft Desktop Licensing Agreement
To award a contract for the supply of licences for Microsoft
Windows products.
Open

Denise Murray,
Director Finance &

PFI Benchmarking outcome for Bristol Schools
To present the outcome of Bristol schools Ltd PFI benchmarking
and consider the proposals to reduce annual unitary charge.

-6-

Lead Officer
Section 151
Officer
denise.murray
@bristol.gov.uk
Michael Pilcher
michael.pilcher
@bristol.gov.uk

Title and summary of Decision

Meeting
date

Decision taker

Scrutiny Remit

and Performance
Part exempt
3

P12 Outturn finance report
P12 Outturn finance report

Cabinet
22 Jun
2021

Open

Deputy Mayor with
responsibility for
Finance, Governance
and Performance

Resources
Scrutiny
Commission
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Simon Cowley,
Mayor's Policy
Advisor
simon.cowley@
bristol.gov.uk

Citizen Assembly Recommendations
A report on Bristol's first Citizen Assembly and the council's next
steps.
Non Key
Open

Cabinet
22 Jun
2021

Overview and
Scrutiny
Management
Board

Jan Cadby, Risk
Manager
jan.cadby@brist
ol.gov.uk

Corporate Risk Management report
Provides an update on work to improve risk management and set
out the council's current significant risks. Quarter 4 2020-21.
Non Key
Open

Cabinet
22 Jun
2021

Deputy Mayor with
responsibility for
Finance, Governance
and Performance

Resources
Scrutiny
Commission

Jane Taylor
jane.taylor@bri

Future Bright Plus - Phase 2
Extension of Future Bright Plus Grant Agreement.

Cabinet
22 Jun

Mayor

People Scrutiny
Commission
-7-

Lead Officer

Title and summary of Decision

stol.gov.uk

Meeting
date
2021

Decision taker

Scrutiny Remit

Open
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Hugh Evans,
Childcare Development and Sustainability Service
Executive
recommission the service through an open tender process.
Director: People
Open

Cabinet
22 Jun
2021

Cabinet Member with
responsibility for
Families, Education
and Women (Lead
Member for
Children's Services)

People Scrutiny
Commission

Guy Fishbourne
guy.fishbourne
@bristol.gov.uk

Cabinet
22 Jun
2021

Mayor

Communities
Scrutiny
Commission

SLM Leisure Contract and Financial Assistance
Update on the council's financial liability under its adopted
contractual position.
Procure and award a new leisure contract
Part exempt
3

Gail Rogers
Children’s Social Care and Special Education Spot Purchase
gail.rogers@bris Placements
tol.gov.uk
Approve spot purchasing of Residential Care, Independent Foster
Agency and Independent Special School and College placements
for children and young people.

Cabinet
Cabinet Member with
13 Jul 2021 responsibility for
Families, Education
and Women (Lead
Member for
Children's Services)

People Scrutiny
Commission

Open
-8-

Lead Officer

Title and summary of Decision
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Katherine
Williams,
Substance
Misuse Team
Manager
katherine.willia
ms@bristol.gov.
uk

Changing Futures MHCLG Bid Submission
Update on the bid submitted for the MCHLG Changing Futures
funding programme and to seek approval to spend the grant (if
successful) as proposed.

Ann James,
Director:
Children's
Services
(Acting)
Ann.James@bri
stol.gov.uk

Amendments to the Keeping Bristol Safe Partnership
Constitution
Amendments to be made to the Keeping Bristol Safe Partnership
Constitution by the Keeping Bristol Safe Executive as one of the
partnership’s three statutory partners.

Shaun Taylor,
Highways
Manager
shaun.taylor@b
ristol.gov.uk

Additional Highways Maintenance Funding Allocation
Approval to spend £9.6m on existing highways maintenance
prioritise as described in the report.

Jason Thorne

City Centre and High Streets Recovery

Meeting
date

Decision taker

Scrutiny Remit

Cabinet
Cabinet Member with
13 Jul 2021 responsibility for
Adult Social Care

Communities
Scrutiny
Commission

Cabinet
Cabinet Member with
13 Jul 2021 responsibility for
Families, Education
and Women (Lead
Member for
Children's Services)

People Scrutiny
Commission

Cabinet
Mayor
13 Jul 2021

Growth and
Regeneration
Scrutiny
Commission

Cabinet

Growth and

Open

Open

Open

Deputy Mayor with
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Lead Officer

Title and summary of Decision

jason.thorne@b Approval to spend £2.725m of Love Our Highstreets funding
ristol.gov.uk
granted to Bristol via WECA to support City Centre and
Highstreets recovery and align to the COVID Capital Recovery
Fund.

Meeting
Decision taker
date
13 Jul 2021 responsibility for
Finance, Governance
and Performance

Scrutiny Remit
Regeneration
Scrutiny
Commission

Open
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Jaime BlakeleyGlover, Head of
Property
Jaime.BlakeleyGlover@bristol.
gov.uk

Days Road Reuse & Recycling Centre – Lease renewal
Approval to secure the future of the Days Road Reuse & Recycling
Centre (RRC) location and to approve the terms for the lease
renewal provisionally agreed with the freeholder, Network Rail.

Communities
Scrutiny
Commission

Cabinet
Deputy Mayor with
13 Jul 2021 responsibility for
Communities,
Equalities and Public
Health

Communities
Scrutiny
Commission

Part exempt

Hugh Evans,
Bristol’s Drug and Alcohol Strategy 2020-24
Executive
To approve the final Drug and Alcohol Strategy 2020-2024.
Director: People
Open

Guy Collings
Guy.Collings@b
ristol.gov.uk

Cabinet
Cabinet Member with
13 Jul 2021 responsibility for
Climate, Ecology,
Waste and Energy

Quarterly Performance Progress Report (Q4 - 2020/21)
Cabinet
To note the final outturn results against the Key Performance
13 Jul 2021
Indicators (KPIs) for Q4 2020/21 (Appendix A1) – designed around
the themes in the Corporate Strategy and Business Plan.
Non Key

Deputy Mayor with
responsibility for
Finance, Governance
and Performance

Resources
Scrutiny
Commission
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Lead Officer

Title and summary of Decision

Meeting
date

Decision taker

Scrutiny Remit

Open

Mike Jackson,
Chief Executive
mike.jackson@
bristol.gov.uk

Re-tender of the Network and Telephony contract
To approve a direct award contract for the supplier of network
and telephony services for a 12-month period.

Cabinet
Deputy Mayor with
13 Jul 2021 responsibility for
Finance, Governance
and Performance

Resources
Scrutiny
Commission

Cabinet
Cabinet Member with
13 Jul 2021 responsibility for
Families, Education
and Women (Lead
Member for
Children's Services)

People Scrutiny
Commission

Cabinet
Deputy Mayor with
13 Jul 2021 responsibility for
Communities,
Equalities and Public

Communities
Scrutiny
Commission

Part exempt
3
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Hugh Evans,
Education Capital Programme: SEND Sufficiency – Elmfield
Executive
School for Deaf Children & Trinity Academy
Director: People Approval of funding arrangements for the Elmfield School project
including £1m from Basic Need Grant Funding
and
allocate £800k from Basic Needs Grant funding to facilitate full
payment of the outturn project costs.
Open

Jonathan
James, Head of
Natural and
Marine Services

National Heritage Lottery Project Prioritisation
To approve a grant application for works at Stoke Park and
Temple Park.

- 11 -

Lead Officer

Title and summary of Decision

jonathan.james
@bristol.gov.uk

Open

Denise Murray,
Director Finance &
Section 151
Officer
denise.murray
@bristol.gov.uk

P2 Finance Outturn Report 2021/22
Finance Outturn Report 2021/22
Open

Meeting
date

Decision taker

Scrutiny Remit

Health

Cabinet
Deputy Mayor with
13 Jul 2021 responsibility for
Finance, Governance
and Performance

Resources
Scrutiny
Commission
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Public Document Pack Agenda Item 16

ATTACHED ARE THE DRAFT MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON 23 JUNE 2021
Please note these draft minutes are subject to confirmation as a correct record at the next meeting of the
committee
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Agenda Item 1
West of England Combined Authority
WECA Overview & Scrutiny Committee
Wednesday, 23 June 2021, 10:30am
Council Chamber, Bristol City Hall
Present:
Cllr Winston Duguid, Bath and North East
Somerset
Cllr Hal MacFie, Bath and North East Somerset
Council
Cllr Donald Alexander, Bristol City Council
Cllr Geoff Gollop, Bristol City Council
Cllr Ed Plowden, Bristol City Council

Cllr Gary Hopkins, Bristol City Council
Cllr Brenda Massey, Bristol City Council
Cllr Andrew Varney, Bristol City Council
Cllr Brian Allinson, South Gloucestershire Council
Cllr John Ashe, South Gloucestershire Council
Cllr Claire Young, South Gloucestershire Council
(as substitute for Cllr James Arrowsmith)

In attendance from North Somerset Council
Cllr Huw James
Officers In Attendance:
Shahzia Daya, Head of Legal & Democratic
Services
Ian Hird, Scrutiny Manager
Tim Milgate, Democratic Services Officer
Andy Strong, Transport Operations Team
Manager

David Carter, Director of Infrastructure
Pete Davis, Head of Grant Management &
Assurance
Jess Lee, Head of Policy & Strategy
Helen Iles, Senior Policy Officer

Apologies:
Cllr James Arrowsmith, South Gloucestershire
Council (Cllr Claire Young attended as substitute)

Cllr Peter Crew, North Somerset Council
Cllr Mike Bird, North Somerset Council

Minutes
1

COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP UPDATE
The membership of the Committee for Municipal Year 2021/22 was noted and new members
were welcomed to the Committee.

2

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
An apology for absence was received from Cllr James Arrowsmith.
attended as substitute.

Cllr Claire Young

Cllrs Mike Bird and Peter Crew, observer members from North Somerset Council were not in
attendance.
3

ELECTION OF CHAIR OF THE COMMITTEE FOR 2021-22
No agreement was reached on election of Chair, so this matter was deferred to the next
meeting of the Committee.
Councillor Winston Duguid was appointed as Chair for this meeting only.
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Agreed:
(1) That the election of Chair for WECA Overview & Scrutiny Committee for Municipal
Year 2021/22 be deferred to the next meeting;
(2) That Cllr Winston Duguid be appointed as Chair for this meeting only.
4

ELECTION OF VICE-CHAIR OF THE COMMITTEE FOR 2021-22
As no Chair had been elected for Municipal Year 2021/22, the election of Vice-Chair was
deferred to the next meeting.
Agreed: That the election of Vice-Chair for WECA Overview & Scrutiny Committee for
Municipal Year 2021/22 be deferred to the next meeting.

5

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
There were no Declarations of Interest declared.

6

COMMITTEE TERMS OF REFERENCE
The Terms of Reference for WECA Overview & Scrutiny committee had been set out in the
agenda papers and were noted.

7

MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING
The minutes of the meeting held on 27 January 2021 were agreed as a correct record.

8

ITEMS FROM THE PUBLIC (QUESTIONS; STATEMENTS; PETITIONS)
Four questions had been received from members of the public for response as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Dave Redgewell – Bus Back Better
Dave Redgewell – Bristol Ring Road
Ian Beckey - North Somerset joining West of England Combined Authority
Ian Beckey – Railways

The responses to the questions were circulated to the questioners and members of the
Committee prior to the meeting.
In addition, three statements had been received from members of the public as follows:
1. David Redgewell - Transport and regional issues
2. Steven Hunt - Transport issues
3. Lucy Travis - Transport issues
Mr Redgewell attended the meeting and addressed the Committee on the subject of his
statement. The statements were circulated to the Committee and published on the Authority’s
website prior to the meeting.
9

REVIEW OF 25 JUNE WEST OF ENGLAND COMBINED AUTHORITY COMMITTEE &
WEST OF ENGLAND JOINT COMMITTEE REPORTS
The Committee were requested to consider the reports to be considered by the West of
England Combined Authority Committee and Joint Committee at its meeting on 23 June 2021
and to consider what comments it wished to make to that meeting in relation to those reports.
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Item 11 – Climate Emergency Action Plan Update
Jess Lee, Head of Policy and Strategy and Helen Iles, Senior Policy Officer, gave a brief
summary of this report and answered questions from the Committee thereon. The following
points were raised:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Promoting Green Skills – the Authority was at the early stage of working with providers
on training on retrofits;
At the moment the benchmarking data was nationally available data but work was
ongoing on providing data at individual authority level;
The initial trajectory figures were being finalised, although Covid had impacted on
some of the data sets. An established baseline figure would be necessary;
The next stage of the Local Transport Plan would look at alternative fuel for vehicles
and was likely to be ready in autumn 2022. Figures per authority were available in the
report. It was noted however that although car travel had reached pre-Covid levels,
public transport usage was still much lower;
It was noted that although cost to homeowners could be mitigated there were still
huge barriers that prevented homeowners from implementing some of the necessary
measures;
The Committee requested a meeting with the new Metro Mayor Dan Norris regarding
the Authority’s position on the expansion of Bristol Airport;
In relation to the proposed meeting of the new Mayor it was asked whether the Mayor
could be asked to provide evidence of how the climate emergency measures were
being successful;
It was commented that the “re-start” of the economy after Covid restrictions was an
excellent opportunity to find more efficient ways of reinvesting;

Item 12 - Bus Network Recovery and Bus Infrastructure Programme
Andy Strong, Transport Operations Team Manager, gave a brief summary of this report and
answered questions from the Committee thereon. The following points were raised:
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

A major challenge was around bus services in rural villages, and around Bristol
Parkway station which had seen huge improvements in facilities and was in need of a
major transport hub. Problems continued with the parkway bridge which caused traffic
jams; David Carter answered that the Authority was aware of these issues, but a
masterplan was needed to be drawn up. A ten-year rail plan was committed to looking
at Parkway, especially in regards to services from Henbury;
The current infrastructure programme does not reflect aspirations, and part of the
challenge was to increase the numbers of buses throughout the region as well as a
detailed analysis of the park and ride services (particular issues were raised regarding
North Bristol, Filton and Yate). A funding bid was necessary for this. Appendix 4 to
the report set out the current position;
Bus franchising was a matter for the Metro Mayor who could use his powers in the
future if needed. Targets were set every six months;
David Carter stated that it relation to the technical questions that were being raised he
would instruct his officers to write to the members of the Committee with the detail
within 14 days;
At the current time the government had not granted additional funding to support bus
services but current services were being maintained as well as all current supported
bus services. It was unknown what the next tranche of government funding would be.
The Authority were aware of issues regarding the arena and the proposed relocation
of Bristol Zoo. Planning applications would have to provide evidence of mitigation of
car journeys;
It was asked whether the Regional Transport Forums would be reinstated;
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•
•
•

The Authority were working with transport operators on finding a best fares solution
with many commuters likely to change their travel arrangements post-pandemic;
It was asked that the strategy be linked to other strategies and solutions such as
precepting be explored;
Public Transport provisions were considered as part of the overall transport modelling
solutions;

Item 15 – Strategic Rail Investment
David Carter, Director of Infrastructure, gave a brief summary of this report and answered
questions from the Committee thereon. The following points were raised:
•
•
•

The Authority had looked at improvements for existing stations as well as new
stations;
A variety of sites had been considered at Fishbourne Hill – the timelines for the
improvements there would be confirmed;
Five stations had been earmarked initially to become step free, it would be confirmed
how many local stations would then have steps.

Item 18 – Investment Fund Report
Pete Davis, Head of Grant Management & Assurance, gave a brief summary of this report
and answered questions from the Committee thereon. The following points were raised:
•

The report sought a number of approvals for spend, especially in the Housing,
Business and Skills areas.

The above comments were collated into the comments the Committee wished to pass to the
WECA Committee in consideration of those items. These comments are set out in Appendix
1.
In addition, the Committee asked whether it was a requirement that the Metro Mayor
appointed a deputy. The Monitoring Officer confirmed that it was a requirement but no formal
timetable was set out. The Committee also enquired whether a governance review of the
Authority’s functions should now be carried out. The Monitoring Officer confirmed that there
was an annual review of the constitution which may be an appropriate time.
Agreed: That the comments from the WECA Overview and Scrutiny Committee on the WECA
Committee reports, as set out in Appendix 1, be collated and circulated to the WECA
Committee for its consideration during its decision-making process.
Wednesday, 13 October 2021, 10.30 am, To be confirmed
The meeting closed at 12:13pm.
COMMENTS FROM WEST OF ENGLAND COMBINED AUTHORITY
OVERVIEW & SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
COMMENTS TO BE SUBMITTED TO:
JOINT MEETING OF WEST OF ENGLAND COMBINED AUTHORITY COMMITTEE
AND WEST OF ENGLAND JOINT COMMITTEE - 25 JUNE 2021
Following our meeting held on 23 June, the Overview and Scrutiny Committee wishes to
present the following comments:
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1. Climate Emergency action plan update (agenda item 11)
Whilst noting the update and the actions being taken forward, we are concerned that the
overall trajectory of progress suggests that achieving the ambition of net zero carbon for
the region by 2030 is extremely challenging - we recognise that this is an issue for the
whole region, not just the Combined Authority. We are concerned that the data
presented should also demonstrate a connection between the activities planned and the
impact on the trajectory so we can assess the remaining gap that needs to be closed.
We note that tackling the climate emergency is a key priority for the Metro Mayor and
would welcome him engaging with us about the detail of his specific plans - we suggest
a meeting about this in September would be useful, to allow time for this further detail to
be developed. We are keen to engage constructively in ambitious plans that could
deliver both climate change aspirations and clean economic recovery and growth.
2. Bus network recovery and Bus infrastructure programme (agenda item 12)
We note and support the proposal to publish a Notice of Intent to proceed with the
development of a joint Enhanced Partnership between the Combined Authority and
North Somerset Council, Bath & North East Somerset Council, Bristol City Council and
South Gloucestershire Council and bus operators.
Whilst there is clearly a need to work at pace to take forward the development of a Bus
Service Improvement Plan and an Enhanced Partnership to meet the government’s
timescale, it is important to ensure this work joins up with other key strategies and plans,
e.g. plans for re-allocating road space.
The importance of rural bus services also needs to be fully factored into plans for bus
network recovery.
In terms of ticketing, we also suggest it would be useful to investigate (perhaps in liaison
with credit unions) whether some form of staggered payment system could be
introduced to assist commuters on low incomes in not being excluded from the savings
offered through longer-term/season ticketing.
3. Strategic infrastructure interventions
At the strategic level, careful consideration needs to be given to the timing of transport
infrastructure intervention - for example, a new Park and Ride(s) in north Bristol needs to
be carefully planned and operational in advance of planned new housing development in
Filton.
Liaison should be taking place now with Bristol Zoo about how they will actively seek to
mitigate traffic impacts from the further development of the Wild Place Project in South
Gloucestershire and address how running the visitor attraction can integrate to maximum
effect with available public transport.
4. Public engagement on transport matters
As lockdown restrictions ease, and with the particular challenge ahead of restoring bus
and rail patronage to pre-Covid levels, we encourage the Metro Mayor to reinstate the
Regional Transport Forum or establish new ways to meaningfully engage the region’s
public on transport issues.
5. Governance / ways of working
Recognising that Mayoral Combined Authorities are relatively new and evolving, we will
be holding an informal meeting in July to consider our scrutiny work programme and how
we may need to adjust our arrangements to ensure that we add value to the Combined
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Authority.
In the spirit of ‘continuous improvement’, we suggest that it may be appropriate for a
wider, internal governance review of the Combined Authority to also be considered.
The position of Deputy Mayor of the Combined Authority was raised and that the
constitution should be updated to reflect the position, once clarified.
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